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ABSTRACT

Among Sean O'Casey's "experimental" plays Red Roses

for l,,le poses a unique problem. Atthough considered by

Robert Hogan as "perhaps the most popular play of what has

been cafled OrCasey's tbarren yearsr'" Red Roses has often

been strongly criticized and is rarely performed' When it

is produced--often apparently by those whose enthusiasm for

the play would have rnatched O'Casey's own--the result' too

often, is disaster. Those who like the play refer to it as

"romantic tragedy" and to its "hero 
"' 

Ayamonn' as a noble and

idealistic young man. On stage, however, the total effect'

more and more frequently, is one of romantic rhapsodizings

and sentimental outpourings of a "message" whích is out of

date.

Thus the play brings to a sharp focus the lack of

consensuswhichiscommonwhenanyofthelaterplaysare
discussed . l,{oreover, !e<! Roses f or llle also exhibits ' as does

the entire 0'Casey canon' an alarming tendency to fall apart

inthemiddleandrevealabreakinthestylisticunityof
O'Caseyrs rn¡ork ' The first two acts are repeatedly described

by critics as a return to the brilliance of O'Casey's "early

manner" and to the "realisn" of the Dublin "nasterpieces'"

whereas the last ttn¡o acts are most often described as didac-

tic and " expre ss i onistic r" an example of 0rCaseyrs "later

manner." Those critics who like the play but who cannot

overlook the problems of stylistic and thematic unity posed

ll



by the "new expressionism" tend to think of Red Roses as a

"failed" rnasterpiece, a category in which a great many of

0iC¿sey's plays have, unfortunately, been pigeon-hoted'

the first half of the p1ay, like {gng and the Pavcock

and îhe Plough and the Stars, actually contains symbolic and

expressionistic elements which have too long been isnored.

These carefully prepare for the expressionism of tìe third

act which, conversely, has strong elements of realisn that

prevent the act from becoming unreal, mere "stage rnagicr"

as Hogan claims. This juxtaposition and blending of the

techniques of realism and expressionism, far from destroying

the play's unity, allows O'Casey to achieve a new kind of

unity, one in which he is able to realize effects which go

far beyond the limitations of each technique used individual]-y,

The statue of Our Lady of Eb1ana, for example, as well as

being part of the real-istic structure, is also part of the

expressionism of the first two acts. Though the statue

itself disappears at the end of Act If, Our Lady of Eblana

reappears in many fonns in the expressionism of the second

half of the play. And when she does reappear she speaks of

ideals which are no longer external and ineffective' but

which are in the process of beconing an essential and mean-

ingful part of the lives of the Dublin poor. The trans-

figuration u'hich Our Lady of Eblana undergoes is, in fact,

an integral part of the many transfornations occurring in

Red Roses for Me- - transformations expressed through colour

symbolism, irnagery of light and darkness, clothes imagery'

Such transfornrati ons result f inally in the play itself
Il-1



becoming a modern miracle PlaY.

Red Roses &X &, despite its conplicated and perplex-

ing stmcture, defines its own organic form and creates its
own principles of unity. In doing so, it illustrates the

kind of realistic and symbolic structures that O'Casey,

throughout his life ' delighted in building. In showing how

the play is unified both stylisticaily and thematically,

the thesis. dernonstrates that the play itself is a "bridge of

vision" between 0rCasey's early "realistíc" plays and his

Iâter " expetirnental" ones .

tv
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CHAPTÌT-R I

THE ROLE OF THE PLAY'Y'ÍRÏGHT

Having recently seen Peter 0'TooIe's fine
performance as Didi in Beckett's u/aiting for Godot at the

Abbey, David Krause was outraged to overhear two

"professional scholar-critic s " condenn the production on

the grounds that "Beckett's 'message' about man's grim fate

could not penetrate a1t that laughter in the theater, "1

This failure of insight which leads to a confusion of moral-

with aesthetic val-ues is also reflected, Krause thinks, in
the frequent disnissal of Sean 0'Casey's middle and later
p1ays. 0'Casey's "message" has no trouble penetrating the

laughter, but, a1as, it is the wrong nessage:

Krause also finds it ironic that the latest book to
t

champion 0rCasey- does so, not on aesthetic grounds, but out

of an appreciation of the political and sociological back-

grounds of the plays--those very elements v¡hich evoke the

char,qe of didacticisrn. That the scope of Ììaureen l"{al-one's

lDavicl Krause , "llhe Playwright as iìntertainer, "
l,lodern Drana, XIII (December, f970), 338.' 2l,trrrreen l.1alone , The Pf avs of Sean O'Casev
(Carbondale: Southern Il-linois University Press, 1969).
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a
"thesis-tlæe"J book is too narrow to include a consideration

of the playrvright as "entertainer" is e¡nnptomatic of what is
wrong with present-day drama criticisn¡

she has 1ittle or nothing to tell us about [O'Casey's]
tragicomic view of art, the variety of his comic
strategies and conceits, his mastery of the traditions
and techniques of knockabout farce, his orÍginaI
methods of drarnatic s¡rmbolism and anti-naturalisrn,
his uses of the trish idiom and mythologyr the paradox
of his comrunist and religious commitrnents, the artistic
problerns that accornpanied his emerging didacticisrnr the
writers and pla¡nvrights who influenced hirn and his place
among his contemporaries, and over all his instinctive
knowledge of stagecraft and his evolving concept of an
exDerinental and radical theater.* 

There ls nothing original or imaginative in this
boolc. It will do little to encourage interest in the
drarnatic art of O'Casey, and this is what is so
disappointing for anyone concerned abo¡¡t the continuing
neglect of his niddle and later plays.Y

Though Krause is unfair to a book which does, in factt
offer some insights into 0'Casey's craftsmanship, the nain

tenor of his cornplaint is sound enough. Furthermore, his

conclusions arÌse from a cLearly defined sense of how the

student of drama can benefit from an active involvement with

theatre, rather than frorn a too-passive preoceupation with

drarna as literature and with those scholarly critics who

nainly provide both moral edification and endless amounts of

background information. In setting forth the standards which

shouLd be net in the study of drana, Krause writes¡

There is not enough room for the el-ement of sheer
pleasure in the academic industry' and the study of
drama is, with the best of motives, consigned to the
classroorn not the theatero to the examining of texts
not the watching of live actors on a stage. In such

3K"uu"", "Pla¡nvright," p. 339.
4rui¿.
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a closet atrnosphere the concept.of the playwright as an
entertainer is- gradually underrnined. This does not mean
that the study of playscripts should be discouraged, but
that a perforlning àrt like the drama must -be experienced
directly in a thèater before it can be enjoyed-and
understóod. The performance should precede and encourage
the study, the enJ oyment should precede and-help release
the undeiÁtantlingi i¡e mind will send down deep roots if
the adrenalin flows. )

The logical outcorne of such an approachr as Krause sees it,

is that "thesis topics must be chosen with leis stress on

secondary sources and backgrounds and a more compelLing sense

of how the theatrical experience transforns as well as

lnterprets the dramatic text. '6
Idea13.y, perhaps r such conditions could be metr though

the "thesis" on a particular play rnight then be in the form

of the production Ítself. In the meantime, the continuing

failure of eonmercial theatre, whose "product" is "ente?tain-

mentr " to put on the niddle or late OrCasey plays suggests

that possibly the producers are waiting for sôme "instinctive

scholar" (a phrase Krause coins) to come along and tell them

what is so entertaÍning about O'Casey's work. Even the

small, experimental theatres neglect his plays in favour of

the Theatre of the Absurd, a theatre which rnay well owe a

debt to Or0asey himself. And whenever one does hear of an

OrCasey play being put on in the commerci-al theatre it ist

5r¡i4., p.33?, 6r¡io.
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inevitably, either Juno or The Pfoush.T

Red lìoses f or l'/le, though it has been produced at

tfre ffr{âtre National Populaire in Paris, and not surprisingly'

in Communist Estonia, has had littte ¡nore than a handful of

productions in the Eng1i sh- spe aking world'B $/hen the play'

together with The Silver Tassie and Purple Dust' was

reprinted in a paperback edition the year after 0'Casey's

death, J.C. Trewin's eulogistic introduction described it as

"the nost generally applauded" of the three plays' Yet now'

as then, this apptause is heard more often in "the theatre

of the imagination"9 than in the live theatre'

However, despite the fact that it is rarely possible

to see the play on stage, the effectiveness of what few

productions there have been can be gauged from whatever

?Th" J.nr""y 2)th, 1971 edition of Time [cana$a] 
^reviews tñé lincotn"centei Repertory Theatre's revival- of

tf'tå-pfã"sn, noting that "what goes wrong ' ' ' is that
0'Casey's peopre """--1""r"ôiabÏy 

lrish.,*and this cast' with
ã"ã-ã*ä"ption, pfay-acts at beiñe rrish" (p' 521' rroni-.
náif.r. näwevei.'whón Irish director Sean Kenny drew torqether
¡ðtfr"Írisfr anc Irish-Canadian actors to create an Lrrsh ArÌs
õfr"ätt"-i" Toronto, their production of -'Jrlno 

in January; 
-

19?3, *as relegated from the.projected.590-seat ptayhouse

"í"ñt in the center ãi flì" city io a hieh school auditorium
;i-i;"-;";ãt-ãi e1oo. and Dunáas. The Gloìre and llaif-f'roronto] , January L6, r9?3, P. f5'

BRonald Ayling, ed., Sean o'Casey (London:
r,tacmillan, lSfS),"p. Já¡ see.al-so c.H. l''likhaiÌr Sea4 0'Casev:
l-nì nl i.oranûv oi òriiicism (Seattle: University of
trrffi"ãl l9?Ð, pp. 110-l-5.

9J.c. Trewin, ed., !br9e trore Plavg bJ
The Silveq Tarssie , Purrrl-e Dúst, Red Roses f or
l,lacmillan, 1965)' P. x.

Sean 0'Casev:
Ue I Lonãõñ;-
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reviews are available. In the recent publication, by

]l"H. Þ]ikhai1, of a comprehensive bibliography of 0'Casey,

reviervs of particular plays are listed in chronological
.10order.t" A sampling of these reviews shows that, though the

pIayisoftenwarm1ypraised,therearenanyprob1emsin
production which, rightly or wrongly, have been attributed
to flaws in the structure of the pl-ay.

. Red Roses for I,1e was first produced at the Olynpia

Theatre in Dublin on l,îarch L5, L943, The impression the play f
i

rnade is recorded in !hgg-Eg. Alts.t
The first two acts are "straight Dublin realism after
the fashion of the author's tv¡o most farnous dranas" but
with "a fine undercurrent of poetry" which in the third
act rises to " some of the most beautiful and stiring
writing 0'Casey has ever done". The transition fro¡n
realism to sy4bolism is abrupt and the fourth act
f al-1s short. rf

Thou€{h the tone of the revielv is one of praise, especially of

o,Casey,s1angu.age--amatteronwhich1aterreviewers

violently diságreed--the main criticism implied is that the

play lacks unity.
Reviev¡s of the spring¡, 1p46, production of the pl-ay I

il

at the Embassy theatre in London ranged from James Redfern's 1.'

"an undoubtedl-y successful and moving play"f2 to

lotiikhuil, Bibliosraohy, pp. ??-r34.
It"o"o Roses for lie: Ol¡¡mpia Theatre, Dublin, "

Theatre ¿rtg, xxvir (october, I9lû), 586. The reviewer is
quotinq Richard i'latts, Jr., who wrote from Dubfin for the
I\evr York lleralcì llribune.

f2J.ru" Redfern, "Red Roses for ller At the Embassy
Theatre," ülhe ÊpÊçlgls{ CLXXVI (llarch B, 1946) , 2t+4.
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Sewell Stokes' "not . . . the masterpiece one lives in the

hope of getting from the only author alive who appears

capable of producin,q it."1l Redfern thoueht OrCasey "ab1e

to put the language of Shalcespeare into the mouths of his
Dublin worhers [witir] a rare comt¡ination of eloquence,

passionate sincerity and intel-l-igent humour, "14 whereas

Stol(es described O'Casey's language as "high-flown rhetoric."f5
This l-atter view was maintained by Robert Aickman, who wrote

that the "poetical" language "subrnerges everything in a
1a

goJ-den floocl"-' to give an effect of "incantation" and

"phantasmag oria,"a? "The third act," he concluded, "ends in
a rousing ecstasy of confusion. "lB

The New York production at the Booth Theatre, which

opened on September 28, 1955, also received praise and

dispraise, though the reviews generally became much more

critical both of the struciure of the plav and of "the

lJserve1l Stokes, "IIew P1a¡¡s at LastI The English
Spotlieht: Red Roses f or l,'le , " Theatre Arts , XXX ( June , 1946 ),
356.

l¿l--Redf ern, "Red Roses I At ilmbassy, " p, 2-44.
'ì(-'Stokes, "l{ew Plays, " p. 355.
l6Rob"rt Fordyce Aickmann, "lir. Sean 0'Casey and

Strilçer. Red Roses f or IL'le: ijmbassy, Swiss Cottage , "
Nineteenth ç.e4lur.y, CXXXIX (Apri1, a946) , I?2.

lTruia ., þ, r?3. t8t¡ia ,, þ, L?5.

the
The
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euphoria of far-flung words for a word's sake."19 Disunity

is sufgested by such conrnents as "abruptly . . . he forsakes

rea1ity"20 (after the realism of the first half of the play) ,

and especially by the description of the play as a "diffuse

mixture of proletarian melodra¡ra and lyric mysticist. "2l

I{oreover, the third act of the play, which O'Casey clearly

intends to be the very heart of his drama, continues to

falter badly in produclion. Henry Hewes' comments suggest

that no one--neither actor, nor producer, nor audience--

knows what to make of this part of the playr

Act ITI, despite the gloriously lit cobbled .set of
a Dublin lríage Èo',vard nay has de signed ,, I'egins with the
sane lack of ùitatity as did Act I. Shabby street- --
vendors mumble rich iines like "A gold-speckled candJ-e
white as snow was Ðublin once ' yellowish now, leanin'

"id""ty= 
an'guttherin' down to a last shaky glimmer

in the- r^/ind õ' lif e [sic] . " l'Ìaking matters more obscure
are the frequent refãrenóes to names and events which
presuppose á familiarity with Irish history ?1d
iãrtfði". Suddenlv the-dingy scene is transfigu.red
into an ecstatic vision, a Fenian rainbor^¡ with beggars
dancing in gaily cofored robes and the city.glowing
tike Xãnadu-aroúnd thern. This spontaneous joy is
rnagical theatre, but Anna Sohalowa's expert choreo-
gråphy nakes us conscious that the interlude is as
ðontrive¿ as a piece of nusical comedy and it is
overlong in the bargain.

The finaf act iñ the churchyard is also over-
extended, and instead of devoting itself to a quick
uoin¿i"g-úp of matters, takes the-liberty of- brinsing
in frestr òharacters and plot, and all- for the purpose

19"¡¡,rrrt= f or O t Casey: Red Roses f or !i5¿ I

Produceci by Cordon i'I. Pollock. Directed br¡
.Iohn 0'Shaushnessy,"'N;;;;;;i;; xivir (.ranuä,v 9, rg56), 45'

zuTbicì 
'

2l',no,1 Roses f or l,,le. December 28, L9.55,
Booth Theat."-"@t¡g ArTS, xL (March, L956), l-5'
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of al-lowing A)'amonn's friendly Protes'bant rector a
chance to exfri¡it a bit of bravery agai-ns!',the
stupidity that man commits in God's name'4'

It is clear that the audience feels cheated: the

transformation scene is a piece of trickery, and no one is

buying O'Casey's "vision." And, without the vision of the

third act, the last act is also meaningless.

Hewes' coinplaint that the production lacks vitality

is echoed in Harold Clurman's review of the sa¡ne date and

possibly of the very same performance:

the rhythrn of Irish speech--at.least in 0'Casey--
is restleså' uneven' desultory, with sudden surges of
feeling, not portentous, solemnly measured, or
rugu¡iÏóu=ry àienified like- a Low church fvnn' -1¡e
;f;t i¡ Jad"enoügh, heaven knows, but it is ebullient
änd" fu-1-1 of a heõdiess ' errati-c freedo¡r in its sadness '
This is what the production most misses' The result
is that r'{hat must-at afl times be loose-fimbed, fluid
and alrnost " che erful-" --4nd sadder for all that--often
seems heavY and morose.'-'¡

If rich lines are being rnurirble d and speeches are slow and

leaden, then lvhat this suggests is that atterßpts are being

made to follow the stage directions, but without any clear

understandin.s of the expressionistic effects 0'Casey

intended. That John 0'shaughnessy did, indeed, find

some sta,1e directions puzzling is confirmed by Eric Bentley'

v¡ho notes, "The 'blocking' of a scene in which a girl

writhes ott the grounci in her death agonies l^¡hile the actors

22Hnn y
Saturday R evi elv

2 3Ïiaro f d
ci,XXxII (JanuarY
Truth (llew Yor:l< r

Ilevies, "Sean 0'Casey's 0ne-Shiflinf 0pera"'
oi. l,ii"roturu, xxxlit (Januarv rU', 1956) ' 20,

Lies
Clurman, "Red Roses f or I''e 

' 
"

14, 1956) , )9-4o. Reprintcd
uaómilian. t958) PP. I22-2t+,

Like
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loolconfrontadistancehastheaw}çwar<inessofabef'inning
directors' class at Ya1e."24 li'lolîeover' not only is the

expressionism being handled awlrwardly, but also 0'Casey's

intentio¡r has become distorted: Finnoola is injured 
'

certainly,butthereisnoindicationinthetextthatshe
is dying.

C lurman is the only critic who claims to find the

pla¡r p.¡i¡i"d, and this claim is ¡nade despite the fact that

he finds the structure of the play faulty¡

There is hardly a proper story structure to the
nlav--it is extremé1y þrimitive in this respect'
õËJ'" i¡ uãrery a ceirtiat character: in fact ar1 the
characters are rough sketches. llnity is given it by
the melanchoty sweet-and-sour nood in which everything
is enveloped. Therefore we are not shocked--as we

ãã oit"" äre in some of o'Casey's other work--when
ã'"ðã"ã'oi-ac¡id folk farce alternates with a forrnal
app"oach verging on grandilogYengg ' The truth and
stïIe her" aie äot tñat of objective fact but of an
ãiåã=pit"i", at once misty and lenetrating' in-wI,'ich.
;;;ilñ;"t ánd image qrlngie as ln a kind of arvful but
cherished nightmare. ¿)

what is interesting here is the impression of unity--though

it remains an impression and is not explained in any very

logical vray--and the fact that the impression manap;ed to come

through a production v¡hich Clurman descril¡es as inadequate'

b]-ernishedandfilledwiththervrongkindofpoetry,''aSort
of academic Anf.l-o-Amerlcan theatricaf rhetoric.''26

24,t"i" Bentley, il'h.1t Ts Thealfe? -Tnçorpolating The
prarnatic ¡gg4*. 4!d s*9*I-¡-rJieIs' fglllgfj ( Itlevr York ¡

Atheneum' -L9t'¡(J ' P. ¿()''.

25cl-ur*orl, 'iRed Roses leï' [le 
"' 

Lies Like lt'ruth,
pp. 122.-2).

261¡ia ,, p, L23'

:::,:-,::.,:::::.i:..ì,.::.:.ì :r: :.:::
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Tn the fatl of 1962 Red Roses for l'ie was perforned at

the t4ermaid Theatre 0'Casey llestival in London and again

received a mixture of blame and präise. Headings gleaned

from the various newspaper reviews of the production show

that there is stilÌ no consensus regarding the play--such

titles âs "Just a Golden Stream of Irish Words," "Red Roses

Gets ¡lo Bouquet, Play Problems Unsolved" contrast

strangely with "0'Casey Brought to Shining Life," "Garlands

of Beautiful '!^¡ords 

"' 
and "l,lerrnaid Score. "27 There are , it

seems, those who like the play and those who do not'

lloreoverr as we have seen, those who admire the play

sometirnes seem to do so despite its apparent faults, whereas

those, like Barnber Gascoigne' who are among the play's

detractors, sometimes bring in criteria which do not properly

belong in the field of dramatic criticisrn' In the

September l4, L962, edition of !b9. Spectator, Gascoigne writes

impat ientlY:

Heroics are out of fashion at the moment and there is
ãnã 

-oarticularly 
crass-seeming scene where the hero's

"ü"tãti" 
stirs ä bunch of beggars (brought on for the

ãõ"""iãtt) into hope and energy. The message. :!lat-
;;;¡i; ivírl rise to greatnesé at.the first whiff of a

ieaäer--sits astride' the scene like a blanket of lead 'but a friend who saw the origina] production in London
assured ne that it worked then'¿o

27t¡iLhril, Bibliof¡raphy, pp. 114-)-J.

28Bamt,er cascoißne, "l'rieccano Dranna I Red Eoseg f or
r¡e ( ¡rernaiãi';; 

- so;;ü;;iT- ðc lI - 
( iãptemtrer ú . -1g6IT, 16ç'
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lthough Gascoigne is willing to praise O'Casey's "real

briltiance, visible in the first half of [the] play," he

goes on to condenn further the rhetoric of lovers and

idealists which J.apses into "the jaded old irnages of

Ronranticism. "29 l'lhat is most signif icant here is that,

with aLl the discussion concerning 0rCasey's use of

"poetical" language, the possibility of his having used at

least some of these " jatted old inages of Romanticism" quite

deliberately, and with ironic intent, never comes into

question.

On the other hand, the repeated failure of the

thirtt act to achieve the effect that 0'Casey intended

points to a basic problen, either in the structure of the

play, or in the interpretation of that structure on stage '
whieh cannot be overlooketl. And what becones increasingly

apparent froÍi the final scathing criticism of Roger Gellet'

drama critÌc for the New Statesnan, is that the problem of

the language cannot be divorced from the central problen of

the success or failure of the third and fourth acts.

Again, the usual distinctio-n is made:

The olav's first half . . . is lively and engaging in
O'Caèeyis early manner . . . . But the second half
goes oüerboard- in a wallow of choric invocation by the
litley anci tear-jerking rhetoric on the stePs 9f a - .-churcÉ. Every nóte is-false, the s¡mtax dripping with
phoney g¡4ndeur, the sentirnentaJ-ity ugly as a plaster
ì{ad onna . Ju

29r¡ia 
'

3ORog"t GeIIet, "Cold Fryr" New Statesman' T,XIV
(september L4, 1962), 334.
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once nore, the implication is that effects are being

obtained cheapty. Illoreover' what this, in turn, suggests

is that the "poetical" language and the expressionism of

the play are not understood and are probably being badly

overplayed.

After the largely discouraging reviews the

l,{ermaid Festival performanee was aceordedr there were no

major prodtuctions of Re4 Roses for $g until Ju1y, 196?,

when the Abbey theatre staged the play for the first tine.

The reeeption which that production received was again

discouraging and is best summarized by two querulous

headlines appearing in the Trish press! "!g! &.ggg at

Abbey Falls F1at" and "What Happened to o'Casey?"31

ln L956 Hewes had ended his criticism of the

Booth theatre production on a note of hope. lte fel-t

that, despite the very real difficulties the play affords

the produeer, it should continue to be stagedr "Perhaps

in this way," he vrote r "'Red Roses for Ue| and other

0'Casey plays will find directors who can rnake his

word-music as effective in the theatre as it seems on the

3rt¡i.kh"il , Bibliographv, p. r15.
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printed page."32 Unfortunately, this hope seems farther

fron realization than ever.

But if the theatricat history of þ! Roses for Me

does not show any appreciable gain in the ability of the

proclucers to realize the play successfully on stage' then

what is obviously needed--despite the absence of the ideal

"laboratory" conditions Krause describes--is a study

which can help the producer understand the play as

literature anct which can suggest what effects he should

strive for. John Gassner takes this more noderate approach

in his article "The Protligality of Sean 0'Casey"r

We neecl to understand 0'Casey's genius better
before we feel confident that we can cope with it in
the theatre. In appraising O'Casey we too often
atternate between à- stutly õf'the political and social
aspects of his plays', tñe main concern of Ju1es Koslowrs
Thé creen and the Red, and numerous other writersr
ã5:Ie-iFTañã'õ'm-ffitñîãias tic apprec iations of 0' casey I s
humor and syrnpathy. Neither approacÌ-r is to be 

^ 
deplored,

for the social scóne is indubitably important in his
work and hís spirited writing is condueive to
enthusiasm in ãnyone who does not wear sheet-metal over
his heart. But the effect of either approach is not
altogether heJ-Pful.

Ã nebulous- enthusiasm merely makes well-intentioned
Droducers hope to stage his plays but does not lead to
à productionl Neithei the producers nor his backers
knòw what to ¡nake of most of the later plays once it
is necessary tQ^go beyond the initial pleasant state
of admiration. J.,

Since 1951, when Gassner defined the problem which

has kept 0'Casey off the boards while other, often lessert

32H"""", "One-shilling Operar" p. 20.

33.ror,r, Gassner, "The Prodigality of sean 0'Casey,"
Sean Orcasey ed. Rona1d Ayling (Londonr Macmillan, 1969),
PP. rffU;
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dranatists entertain us, there have been several- book-length

stutties of otCasey, notably David Krause's !9 34 o'Casev¡

The Man and his worlc34 and Robert Hogan's The Experi¡nents
.2É

of Sean o'Casev./r The forner is the nost authoritative

book on O'Casey to date, but because of the scope of

the work, as indicated by the title' the analysis of

separate plays is, of necessity' rather brief' Krause

deals with Real Roses þ Me' in a chapter entitled

"The Playwright as Prophetr" with an enthusiasm which

suggests that the play--the third act Ín particular'-should

be one of the most exciting and soul-stirring of dramas.

Nor is there any rnention whatsoever of the difficulties
that the produeer might meet with in staging the play. fnthe l-atte

þoolr, Hogãrr who ls jntemt on plac ing the lively and protesting

0rCasey into the Procrustean bed of tradítional and formal

structures, states categorically. that the play has no unity

"other thãn the thin thread of the poorly told' grotesquely

proportioned story of Ayanonn. "36 0dd1y enough, despite the

fact that Hogan thinks the play is unsuccesrful, he impl-ies

that it could be a success on stager "if O'Casey ha [sl not

created rtheater" he hals]given stimulus to a set

designer to create stage magic."37 The analysis of

34navia Krause. Sean O'Casey¡ The lqan ancl his Work
(Londonr I\lacGibbon ¿ xéel-Tg6õ).-

35Roburt llogan, The Experinents of Sean o'casev
(New Yorkr st. Martin'å presliTgõof.

36r¡ia. , þ, 93. 37r¡ia., þ.9?,
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Red Roses which Hogan gives, however, would hardly encourage

even the most ambitious of producers to tackLe the play.

Duríng the last dozen years or sor there have also

been a nurnber of articles on orCasey which suggest' not

only a critical revaluation of his work, but also--by

implication--a solution to the apparent irnpasse at which

the proctuction of O'Casey's plays has arrivetl . One such

artlcte is Errol Durbach's "Peacocks and Mothersl theme

and Dranatie Metaphor in o'Casey's JPno and the

PgyS,gE."38 Here Durbach discusses &q in the light

of

a reading of the plays which suggests a far closer
stylistið unity tetween the realism-of the Abbey-plays
anã the later èxpressionism than had previously been
acknowledged. Hi"s symbolis¡n and incipient - -expressioñistic rnethòds have revealed a stylistic
briage over the gulf between the two 9949r?1 areas 

-of oiCasey's carãerr and the oversimplified- view 
- 
of

the early-0'Casey as a rude proletarian realist is
ytelding-now to ihe reeognition of dramatic Qqalities
in ttre ÃbUey plays inconsistent with "slice-of-life"
drama and the- "pñotographic realisn" with which he has
frðäJe"trv ¡"en'ïãisl) -õiãait"a 

is:-cl . 3s

38Erro1 Durbach, "Peacocks and Mothers: Theme
and Dramatic Metaphor in o'Caseyrs &æ. and the 3grelek 

"'Modern Drana, xV lMay, L9?2), 15-21.. See also Vincent C.
DãTa"-aunl=Sãan 0' Casé y and the. Road to Express ionisn, " . U"ggg!
Drama. Ív (December, 196r), 254-59, a study of expression-
ifrÏõ'elements in T.he Pl-Sq.Ch and the Etatg; an¿l Katherine J.
wo"tit. "o'casey's Dramfifõ-5ym6õ1Gñ';-frõã9¡n Drama, rv
(December, 1961), 260-6?, in which the symbolis¡n of the
éarly. as well as of the later, plays is discussed. The
lattár article is reprinted in Sean 9j t-aseJ, ed. Ronald
Ayling (L,ondonr Macmillan, L969), pp. 183-91.

39Durbach, "Peacocks and Mothersr" p. 15.
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this kind of approach, whlch lnsists upon both the

styllstic unity of the ptays and also upon their lnherent

dranatic quali.ties, should provide encouragernent for the

producer. Perhaps the plays since !þ Sålver @þ are

not such "wi1d" breaks from tradition and from the kind of

realisn that, apparently, a large part of the modern-day

theatre audlence still denands. Perhaps the genius of

0'Casey ctid not dry up with exile--a controversy which

hopeful-ly has been laid to rest with the publication of

Robert Hogan's latest book, $l!9¡ the Ïrish B"tt"i"-"tn9g.e0

Those Irish critics who wished to disassociate the early

plays from the later did so, Hogan feelsr because they

needed to accept the early "rnasterpieees" and yet reiect

those later plays which tlepictecl an lrelancl that was not to

their liking.
But if Or Caseyts genius took new channels r these

channels fLowed naturally from the oldr and if his

so-call-ed "realísrn" contained aÌl along elements of the new

expressionism, then possibly the more overt expressionism

which seens to clash so strangely with the realism of the

later plays can be found, not to destroy the structural

unity of the plays, but to provide a new kind of unity.

As long ago as 1926, Denis Johnston was able to discern

the direction 0'Casey's genius was taking and to welcome itr

4oRob"rt Hoganr After the Irish Rena!ssancer
! cgitical Histgry e! thg-rris¡l Prana.Ìinçg."The Proush
ãnã*TEël$larsn_l Minneãþõ I is r Univers ity cf Minne so ta
ÞÍes;;r96-il
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It is becoming more and more clear that as a realist he
ls ãn irnpostei. He wilt tell you.the name and acldress
ãr tfte oärson who rnade each individual speech in any of
his olais. but we are not deceived by his protes-
tatiõns. 

-His ctiatogue is becoming a series of
*ord-poe*s in tlialeõt¡ his plots are disappearing and
givinä place to a form of uñdisguised expressionisn.
inaer-tñe stress of a genius that is much too insistent
ãn¿ iar too pregnant with meaning- to bgrbound by the
four disrnal i¡alls of orthodox realism.*é

But there were far too many critics who lacked Johnston's

perceptivenessr and who, from the time The Silver Tassie

was published in L928, deplored the new expressionisn in

0'Casey's work, urging that he return to "flrst
principles,"43 trr" "reallsm" of the early ptays.

In his "¡'oreword" to !8. Gæ4 .@,' a collection

of previously published articles and stories, O'Casey cawed

yet another cryptic defiance to aII those who refuse to

understand that "his first play ever to appear in print

was in hís later nanner. "44 The aptness of his new persona

is also rnade evident by the rnischievous ancl sometimes

raucous way in which he voiced his objections to what

lrJilliarn Archer cal-led "verisimilituale--the genius of the

c ommonplace " :

42Quoted in De Baun, "Road to Expresslonism,"
p. 259.

43Sean orCasey, "Tender Tears for. Poor o'caseyr"
The Green Crow (Londoñr W.H. Allen, L957), p. 161.

4h¡i4., p. 15. The play O'casey is refeming to
Robe. orinted in The P1ai4 People years beforeRoisin's Robe ' Pr in The PJa:in People Years befo

,'''''ããieãl--1e-ãTãõ-c i te s Cath IrEã- slããowE a cunman appeared. He also c
îliã+ãîã-l '' --fftã .sâti ì.ical fantasv that âDDe

IS

afn -Le en
iGtËñ"-:".-the ;atilîcai-fantasv that appeared in the
ãñõ-vear ås gg!e! of 4 Gunman.
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This rage for real, real life on the stage has
taken all tñe life out of the drama. If everything on
tfrã st"ge is to be a fake exact imitation (f or fake
realism-it can only be), where is the chance for the
originat and irnagiñative artist? Less chance for him
thañ there was fór Jonah in the whale's belly. The
beauty, fire, and poetry of drana have perished in the
stozrn" óf taté realism. -Let reâI birds fly through the
air . . . real animals roan through the iungle, real
fish swim in the sea¡ but let us have the nake-believe
of the artist and the child in the theatre. Less of
what the critics call "life¡" and more of symbolism;
for even in the ¡nost comrnonplace of realistic plays
the synbol can never be absent. A house on a stage can
never be a house ' and that lr'hich represents it must
always be a s¡rrnbo1. A room in a real-istic play must
always be a symbol for a room. There can never be-any
inpoítant actuality on the stage, except an actuality
thãt is unnecessary and out of plaee. An actor
representing a cavàlier may cone on the stage mounted on
a ieal horsð, but the horse will always look only
a little less ridicul-ous than the "cavalier.;: ,. The
horse can have nothing to do with the drama.Y)

Here, the paradox involved in the use of the ter¡n

"realisrn" as applied to the theatre is revealed. We are not

so rnuch interested in the raw stuff of reality as in the

imaginative transformation of that reality by the skilled

hand of the dranatic craftsnan. Yet so long as critics
praise 0rCasey for his "realj.sm" or, converselyr condemn

his work as an example of the inadequacies of naturalismt

then the real artistry of his work remains hidden.

Raymond Williams' book Eê@ from Tbsen þ Eliot'

published i^ 1952, rel"egates O'Casey to a "Note" at the end

of a chapter on Synge and condemns 0'Caseyrs superficial

use of "colour"--colour of language, of costume, of

setting--all of which Williams thinks of (though he does

450'ctu"y, "The Green Goddess of Realismr"
The Green Crow, p. Bl.
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not use the phrase) as a kind of "loca} colour" which is
purely external. He singles out Red Roses for Me--the

transforrnation scene in particular--as an exarnple of thÍs

"mechanical habit, this repetition of the narnes of colours,

ancl particularly of vivid colours,'45 and he sees the use of

fancy dress in the rehearsals for the Shakespeare perfor-

rnance and rninstrel show as but the same process in
l'theatrical terns."46 l{oreover, in the revised edition,

Drana from Ibsen to lrechJ, published some sixteen years

later, lllilliams naintains, in the face of a growing critical
revaluation of O'Casey's work, what is essentially the same

position. Red Roses is again disnissed, this time as

"a replay of the Abbey work, with the nannerism of colour--
the external colour of nanes and sashe s--intense . " 

4?

Actually, the persistence of such an attitude

towards 0'Casey's work is a kind of back-handed complirnent

to his skill as a dranatist. The "art whieh eonceals art"
is so perfected Ín the early plays that s¡nnbolism

rnasquerades as realisrn, and what aLlows the surface real-ity

45R"y,nond Williarns, Drama fror¡ -Ibsen to Ellot
(l,ondon: Chatto & windus, igTZTTp:-V3,

46roiu. This same superfiei-a1 viewing of o'casey's
artistry is reflected in Aickrnan's conment, "Notably we
open on the hero dressed in Shakespearean rennants simply
in order to nake a bang at the outset.'r "l!Ir. Sean o'Casey
and the Strikerr " The Nineteenth Centurv, CXXXIX(April, 1946), V4:

Lto' 'Rar¡mond V'lilliams. Drana fron Ibsen to Brecht
(Londonr chaito & windus, Í96-tt);p;f53.
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of h16 work to grow lunlnous ls not irnmediately apparent.

Yet even with the evidence of ptays like !!9 Sílver Tassie

antt Beg Roses for Ue, In which symbolic ancl expressionistic

elernents are rnuch more pronounced, the strongly realistic
element which is always present ín O'Caseyts work is 

.

apparent1yevidenceenoughforWi11iamstornaintainhis

view of 0'Casey, whom he had earlier characterized as a

dramatistworkingessentia11y''withinthenorrna1natura1ist
tradition."48 Although Ronald Ayltng in his introduction to :

Sean 0'Casev,49 points out the li¡ritations of any such view

of the tlramatist's work' what is ¡nore sigrrificant, perhaps t

is the fact that such a viewpoint can be xûaintained. In

other worcls, 0'Casey's symbolisn and expressionlsn never

interfere wLth the strong impression one has of the rea) ity
of the world he is portraYing.

Those expressionistic techniques which 0'Casey

borrowed from the Gernan Expressionists were carefully

chosen and were grounded firnly on the touchstone of reality

so that there ís never any sense of his work beconing

abstract. fn Wor1d ]]4, Allardyce Nicofl describes some

of the rnany variations in expressionistic techniques used by

Strindberg and others (rnodifications of whieh can be

recognized in &4 Roses f or Me ) ¡

48l¡iuiu*", Ibsen to Elj.ot, p. :-:69,

49Ayting, ed., SeêE g]tasey, pp. 1?-2r.
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Short scenes took the place of longer acts¡ dialogue
was ¡nade abrupt and given a staccato effect¡ symbolic
(almost rnorality-type) forrns were substituted for 'real-'
characters ¡ realistic scenery was abandoned, and in its
place the use of light was freely substituted¡
frequently choral, or mass, effects were preferred to
the ernployment of single figures, or else single flgures
were elevated ínto positions where they becqpe repre-
sentative of forces larger than themselves.'"

Another prominent characteristic of Expressionist writing'
which Nicoll does not rnentl-on here, but which is also

evident in O'Casey's playsr is the use of "strange

visions, eestasies . . . and drea¡ns."5l Variations of all
these non-realistic techniques are rningled and juxtaposed

with reality and, rìore unusual still' with the conedy which

is never absent fro¡n 0rCasey's work.

Here r a useful distinction can perhaps be made betweert

expressioni$n as a dlramatic technique and Expressionis¡n as

a refleetion of an entire itteology. 0'Casey shared certain

beliefs with the Expressionists, notably a hatred of

war and a basically optimistic viewing of mankind which

l-ooks forward to the realization of a Utopian society.

His concern with social and political reforrn was a

characteristic also of the Activists' a branch of European
<,

Expre ss ionism r'- and his idealisn, though never "other-

worldly," was obviously part and parcel- of the Expressionist

creed. 0n the other hand, the intensely serious tone of the

504I1-ardyce Nico11, world Drana (I,ondon¡
Harrap, L949), p. ?95.

5lRichard Sanuel and R. Hinton Thomas, Expressionism
in German Life, Literature æg lbg Theatre (Cambridger
t,¿. Heffer & Sons ltd., 1939)' Þ. E.

52r¡ia., Þ. 13.
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Expresslonists was totally antithetlcal to 0rCasey's comic

vis 1on.

0tCasey's attitude to ¡nan and society would probably

have been what it was whether or not ExpressJ.onisn' as a

movernent, ever existed. Yet once O'Casey grew lnterested 
a

ln an experinental theatre and in the new Expressionism as

a dramatic technlque, he saw at once the potential for
cornedy which Expressionism offered. For exampLe r there is 

:
adown-to.earthvantagepolntfronwhichnan'sstrugg1e
towardstheinfiniteseemgneithernob1enorromantic,but
rnere1yabsurd.And,infact,itiswhenweforgetthis
viewing of ourselves that ute are most in danger of beconing

totally ridiculous. Yet nan cannot live without his dreams,

and in his reaching towards the stars r he expresses

sornethíng noble within himseLf, sornething truly godllke. 
l

Ithus, in the overt juxtaposition of the expressionistic

technique with the realistic technique, 0rCasey found, while

writing Red Roses g, &,, a new vehiele with which to

explore further the tragi-conic vision of ¡nan whieh informs i
:

ihe early p1ays.

Tn the nlavs fron The Silver Tassie onwards it is
the same old OrCasey we see at work--or' ratherr at play--

though at first we may fail to recognÍze him. Each of the

plays uses in a somewhat different way what has been l:

labelled, far too loosely, as "Expressionisn. "

(Eric Bentley has pointed out that the label was stuck on

0'Casey as a term of disapprobation neant to suggest '
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"that he read books by foreign authors or spent his holldays
beyond the Rhine," as well as to ,'intinat [e] that his later
style was not his orr',. " ¡ 

53 The ,,expre ss ionism,, of within
the Gatee, for exi:mple, could better be described as

a unique blend of morality play and nusical comedy. And

the so-called "expressionism" of Cock-a-Doodle Dandy coutd

far nore accurately be ca11ed a blend.of fantasy and farce.
In fact, O'Caseyrs use of expressionism is such as to alter
the meaning of the word when used in relation to his work.

Questioned about his use of expressionism, O'Casey replied,
"Irve often heard of, & read about, .naturalism' & r expressionisrn, '
but God's truth, f don't lorow rlghtly what either neans."54

llhe Silver Tassie and Red Roses for Me arê possibly
the only two of O'Casey's plays in which the term

"expressionism" is rnore of a help than it is a hindrance.

And this is because these two pLays, not onLy employ quite
deliberately some of the techniques of Expressionism,

but also relate thenatically to Expressionisrn as an

ldeology. The anti-war theme of !Þ-9. Tassie impticit in
the horrified recognition that both church and state

condone the sacrifice of youth is a reflection of the

disillusionment both during and after Worlct War f which

53Bentley, What fs Theatre?, pp, 26-21 .
<tL-'Quoted in De Baun, "Sean o'Casey and the Road to

Expressionism," U-ggern Drama, p. 254. 0'Casey's letter
to De Baun was written on April L?, L949,
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brought about the breakdown of Expressionism as a coherent

novernent. Sirni).arly, i.t Bg.d Roses, the idealisn of the

youthful hero intent on bettering the condition of the

masses, and sacrificing hinself to ¡nake the world a better

place in which to live, has obvious ideological âffinities

with Expressionism. this affinity becomes even nore

apparent in the use of Christian symbolism and the ritual

of sacrifice (a cornmon feature of both plays) since

Expressionist writings so often ernploy especially the

figure of the Cross and the Christ-Iike figure who tâkes

upon himself the sufferings of the wor1d.55 In addition,

the s truc ture of both plays is similarr one overtly

expressionist act plus three aets in which generally

unrecognized elenents of express5-onisn rningle strangely

with the realistic technique. Act Il of &9 Tassie is,

of course, a clemonic vision, whereas Act IIT of Red Roses

culminates in a heavenly vision of Dublin as the

New Jerusalen.

0f the two plays' however' Red Roses is unique

insofar as it uses expressionism as a rnetaphor for man's

conscious striving after the ideal' but an ideat which is

difficult, if not impossible, to incorporate into real

life. fnitially 0'Casey plays with various techniques of

expressionism ín a way which is intended to be humourous '
a way which is intended to poke fun at rnan's sometimes

55samue1 anct Thomas, Eåp!'esEi-gn.lgm, þ, I2?.
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audacious and perhaps impertinent ambitions to rnake hlmself

better than he is. The use of expressionisn in the second

act is nore ironic, especially as it is used to draw

attention to the plight of the Dublin poor, whose lives are

so terribly re¡note frorn the beauty ancl grandeur of the ideals l

which are supposedly meant to sustain them. In Act I1I, the

expressionism, as well as confl-icting with reality, is
finally mingled and fused with it in the ecstatic vision of 

.
,.

DubLin transfigured. The expressionisn of the finat act l

suggests an ironic acceptance of the remoteness of the i

ideal, though, at the sar e tiÍne, it speaks defiantly of the

necessity of man keeping within his own heart the aspirations

which1eadhintostruggIetowardsthatfar-offgoa1.
Eric Bentley nakes an apt ctistinction between what he

call-s "continental expressionisrn" and the "homenade

expressionism of sean o'casey."56 Tf this latter tern is
useditiseasytokeepinmindthecuriousO'Caseytempera-
rnent in which, as Clurman says, "there is a drive toward

cosmicgrandeurandapersistentvi11agehorneliness..'5?

Nor is it possible to forget that such a cosnically conic ':
vision could only view the unrelieved seriousness of the

cerman Expressionists, despite certain affinities in

outlook, with obvious reservations. There is a sense in 
i

which Red Roses for Me can be read as a statement of

5óBentley, what Is Theatre?' p, 346.
57c1,rr*"r,, Lies Like llglh, p, L23,
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o'Casey's aestheticr and thls statement makes plain that

O'Casey's expressionism, like his christianity and his

communisn, should not be capitalized.

In a passage from The Green Crow, 0'Casey further

defines the aesthetic which underlies the playr

In my opinion, the time has paqsgq-for a dra¡na to devote
its éxpiession to one aspect of life alone, and to
considãr that aspect of life as doninant for the tine
the play takes tõ unfold itself¡ that in one-play one
asoeõt óf fite must be the beginning, the rniddle, and
thà end of it. Consistency of ¡nood and of manner isn't
always, indeed, not even oftenr found in life' and
shouid it then be demanded in a play? This new aspect
of plalnurighting which puzzled audiences here in L929:-
and'soíne oi the-crities- too--is now puzzling the Dublin
eritics in L94?, and provoking theri to anger and tears'
what angers rnost of tñem, however, -is that it hasn't
been altogether a failure. A jeweì- moved about in the
hand showð many flashes of light and colour¡ and the
human life, moved about by circumstances of tragedy and
comedy, shóws more than rnány flashes of diversity in the
unity- of its many-sided hu¡nan nature. of course' a
great play rnay bè written around one. aspeet of life' but
It doesn't folfow that this must be the one ì/vay forever
in which dramatists are to show life on the stage to
those interested in the theatre. Not of eourse that a
fine p1ay, or even a great play, nay not- again..be
writtèn Ëy a newer drãmatist in the "realistic" manner¡
but ít wiil need to be a fine one to lift itself from
the saneness of the tens of thousands of realistic or
naturalistic plays that have gone before it . . . .

Dranatists cañnoi go on initating themselves, and, when
they get tired of that, initating others.- they must
chairgã, nust experiment, rnust deyglop their powerr or
try to, if the drama is to live.-ru

the study of 8.9d. Roses for Ivlg which follows attempts

to discern, within the realistic and symbolic structure ' the

imaginative patterns that give the play its organic form.

As these patterns unfold' the diversity of character and

5Bo'Casey, "Tender Tears for Poor 0'Caseyr"
The Green Crow, þp. 164-65.
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scene, of mood and manner' dazzles the eye with "many

flashes of light and colour. " Yet 0'Casey's colours, like

the colours of the rainbow, fo¡rn thernselves into a structure

which is all the more pleasing because it is unified. The

problerns of interpretation suggested by the reviews ean be

resolved once 0rCasey's use of symbolism and expressionism

ls understood and once their contribution to the conplex

unity of the play as a whole is recognized. Though Hogan

could not see it, what he said of the last plays is true

aLso of Red Roses fQr Me¡

What critics call 0'Casey's fonnlessness is not the
ainless sprawling of a talented amateur' but experiments
with forn and . . . experinents in synthesis' in the
juxtaposition of techniques f rorn different geryes.
O'Casêy's later pÌays have no!^lack of form' but . . .
tremendous formal complexity. )Y

Red Roses for Me is itself a "bridge of vision" from which

we can look backward to the early "realistic" plays and

ahead to the last p1ays, such plays as @!-3-Doodle Danclv,

which OrCasey was right in likÍne best since it is the most

conplete expression of .his fiercely joyous, comic spirit.

59Hogan, Bxperinents t Þ. ?,
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THE TMPRACTTCAI, DREAMER

Irom the moment the curtain rises on the first act

of Bgd. Roses for Mç the audi.ence is presented with a series

of contrasts r tight with darkness, hushed calm with bustling

novement, grandiloquent poetry with raucous prose. These

contrasts speak to the eye as well as to the ear, telling of

confLicts which impel each character into life' and which

at times threaten--wildly and grotesquely--to propel eaeh to

his death. Yet, as we laugh, we become aware of a strange

sense of kinship moving through the laughter, and a sense of

gratitude at being released from the despair and anguish

which these vibrant and gestieulating characters must, of

necessity, confront. To telL the story he has to tell'

0'Casey meticulously chooses every detail of lighting and

costuming, every colour' every article of furniture ' every

door anil w5.ndow, as wel-1 as every word and gesture.

The story seems to be a simple one, but if it is

oversinplified it is no longer the story Or0asey is telling.

Robert Hogan writes r

The rnajor plot traces Ayamonn's successful efforts to
tìivest-hinèelf of atl relationships that hinder his
desire to help the worker. This action shows Ayanonn
denvine the pleas of his sweetheart, the pleas of his
motirer, and ñis attachment to art, so fhat he may
seJ-flessly help in the protest strike.¡

lHoEç"rr, Experiments, p. 88.

28
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Such a description takes into account only the external

realities of Ayarnonn's situation and leads Hogan to condemn

as undramatic and disunified what is, paradoxically,

"perhaps the most popular play of what has been called

o'casey's 'barren years. "'2 Moreover' such a description

overstates Ayamonn's selflessness and dedÍcation to the

cause of the strikers so that there is no awareness of the

way in which his character develops within the first two

acts of the play. Nor is there any awareness of the crucial

change which sweeps over Ayanonn in Act IIT as he is himself

inspired by the vision of a transfigured Dublin and' with

the strength of this vision, rushes forth to battle. The

sense of Ayamonn being impulsively swept along by a series of

events over which he has no control is also lost, and there-

fore the irony which Or0asey wants us to see in Ayannonn's

death is not reaLized.

A much better description of what is going on in the

play is given by David Krause, who takes into aecount, not

only external action, but symbolic action as welI. Krause

sees Ayamonn as

a practical Dreamer And like Johnny. Casside--
in ttre Autobiography--Ayamonn is active in the labour
movement and spenãs-his- spare time rsketchin', readin',
makin' songs' ãn' learnin' Shakespeare'. - Ayamoll's
song, 'Red-Róses for Mer, serves-a function similar to
!¡g"Éilver ÞSgþtsicl in-the earlier work--it fore-
Elãaows tire-þbolic action of the playr

A sober bLack shawl hides her body entirely'
louch'd by th' sun and thr salt spray of the sea¡

2ruia., pp. B?-88.
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But down in th' darkness a slim hand, so loveIy,
Carries a rich bunch of red roses for me.

The black-shawled woman of this ballad is Ïreland,
a Kathleen ni Houlihan of the Dublin slums offering her
red roses as the token of a new life for her people.
Ayamonn creates this vision of her in his song as in a
dream¡ and the action of the play grows out of his^
struggle to merge the real and the ideaL Kathleen.,

The conflict which Krause sees is certainly much nearer to

the central action of the play than that described by Hogan.

Moreoverr it gives us an insight into the structure of the

play which allows the junble of confused characters and

events that Hogan sees to develop a neaningful pattern.

To substantiate his orvn posítion, Hogan quotes

Eric Bentleyr

lo be fair, the "expressionisn" of &,9 BeÞ€ goes
beyond the portrait of a single man. Accused in his
early days of merely stringing scenes and skits and songs
together, as in a revue, O'Casey tries in the later plays
to build the nusic, dancing, and incidental fun, into the
structure of the whole--to the point, indeed, where these
elenents inpose and are the structure, and it is the
narrative which is iñõidental. I do not know whether
such an attempt, in the drama, could ever,,succeed¡ plot,
says Aristotle, is the soul of the drana.Y

But Hogan has already nade up his nind that the structure

0 'Casey atternpts in þ!. Roses cannot possibly suceeed.

Hogan comments r

Bentley's statement is to the point, but it woul-d have
greater force if the ¡nost inportant bit of the play to

a,Krause, O'Casev¡ The l,,lan and his Work, p. I6J.
lL-Hogan, Experiments, p, 92. The source of the

quoted passage is not given, but a nearly identical passage
can be iound in VJhat Is !bgêJre3, p. 26?.
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o'Casev were not Avamonn and his struggle. Hence, there
is à cäntradiction- and a dívision of purpose. There is
a desire for the broadness of the structure of character
and for the singleness and force of the single protago-
rdst and single ñain action of the structure of action.
The two strùctures are mulualIy exclusive ¡ the two
desires are inc omPatible .'¡

But perhaps the two structures are not "mutually

exclusive" since Ayamonn's struggle can only be fully

understood in relation to all the diverse struggles of all

the other characters in the play. Ayanonn r it is true, is

the central character' but since his broatl humanity' as it

is shown to develop throughout the p1ay, enconpasses the

conflicting humanities of those around hirn, he becomes

finatly a figure of Everyman (Ay-a-monn) ¡ and, since he dies

a sacrificial death, he becomes a Christ-like figure' as

weI1. This more universal or symbolic action must be

recognized as the true structural basis along which the play

develops, or else the play rnust be dismissed as an even

worse play than Hogán--who is basicaÌIy sympathetic to

0'Casey's " experinents "--wou1d care to admit'

The stage setting has been identified by many critics'

with a sigh of relief, as a return to the familiar and

"realistic" nil-ieu of 0'Casey's early plays.6 Moreover,

the autobiographical elements contribute to the realism

of the scene: the flowers, the oId horsehair sofa like the

one O'Casey's mother slept on--alÌ have been carefully

5Hog"r, , llxperirnents , Þ. 92 ,

ósee above, pp. 5, l-1.
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documented by Maureen t{alone.7 At the same time, however,

what we should see is actuaLly every bit as symbolic as the

stage setting of The Silvet Tassie, of which l,iinifred Smith,

in his article, "The Dying God in the Modern Theatre,"

write s r

. , . a second glance is more revealing, for i.t fall_s
on the object in the niddle of the room, a table
covered with a purple cloth, Iike an altar, on which
are displayed various gold and silver medals won by
Harry¡ behind it a window opens towards the sea,
showing a rnast in^the form of a cross, with a starry
light at its top.o

Similarly, in 8gê Roses for lvie, the sacrificial notif
is present fron the very beginning of the play in the cross

formed by "the top of a railway signal, with transverse arns,

showing green and red lights" which can be seen through "the
Iarge, tall window, nearly reaching the ceiling,"9 As the

Tlutuf on" , The Plavs , p. 102 .

BQuoted in -Saros Cowasjee, OtCasey (Edinburghr
Oliver & Boyd,1966), Þ, 5O. For a fullèi discussiõn of
the spnbolism and ritual which is embedded in Act I of
the $!\p¡ Tassie, see Ronald G. Rollinrs article, r'O'Casey's
The gllver Tass-ie," The ExoÌicator, XX (April , L962), n, 62,
Rol-Iin's article is based on Srnith's "The Dying God in the
Modern Theatre," The Review of Relision, V (March, l-941),
264-?5. Roltins quotes part of a letter received from
0rCasey: "Yes, The Silver Tassie is concerned with the futile
sacrifice of a young hero in war, and the symbols, the
chanted poetry and the ritual of sacrifice are embedded in
the drana. "

9Sean O'Casey, Red Roses for Me: A PJ-4y in Four Acts.
Collected Pfavs (r,onäón¡ l',lacmifTan,-1951); TõTî trl , p. TZã'
All subsequent references to this edition will be rnade
parenthetically in the typescript. Stage directions and
names of speakers, italicized in this edition of the text,
are not underlined in the typescript. lnstead, only those
particular parts of the text which I wish to draw attention
to are underlined. Narnes of speakers are capitalized.
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action develope, the symbolic potential of the signal should

be gradually realized, for it becomes a constant reminder

of the Transport and General Workersr Union strike, the

cause for which Ayanonn will- give up his life, the personal

cross which he chooses to carry, and on whichr finally' he

is crucified.l0 0n the roughly rnade bench beneath the window

stand three biscuít tins containing crirnson' gold and purple

flowers which "give a regal tint to the poor room" (p. 128).

Here, on the "altar" of life tended so lovingly by

Mrs. Breydon, are the synbolic colours of Easter which

wil-L transfigure the city of Ðublin in the crimson' gofd

and purple rays of the setting sun in Act III and which will
predoninate in the stage setting of Act IV' the churchyarcl

of St. Burnupus on the vigil of Easter.

The faet that 0'Casey chose to portray the clash

betìrye en the railway strikers and the soldiers as occurring

on the Vigil of Easter is no mere coincidence. The historic

battte on 0'Conne11 Street in 1913 actual-ly took placer not

at Easter time, but on August l1' yet most critics persist

in tying the play as closely to the historical event as if
this discrepancy in dates did not exist.ll Sitt"" the play

IoThu"" is a picture of the stage setting of the
spring, 1p41 , production.at the Olympia Theatre in Dublin
iir rnðátre Ãitè, xxvrt, (october, 1943), 586. Through the
winãõw ã-ì-rÏ gñî sky contrasts with the roof s of dark
buildings, but there is no transport signal visible. The
omission is significant since it indicates that 0'Casey's
stage directions are not being followed.

llMuu"""rl l/ialone, "Red Roses for lqe r Fact and
Symbol, " Ì,lodern Drama , Ii ( septeroEef ,-866J , I4g , This
article fõrrns the basis of Mrs. Nlalone's study of the pJ-ay
in her book, The Plays of Sean O'Casgv. IÚrs. It,lalone notes
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was first published ín I)42, and O'Casey himself sets the

tine of the play as "a little while ago" (Þ. 126), there

can be no cloubt that he intended the play to be seen in a

more universal context, rather than in the narrow historical

context in which it is too often viewed. The Easter Rising

of 19L6. which occasioned the martyrdon of such heroes as

Pearse and Connofly, was also undoubtedly in 0rCaseyrs mindl

as he wrote. Yet the broadest perspective r'"¡hi ch the play

invites, ancl which, as we shall see, is validated by its

s¡rnrbolic structure r is that of a ¡rirabLe play or ?asslon

Play.

Though this nay seem like a strange claim to nâke on

behalf of a work which is usually referred to as one of

O'Caseyis "Red" plays, and which is always included in any

discussion of 0'Caseyrs avowed Commun5-sm, the fact is,

as Saros Covras jee points out in his diseussion of The Star

Turns Red, 0rCasey brings "Conmunism and Christianity so

close that the two seern one. "12 In other words, 0'Caseyrs

broad humanity leads him to see in what is really his own

idealistic interpretation of Connunism (and has little to do

with t'larx, Lenin, Stalin or Russia) an 'expression of Christian

brotherhood which is often far truer than that being current'ly

dispensed by the churches--Catholic and Protestant alike.

the date of the battle in 0'Connell Street' but overlooks
the significance of the fact that 0r0asey alters the date
of the-battle to coincide with the Vigil of Easter.

lzco*as¡ee, 9]gaqqY, p. ?5,
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"Communism," to OtCasey, means "comnunionr" and the bread

it gives to the hrorker is also the bread of the Eucharist,

In Act I of þ! Roses for re, the sacrificial motif

which is hinted at in the stage setting is carried mainly

by the s¡nnbolic imagery of red roses and thorns which

spríngs so naturally to Ayamonnr s lips when he Ís taLking

to Sheila, the girl he loves and idealizes. Significantly,
he is telling her not to be afraid, for Ayanonn is nothing

if he is not courageous¡ and since he is not afraid to die,

neither is he afraid to live¡
VIe live together now¡ live in the Iíght of the burning
bush. I tel1 you life is not one thing, but rnany
things, a wide branching flane, grand and good to see
and fee1, dazzling to the eye of no-one loving it.
I am not one to carry fear about with rne as a priest
carries the Host. Let the timid tiptoe through the
way where the paler b].ossoms growi my feet sha1l be
where the redder roses grow, though they bear long
thorns, sharp and piercing, thick among them!

(p. 143)

And yet in the song Ayamonn has written envisioning

the real roses his beloved will give hin, there is no mention

of thorns, for, as Krause has pointed out, it is the ideal

Kathleen ni Houlihan that Ayarnonn has created "in his song

as in a dream." Nonethel-ess, the thorns of conflict which

Ayanonn has omitted fro¡n his song are everlmhere strewn

plentifully about, and because Ayamonn does not f,ear thern,

nei'bher can he avoid being pierced by them. Moreover, it is
only as his vision is resisted that it grows stronger, only

as Sheil"a opposes being made into "a spark in a mere

iLlusion" (p. f43), that Ayamonn sets out courageousÌy on
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that course of action which teads, inevitably,, to his death.

thus the entire first act (as well as the second)

shows the painful growth of Ayamonn fron "impractical

Dreaner" to the "practical Dreamer" Krause describes' and

the context in which we first see Ayamonn as the curtain

rises on Act I is deliberately chosen by 0tCasey to suggest

how lmpractical hiè romantic and idealistic young hero ls'

Surely Ayamonn could not have found a more inappropriate

play to present in the lemperance HaIl to raise money for

the strikers than Shakespeare's Eigbg¡g gL' Nor could

he have cast hinself in a less likely role than that of
1?

the villainous Gloucester in the act of slaying his King''"

Yet both Ayamorur and his mother are so caught up in the

world of "make-be1ieve" that the door of their usually

hospitable home is shut fast on the "reaL" world of

neighbours and friends who are íntent on breaking in'

The scene on stage must be terribly funnyr the bl-ue and

silver cloak so awkwardly transfiguring the dark clothing

of X|Irs. Bre¡rdon, the bright-green silk ctoublet and crimson

cloakwithitsimmensepadcledhunpsogrotesquelytrans-
forrning Ayamonn, the labourer, into a would-be King'

The defonnity itself suggests that Ayamonn's heroic

lfon" lirr"" are frorn Henrv \¡!, Ear_t 3_,_ but were

traditionaliy uiea to tegin Fiò-hgr9 il:L.' As Krause
;;;ii;;;;ïlî lÁ ti'é-"òeñe tñãT-iõlnñflcasside and his
brother 

^rchie 
on""'piãy"a." 0'Ca.seyi-!Þ9 U+ and Ì.ris^Work'

;'.-l¿¿-, It was Johnäy,"howeveî, wtr-pláyed the part of ---
fiå"ii"ü1,-å"ä*Ã"óñTêl"in; part óf.crouceáter. see sean orcasey,
ïiälútn=' in the u"ií*av, itirro! in $a House (New York¡
lrlãõmlTGn, f956)' vo1. I' p. 201-.
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attenpts to bring colour and beauty into the lives of the

poor Dubliners he lives among are being ironically mis-

directed. The kind of transformation which Ayamonn seeks

is, in effect, a false transforrnation and therefore one

which he will eventually have to give up. 0n the other

hantl, like the parallel transformation of the statue of the

Virgin which takes place in Act II' the regal beauty of

colour which momentarily adorns the dreary tenement is,
at the same time, a foreshadowing of the truly niraculous

transformation which occurs in Act III, though it is a

transforrnation which clings stubbornly to its ironic context.

When "real" life does finally manage to break into

the tenement home of the Breydonrs' it does so with a force

which is irresistible and which, as it grows to a climax i.n

Act fI, finally sweeps away Ayaflonnr s well-rneaning, yet

ineffective, dedicatÍ.on to the world of art synbolized by

his helping to arrange the Minstrel Show and by his acting

in the Shakespeare play. In other words, he steps out of

the role of villain in the "play within the play" and into

the role of "hero" on the stage of life. Paracloxically--

and perhaps 0rCasey was thinking of Yeats here--Ayamonn's

whole life now becomes a work of art.
I'{oreover, the red rose, symbol of the House of

Lancaster (p. 131) and suggestive of tle confl:lct r¡ùldt æ$.¡Its in tlæ

sacrificial death of its King' prepares for the growing

awareness on the part of Ayamonn that the red roses of his

song cannot be brought forth out of the darkness of the
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Dublin sluns without a struggle, without his coming to terms

with that darloress. In fact, it is a struggle even to get

the song on stage, for Ayamonn' perversely intent on

practising his villainous roIe, has himself been shutting

out "oulr Brennan o' the Moorr" forgetting that Brennan is

bringing the nusic for the song. And when this initial
difficulty has been overcome, there is sti1l a struggle to

get young Sarnrny, "shy as a field-mou.s" (P. 148), to come

into the room and sing before so many people¡ sontê of whom

do not want to hear him anl¡way. Even after Samrny begins to

sing, there are constant quarrels and interruptions,

culminating in Muì"canny's noisy entrance as "a mocker of

sacred things" (p. 126). The beauty of the song, and its
strength, lie in the sirapJ-e, alnost homelyr phrases which

yet give grace and charrn to the rornantic ancl idealistic
sentiments that are expressed. However, juxtaposed vrith

the ideal world that the song envisions is the "real" worlal

of the lover's quarrel and the religious and political
strife which is just beginning to be suggested by the

bickering of Ayamonn's friends.

To draw attention to the song and to the illusori-
ness of the ideal it embodies, O'Casey employs one of the

techniques of expressionism, though in such a rnodified fonn

that it is apparently not recognized as such. The "pa1e

and mask-Iike" face of the singer together with the brilliant
cofours of his costume have the effect of setting hirn apart

from the real- worl-d so that, for the moment, he appears

unreal and quite renote from the bustle and hurly-burly of
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lif e around trim.l4 As he sings, the words, too, shor¡ltl LBve a

remote and dream-l-ike quality since, as 0'Casey's stage

directions make quite plain, the face of the singer is

"mask-like in its expression of resigrration to the world 
"'

and "even when he shows he's shy, the rnask-like features do

not alter" (p. 148). Moreover, he keeps turning farther

and farther away frorn his audience until both song and

singer seem about to clisappear at any moment' The interrup-

tions also threaten to extinguish the song, and though Sammy

does nanage to finish it, there is absolutely no effect of

elther singer or audience having been transforned by the

magic of song and music. Thus, the song, like the

Shakespeare p1ay, is hopelessly out of touch with the lives

of the people whorn it is intended to reach, and the Ídeal

continues to be remote and unattainable despite ihe best

efforts of both Ayamonn and Brennan '
The fact that Ayamonn is preparing a concert to

gather funds for a strike which he naively believes will

not take place serves to emphasize how unrealistic

Ayamonn's attitude is. At this point in the play his

conmitnenttothewortdofartisperhapsbestexpressed
by the phrase "art for art's sake 

"' 
though he thinks

l4Th"t" is a picture of Sarnny as he appeared-in the
Septernber,-igSS, orooäòtion at the Bóoth Theatre on Broadway

i;'th;ã!Is Ãíiá, ii (},'larch, 1956) t ]:5.. A spotright- on
s "rrn-îñTa-Tuîther 

heighten the intended contrast between
it'"'iaääi-"o"iã ãr- ligni and song and -the real world of the
ãärkã"I"e iãne*ent.--il-*o.rra alsõ heighten our awareness of
o;c;;;;G íntentional juxtaposition of the techniques of
expresÉionism and realisn.
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he ls placing his art in the servlce of lifer and wilf in

fact, end his life in the service of that harmonious vision

of life which art has given him. Even Mrs. Breydon

(rnodelled on 0r0aseyrs own mother and a nore sensitive and

inaginative version of the practical Juno) is able to see

that Shakespeare is not likeþto "go well with a Minstrel

Show" (p. 131), though her good advice falls on deaf ears.

Nor are Ayamonn's artistic anbitions always equal to his

talent: "what kid was it sketched th' angel on th' wa11?"

Roory asks, and Ayamonn (l-ike 0'Casey hinself) admits,

"Ird give anything to be a painter" (p. 157).

Sinii-arly, Ayamonn's language, though often truly

poetic as in the song he has written, is sometimes absurdly

rhetorical, as in the "gold canoe" speeches (pp.t35r 1?0).

Though OrCasey has frequently been blaned for the empty,

rhetorical language in Red Roses for gg,l5 the fact is that

the effect airned for here is quite deliberate. O'Casey is

characterizing Ayarnonn as a self-conscious and sometimes

"bad" poet, much as he characterized Davoren, that other'

earlier, and more sharply satirical portrait of a younger

lÞsee Krause, 9j!,egev¡ The Man and his wolk,-p. lfl.
Kenneth Tynan's review of the September' 1pó2 'nroduction of Red'Roses at the Me¡rnaid Theatre in London

ä1so disnissed-Tñe-liãj because of the effect of the lan-
guager "In any event, the text is too picturesque to be
lakðn seriousiy. writing as lush as this can conjure up
stylized eccentrics and sentimental folk-heroes¡ but
noihine in between." "Theatre. Second Lapr Red Roses for
wte (tteimaia)," observer [London], September 9; 1962, p, 22,

See also above, pp. 6-?1 10-12.

I
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self in Shadow of a Gunman. The language invites criticisrn'
not of O'Casey, but of Ayamonn, and of Ayanonn only as a

poet and an "5-mpractical Dreaner''' for the noble and

idealized sentirnents speak jþgougþ the rhetoric as a true

expression of that part of Ayamonn's nature which will-

reveal itseì-f , in the fast half of the play' to be truly
noble. Moreover, the gold canoe speeches are linked' by

their irnagery, to the transformation scene in Act III and

are, all unwittingly on Ayanonnt s part, a foreshadowing of

his death.

Once 0'Casey's attitude to his "romantic" hero is
clarified, it is possible to understand the rest of the

"poetical" language ín the play as we1I. When the

charaeters in Red Roses speak in prose they are, in
general, being very practical and "reafistic" in their
attitudes; when they speak in "poetry"they often see¡n to do

so eÍther under the direct influence of Ayamonn's presence

or else because they, too, for the noment ' are eaught up in
the pursuit of an ideal. Often, as is usual with OrCasey,

the laneuage has the authentic ring of the Dublin streets,

or of some other Índividual region, and the characteristic

speech rhythns combine with the hornely, at times wildly
exaggerated, metaphor to rnake the language both rich and

intrinsically hunorous. Sometimes, too, the effect of

"literary" language gives added dimensions to a nore loca1

ldion as, for example, in Mrs. Breydonrs, "Dodge about how

we may, we come to th' same end" (p. 179). Here the irony
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is nultlplied by the odd echo of Shakespearean tragedy.

But if Ayarnonnr s Limitatlons as an artist are much

ín evidence, at this point in the play' so also are his

limitations as a personr his irnpractieal and idealistic

nature leads him to blunder in life as well as ln art. l
:

Ironically, as he plays the part of Shakespeare's "noble"

villain, he behaves villainousl-y towards his friends, his

sweetheart and his poor neighbours. And, even more 
,

ironically, he has his kind and generous-hearted nother do .

the same. His selfishness when in the service of art or

in the pursuit of an ideal leads him to perverse and

self-contradictory behaviour on other occasions as we11.

He berates his rnother for helping hin bar the door to

Brennan and for failing to teIl him sooner that Brennan

has the rnusic to his song. He objects to his mother going

out in the rain to help a siek neíghbour, yet he practicalty

pushesheroutthedooraSsoonashissweetheartarrives
andhewantstobea}onewithher.Caughtupinhisv1sion
of Sheila he denies her charge that "you think more of your ;

tl
poor painting r your poor oul' Ireland, your songs' and your l
workersrunionthanyouthinkofShei1a'.(p.r44).xe
tells her, "You|re part of thern aJ-1, in them all, and

through them all¡ joyous, graceful, and a dearer vision¡ 
:

a bonnie rose, delectable and fed'" and' for the noment' i

what he says is true. The song should be heard by Sheila'

for she is in the song, but Ayanonn has not yet found the

rightwordstonakeherunderstand.AsShei1asoreluctant.
ly listens with her back to the singer, and Sammy so shyly t
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sings with his back to the audience, the real and the ideat
are but â f etd paces apart, yet no one but Ayamonn under-

stands, and he is powerless to do anythlng about it. At
thls point ín the play, Ayarnonn's present helplessness in
fusing the idealized world he inagines with the dissonant

reality about him contrasts sharply with the miraculous

transformation which he is able to evoke in Act IfI.
In the meantirne, Ayamonn is a man ctÍvided against

himself. t¡lhen his mother protests that he is wearing himself
out "sketchint, readin,, makint songs, anr 1earnin,

Shakespeare,t' Ayanonn replies quite sincerely, ,'They are

lovely, and my life needs them al_l', (p. l3Z). yet, even

as he struggles to bring beauty into his own life and into
the lives of those around him, those very qualities which

make hi¡n feet the need to create beauty rnake hirn, at times,

behave in an impossibly idealistie and irnpractical way, so

that, rather than enriching the lives of those he loves, he

ends up by hanning then, and himself. It is this struggl_e

which wiLl result in the growth of Ayamonnr s character, and

which, as we shall see, will finally lead tó his decísion to
leave the world of art behind and do what he can, as a
person, to transform the "real" wor1d.

This internal conflict finds its expression in the

"lovers' quarrel" which punctuates the first two acts of the

play. In it Sheila repeatedly asks Ayamonn to ,,be serious,"
for she ls concerned with finding a practical solution to
those barriers which are dividing then. Significantly, though

she is Ronan Cathollc and Ayarnonn is Protestant, Sheila seems

,,.r:.r.ì: :::iti:::.1:::.t:li-
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preparerl to dlsregard the warnings of her parents. The focus

of her rnain concern is nereJ-y hlntect at in Act I¡ "We nust

look well ahead on the road to the future. You lead your

llfe through too rnany paths instead of treading the one way

of making it possible for us to live together" (p. 143).

But A¡¡amonn is so caught up in the ideal vision he has of

Sheila as the black-shawled Kathleen ni Houlihan of his song

that he cannot understand what she is saying. Though they

talk at some length in Act I, they are not comnunicating

with each other, and the interruptions which SheíIa com-

plains of so bitterly are theroselves proof of what she has

been telling hirn. Her refusal to ureet Ayaronn the next day

at "the bridge of vision" (p. L53) stems more from her

awareness of the impossibility of their ever being united

than it does frorn any reaÌ sense of devotion to the

Daughters of St.Frigid. Probably she would defy her

parentsr demands here r too' if only she felt there was any

possibility of a future with Ayamonn.

In Act I, then, the totaf failure of the lovers to

come to any kincl of agreement is itself symptomatic of the

divisive forces at work everlnvhere in Ireland. Unlike the

terribly stabÌe ( though social).y corrupt) society refl-ected

in The Way of the world' in which Millarnant and Mirabell

are nevertheless able to write their own marriage contract

and retain their own freedorn, the religious, political and

economic schisns at work in Treland prevent any such private

workings out of personal destinies. Mrs. Breydon sees thís

and warns her son, "The bigger half of Ireland would say
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that a man's way with a rnaid must be regulated by his faith
anr hers, anr the other half by the way her father makes his
Livin"'(p. 134). The lives of the lovers are so bound up in
the religious, political and econornic issues which divide the

country that there is really no way the threads can be

untangled.

Similarly, each of Ayamonnrs friends represents a

thread of the tangled fabric which is Ïreland rent by dis-
cord, and the quarreling which punctuates the first two

acts is the "speaking image" of Irelanil divided. Each friend,
too, provides a col-ourful and comic contrast to the other so

that the eombined effect is that of an irrepressible vitality
spilling onto the stage. At the same time, each character is
given a "speech tag" (a device which OrCasey must surely have

'rÂ
learned from lbsen)-" which tends, for the nonent, to turn
character into caricature and to suggest that narrowing of

humanity which results when one's viewing of the world is
too single-ninded. îhe "zealous lrish Irelander" Roory can

"roar* as loudly as he likes about the "Sword of Light¡,' the

fact rernains he is blind to all but a narrow spectrum of the

world's colours, and when, in Act III . he hurries off from

the bridge of vision it is into the darlsress of his own mind.

The atheist Mu1canny, triunphantly waving Haeckel-rs Riddle

of the b!sg!gg., is so intent on his own absurd viewing of

the cosmos, which transforms Adam and Eve into a couple of

16Kt"u"", 0rCasev¡ The Man and his Vr¡ork, p. 16.
Or0asey, in a letter to Krause, admits to having known
Ibsen "faintly."
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monkeys, that he does not foresee the dark and primitive
forces which he has unleashed and which will be directed

against hin in Act II. Brennan, though the nost enlightened

of the three, frequently aLlows his obsession for the safety

of his money in "The Bank of Ireland" to darken his usually
humane and slnnpathetic nature. That he, like Ayannonn, has

a duaÌ nature is suggested by his nanesr Mr. Brennan Moore,

the tenement landlord who wants more and rnore rnoney, and

Brennan o' the I'1oor, who, like his legendary namesake of the

frish ballad, gives money to those who are in need. However,

he is really a caricature ofthe usual Robin Hood figure since

he is accused of robbing, not the rich, but the poor.

With Brennan, then, there is an ironic elaboration

of the motif of theft, a motif which is fírst brought into
the play with Rooryrs gift to Ayamonn of "thr Irish magazines

I got me friend to pinch for you" (p. 149). At the end of

Act I the strange disappearance of the statue of the VÍrgin,

"Our Lady of Eblana," is thought to be either the work of

Brennan, who has so often spoken out against the worship of

"idols that have eyes anr see not, ears, an' hear noti anr

have hands that handle not" (p. J-J4), or a result of the

Íniquitous pronouncements of Mulcanny with his "grand

discovery" that "God is dead" (p. 151). In any case,

whoever is to bfame, there is a growíng sense, conveyed

largely by the despair of the poor Dubliners and the

distracted and fearful voices of the h'omen, that the

divisive forces at work in lreland are responsible for
robbing the people of whatever wealth, either physical or
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spiritual-, they mi6çht once have had.

Here, we begin to see the important role reserved

for the poor people of Dub1in in Act ITI' though the fullest

implications of that role can only be understood in relation

to the synbolic part which Our Lady of Eblana plays in

Acts I and II. This relationship will be examined in the

following chapter where the "niraculous" return of the

" transfigured" statue is discussed.

In the meantine, Ayamonn's broad humanity opposes

the strangely ominous note voiced by the crowd. It is a

hurnanity broad enough to contain and resolve all the wild1y

splintered fragments that constitute the narrow hurnanities

of his friends. He defends Brennan, gently silences the

mocking l,{ulcanny, and promises to surrender his night's sleep

in order to look for the lost statue. He is as generous now

to the poor people who have come, uninvitedr into his home

as he was selfish before to all those who, at the beginning

of the act, he would not admit. The transfor:nation is a

magical one and is paralleled by the gradual shedding of the

deforned noble-villain self synrbolized by the colourful hunch-

backed cape of Gloucester (p. 135) and the green doublet

(p. 156), and by the donning of the drab oitskin leggings'

coat, and sou'wester (p. 15?), which is the "costune" in

which he nust face the dark and rainy work-a-day world.

Previously, his mother had ¡nade a simíIar trans-

formation, sheitding the rich blue velvet cloak with its

sil-ver lace, "lest it give me gorgeous notions" (p. f35) '
for the thin shawl- in which she goes to mj-nister to the
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needs of a sick Cathol-ic neighbour. Ironicallyr while

robed in the royal blue and silver--colours symbolic, not

only of nobility, but also of the Virgin--she has been

behaving ignobly and selfishly, whereas, in the "costume"

which she wears everyday, her true or inner nature as the

black-shawled Kathleen is revealed. Ayamonn had spoken

irritably of her then as "an imitation sist er of charity"

(p. 138), forgetful for the moment, that beneath the

darhâess of her shawl are hidden qualities of true nobility,

conpassion and self-sacrificer those very qualities $,hich

the red roses of hLs song suggest.

Howeverr despite the strong suggestion (conveyed to

a large extent by the ingenious use of costumes and by the

clothíng imagery) that the ideaL world is actually hidden

within the darkness of the everyday world' the juxtaposition

of the world of "reality" with the world of the illusory

ideal, ernphasized throughout the first act of the play' is

returned to in the sharp vignette of the final scene '

Ayamonn, dressed now in the praetical garb of the "real"

wortd shines the light of the shunter's lantern on a

passage from Ruskin's E@ of Wild 9-li-reS.t

Listen a second, rnanl Ruskin, speakin' to the business
rnen, say.r "Youi ideal of life is a-pleasant and-
undútating world, with iron and coal everl¡/lhere- beneath
it. 0n eãch pleasant bank of this world is to be a
beautiful nanèion¡ stables and coach-housest a park
and hot-housesi carriage-drives and shrubberies ¡ and
here are to live the vótaries of the Goddess of
Gettire$n --the English gentle-rnan--"

(p. 158)

As hopelessly out of touch with everythin¡ç about then as
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the uÍdeal" described by Ruskin is, it is typical that
Roory sees only one thing that is inappropriate --Ruskin is
talking about an English gentlemanl Here, âs opposed to the

"fa1se" ideal of the Scotsman, Roory's dream of the ',Sword of
T,ight" is presented as the true ideal, and, though Ayamonn 

,

links it with the Catholic Faith, it is an ideal which the

broad-ninded Ayanonn can also believe in. Even within this
broader context, ho\^rever, the Fenian song with which the 

,,:

actendsremainsbutapartia1.'visionofsa1vation,,.1?
though the courage with which Danger will be faced and the t
battle for Freedom fought looks forward to the action of
the last two acts of the play.

1?t¡i4., p. t6?.



CHAPÎER III

ART FOR LIFE'S SAKE

fn Act II the imaginative patterns which we have

seen developed in the first act of Red Roses for Me become

fully articulate. The motif of theft poses the question of
what has realIy been stolen and from whom, The irnage of

Ireland divided becomes finally an inage of Ireland warring

against herseÌf and denands to know who is the real enerny

and what are the real battle lines to be drawn. And the

problem of saving Irefand leads to the further question of

what can save Ireland, and who will her "saviour" be. The

seriousness of such enigmatic rnatters when translated into
the litt1e lives of the common people of the Dublin tenenents

oecasions laughter, rather than tears, on the part of the

audience. But for the eharacters within the play itself
there is no laughter¡ from their vantage point, until the

transf orrnat j.on scene in Act fII, there is nothing to laugh

about .

The opening scene, in which Ayanonn counts out,

penny by penny, the shillÍngs which he is saving to buy a

Constable reproduction, shows Ayarnonn dealing, for once in
a practical way, with the inportance of money. The scene

Itself is an ironic answer to Brennan's outraged question,

"Who is lt daren't think of what money can buy?t (p. 146).

50
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At the same tine, however, a basic contradiction between

the practical and romantic sides of Ayarnonn's nature is
again revealed, since what he wants to buy with 'the extra

shilling the ¡nen are demandin"' (p. 161) is a world of

light, the "new world" (p, 225) which the inner eye of the

inagination can discern in the dark world around us. Naively,

Ayamonn is still assuming that there will be no strike, that
the nen will get what they are demanding, and that the new

world of light will- come out of that world of darlmess

without a struggle .

The motif of theft is reintroduced in Ayamonnts

reference to having stolen a book of Shakespeare (much as

the young Johnny Casside stole a copy of Milton)l and Ín

the revelation that it was, in fact, Brennan who "stole"
the statue of Our Lady of Eblana. The fact that Brennan

took the statue in order to have it repainted points, not

only to a contradiction in Brennan's nature similar to that

in Ayamonn's, but also to that inescapable duality which is
the very basis of our humanity, and which is carried through-

out the play in the conflicting and intermingling imagery of

light and darlcress. The good and the bad are inextricably

ISean O'Cas"y, Pi"t,rr"" in the Ha11w4y, t{irror in lriy
House (New York¡ Macåi1Tan,-T956); V"i.-r, ppT'Lgj=gç: - -
Johnny, too, had been anticipating a raise of a shilling a
week and planned to buy the book for which he had been saving
so long. Instead, he is fined two shili.ings for insubor-
dination and, in a rage, rushes out to steal the book--
Paradise Lost: "the book dazzled him, glearning fike a precious
stone from a heap of rubbish, âlnost asking him, for Godrs
sake, to corne and take it."
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mlngled in any hunan action, and Erennan has no way of

reconcillng the conflicting emotions which the beautiful

statue evokes ln him. From an aesthetic point of view,

Brennan can admire the statue for its beautyi from the

broadly hunanitarian view which he is frequently able to

realize, he can delight in the pleasure he thinks tittle

Ursula will take in the regilded statue¡ but, fron a narrowly

Protestant viewpoint, he reviles it as a graven image and

feels guilty about what he has done.

îhe narrow viewpoints of Brennan ' Roory and

Mullcanny conflict even more strongty here than in Act I

untiL the irnage of Irelancl divided culminates in an image

of lreland at war. Protestant clashes with Catholic and

both elash with Atheist. The Poor ctash with the Rich--

and what a strange representative of the *rich'' capitalist

0'casey provides us with- in Brennan--and the lrish Nationalist

clashes with the Royallst fron Ulster. Alliances are forrned

and are dissolved in the twinkling of an eye depending upon

which enerny is foremost. The stage erupts ín angry verbal

duels in which each defends his own beliefs and naintains

his own viewing of the world against all others' And

throughout, the calm voice of Ayanonn strives to nake itself

heard in defence of yet more ideaÌs--lruth and Freedon!

"I'1I stand by any honest man seekin' the truth, though hls

way isn't ny way" (p. 165), he tells Brennan, and soon

Ayamonn will have to prove his words. Ironically' at the

same time he speaks for truth and freedom, he speaks also
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for peace, and the imagery of the paln branch recalls the

figure of the Prince of Peace, even as lt opposes the

imagery of whip and axe, symbols of violence and domination¡

If we give no room to nen of our time to question many
things, all things, ay, Iife itself, then freedomr s but
a paper flower, a star of tinsel, a dead lass with gay
rlbbons at her breast an' a gold comb in her hair. l,et
us bring freedom here, not with sounding brass an'
tinkling cynbal , but with silver trurnpe ts blowing, with
a song all men can sing, with a palm branch in our hand,
rather than with a whip at our be1t, and a headsman's axe
on our shoulders.

1p. 169)

The kind of freedom which Ayamonn envisages here is far more

revolutionary than that understood by Roory with his fanatic

wish to free the Irish from English domination. It is a

splrltual freedom, based on economic liberation and

eneompassLng aII other freedoms so that all nen can be

united peaceably in a co¡nmunion of brotherhooaì.

But Ayamonn as peacernaker is hopelessly ineffective,
partly because his idealisn clouds his judgrnent and makes him

unaware of the pent-up violence within the people. He

denonstrates thls limitation in his nature by his naive

belief that Mullcanny is in no real danger despite the

persistence with which he proclaims his heretical views.

Tfhen the inevitable riot does erupt off stage ' and the

outraged Catholics kick and stone Mullcanny, the violence

of eonflicting beliefs outside parallels the clirnax of

Sheila's quarrel with Ayamonn and the vlolence each is
unwittingly perpetrating on the other. As David Krause so

aptly puts it, Ayarnonn "is having a difficult tine trying
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to brtng off his '¡niracle' of Kathleen of the Red Roses."2

Sheila rejects the vision Ayanonn has of herr "Now, really'

isn't it comical l'd look if f were to go about in a scanty

petticoat, covered in a sober btack shawl, and my poor feet

here! (Mocking) Woulctnrt I look well that way!" (p. 17I).

There is stubborn determinationr as well as pathosr in

Ayamonn's quiet reply' "with red roses in your hand, you'd

look beautifut" (p. 1f2). But the transformation cannot be

brought about so easily, and the entrance of the frightened

Mullcanny, dishevelled and bleecllng, followed by the crash

of breaking glass, marks the entry into the play of a

viol-ence which can no longer be contained by words alone.

Ayamonn deals with both situations courageouslyt

since, in both, he is stantting by those ideals of connunity

and brotherhood in which he. so strongly believes. When

Sheila tetls him the strike is to take place and that he

witl l-ikely be made a foreman if he will ctivide hirnself

from "the foolish men" (p. 1?2), she is reatly asking him to

sell his soul. It takes less courage for Ayamonn to seize

the hurley and rush out to quell the rioters in the street

than it takes for hin to oppose the lure of his beautiful '
but false, Kathleenr

Drye know what you're asking me to do, wonan? To
be a biackleg¡ to blast with th' black frost of deser-
tton the gay-hopes of ny conrades. Whatever you may
think theñ to bè, they àre my conrades. lvhatever they
may say or do they remain ny brothers and slsters. Go

to-heli, girÌ, I ñave a soul to save as well as y9!.
(witr¡ a'cãtch in his voice) 0h, Sheila, you shouldn't

2Kru,r"", o'Casey¡ The Mgn and his !gI}, p. 16?.
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have asked me to do this thing!
( p, L?z)

In a situation which is a tragic reversal of Jerry

Devj-ne's renunciation of Mary in Juno 4nd -üe lere.S-k ' it

is the broadness of Ayanonn's humanity' the truly "divine"

part of his nature, that forces him to reiect the girl he

loves. The pathos of the scene stems from our awareness that

the love is genuine enough, y"t, b"car.roe of Sheita's too

narrow humanity, the lovers are lrreconcilably divided¡ the

irony of the scene stens fron our awareness that Sheila' by

Ayanonn's own definition, is one of the "comrades" who

"whatever they may say or do . . . remain my brothers and

sisters." And this irony is underlined as Ayamonn rushes

out lnto the streets to fight his conrades and to queJ-f in

the name of hunanity, "manrs inhurnanity to nan." Then, Iest

we despair totatly, 0'Casey sets the whole in an uproariously

cornic scene in which the divine nature ôf nan wars with

the dark and bestial side. As Brennan, Roory and Iuullcanny

crawl around on their hands and knees to avoid the stones

crashing through the windows, their "monkey6hines" culrni-

nate in what must be one of the funniest conmentaries ever

written to describe the irony of the hunan conditions¡

MUILCANNY (pityingly). BuÌlied be books--eternal facts--
aw! Yous are all scared stiff at the nanifestation of
a truth or two. D'ye know that the contraction of
catharrah, apoplexy, consunption, and cataract of the
eye is common to the nonkeys? Knowledge you have- now
tñat you hadn't before¡ and a 1ot of thern even like
beer.

ROORY. WeI1", that's something sensible, at last.

BRENNAN (fiercely). Did they get their likin' for beer



frorn us, or did we get our likin' of beer from the¡n?
Answer me that, you, nowi answer me that!

RO0RY. Answer hin that. We're not Terra Del Fooaygeeans,
but sensible, sane, an' civilised souls.

IiIULICANNT (gleefully). Tirne's promoted reptiles--that's
all; yous canrt do away with the os coccygesl

BRENNAN. ladies present, ladies present.

ROORY (creepinpq over rapidly till his face is close to
that.of Mullcanny' s--fiercely) . I,¿e stand on the earth,
firrn; upright, heads cocked, lookin' all rnen in th.
face, afraid ot nothin'¡ men,oi goodwill we are, abloornwith thr bl-essinr o' charity, showin. in thr dust we're
made of, th' dianond-core of an everlastin, divinity!

(P, rzs)
It ís of this scene that Robert Hogan writes:

The irony of Brennan, Roory, and Mullcanny, cowering
on the floor and arguing over Darwinisn while stones
crash through the windor^¡s, is a fine comic touch,
reminiscent of the best of the structure-of-charac ter
plays. The fíne scene, however, has no connection with
the previous or the following scenes and certainly none
with the main action. J

Hogan, of course, is talking about the external action of the

p1ay, whereas the "action" which 0'Casey is prirnarily con-

cerned with is inner or symbolic' action. As in the comic scene

which ends Juno, the "state o' chassis" in which man continuaaly

finds himself is quite real, suggesting as it does both the

disintegration of a personal worfa, and, reflected in it, the

disintegration of a world order. However, on the rnost

universal level, the "s'bate or chassis" is even rnore exact:

it is that dark, prinordial chaos out of which creation
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first sprang and into which it is always threatening to

return. Mullcanny, we are told, "would rlp up the floor
of Heaven to see what was beneath" (p. f69), and what is

beneath surprises even Mullcanny.

In 89ê Roses for Me, then, it is Ayamonnr s struggle

with the powers of darkness that is the central conflict
of the p1ay. At first he is the "inpractical Dreamer" who

thinks he can transform the world with a song, but what he

learns is that reality has a perverse way of resisting both

the drean and the dreaner. Try as he rnay to deal with the

world on !þ terrns, the world is forever breaking in upon

him ancl insisting that he ¡neet it face to face. Far from

being able to transform the world by his art, it is his

unsuceessful struggle to do so which results finally in his

own transformation to the practieal Dreamer that we see by

the end of Act II. Ayamonn has come a long way fron his
position ín Act I where he tetls his nother that he has

little to do with the strihe¡ "I'n with the men, spoke at

a rnee ting in favour of the demand, and that's all" (p. 132).

Now hís co¡nmitrnent to the strike is absolute: syrnbolically'

he burns the "warrant of warning" sent by the Authorities

and promises the Railwa¡rmen that he will address the

strikers. From Shella's point of view (it is the point of

vlew of Nora ln The Ploush) Ayanonn is still being imprac tical-'

but the Rector, though he can see the danger and warns the

strikers of it, gives Ayanonn his blessing. The Rector's

vlewpoint is the most objective ln the play (it is perhaps

O'Casey's own) r "Who a¡n I to say that Godrs against it? You
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are too young by a thousand years to know the mind of God.

If they be his brothers, he does we}l among then" (p. IB3).

Moreover, the fact that the Catholic vrorkers will be

led by the Protestant Ayamonn, and that the strike itself has

the blesslng of the Protestant minister suggests that the

division between Catholic and Protestant is not the real

issue at stake. Earlier in the act Mullcanny had tried to

nake Brennan and Roory see that it is in the interests of

a strong Church to have a strong oppositionr

You pair of damned fools, donrt you know that the
Pope wanied King Billy to win, and- that the Vatican was
aloiaze with ligñts of ioy afther King Janes's defeat
ovef the wathers of the BoYne?

(p. 166)

The implication, introduced here and developed in the last

half of the play, is that the real eneny ís neíther Catholic

nor Protestant, but the naneless and rnindless Authority

wíelded in the name of both Churches, and of the State as

well. It is in the selfish interests of an unenlightened

Authority that the poor be kept poor. So long as Catholic

and Protestant fight their skirmishes on the grounds either

of a dogmatic religious faith or of an equally blind

patriotisrn, then the real battle against those who refuse

economic--antl spirituat-- liberation to the poor will never

be fought.
Similarly, on the personal level, the significance

of the fact that the real issue which divides Sheila and

Ayamonn is not a reli¿çious but an econonic one becomes

apparent. Sheila has already defied her parents and the
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Pope, but she will not--at this point ín the play--defy the

fnspector. The real ehoice she offers Ayamonn is couched in
the practical language of the work-a-day worldr "You will
either have to nake good, or lose ne" (p. 172). In descrlb-

, ., ,1 l n g t h e first two acts of the play as "static"4 Hogan

fail-s to see that Ayamonn's character does devel_op and that

. the quarrel between Ayanonn and Sheil-a does not appear ,'in

. exactly the sarne terns in Act II."5 the grounds of their
''::' : dispute, which Ayamonn hi¡nself had assumed to be based on

:: , 
'.'.; 

, . their religious differences, has subtly shifted until, under

the impetus of the corning strike, it Ís at last clearly
defÍned. It is this painful choice which Ayamonn rnust make

. that precipitates the growth of his character so that the

practical and romantic sides of his nature are no longer

divitlecl . Disillusionect with the possibility of achieving, by

words alone, the vision of the world in which he believes, he

. resolves to answer the pleas of the Railwal¡nen to lead the

strikers. fn this way he will attenpt to gain, in the world

1,,., ,. of action, what art and love have made him long for, but

.' without any hope of realization.
the plight of the Railwaymen is evident, not only in

the words in which they appeal to Ayamonn, but also in their
physical appearance. And here 0'Casey rnakes use, once more,

"'r,': t of a modified forrn of expressionism. The stage directions do

not serve to individualize the menr who are designated by

4r¡ia., p. 9r. 5ruia., Þ. 89.
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numbers rather then by names, but serve instead to suggest

their role as anonlnnous representatives of the downtrodden

working class:

They are dressed Qrabl.r¡ as the other men are, but
their päaked railway unlroËm caps (which Tñãy-Eãép on
their heads) have Vi¡fiÈ qc,aSlel bands around then.
f-hei¡ f-açeq, too, efe !!IãE-g]¡gIc, and stonilv
ãlare IõEénf- e¡ Tfiãnî-flrãï-sTãñã-ãtoõE-sTïïT-ffien
Tñãy--s e e Tñã-n"eõToil-

(p. l-81)

The "other men" referred to are the representatives

of the Dubfin poor who have appeared up until now, at
intervals, whenever the statue of Our l,ady of Eblana has.

appeared on stage. ÍIhus O'Casey intends to link the plight
of the working class to the general plight of the Dublin

poor, an association which is realized in the symbolie

colours of their dress, as well as in their stony and

expressÌonless stares and motionless beàring. Since the

Dublin poor play a much larger role in the play than is
general-J-y recognized, and sinee this role is defined, within
the first two acts, by their relationship to our lady of

Eblana" rve must now turn to a more detailed consideration of

the part played by the statue itself. This, in turn, involves

a more complete exa¡nination of the technique of expressionisn

within the symbolic structure of Red Roses for Me.

the almost whimsical use made of the statue of

Our Lady of Eblana as part of the realistic structure of

the play has tended to obscure its more important function

as dramatic symbol. This is particularly true when the

seenes in which the statue appears on stage are presented
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too realistically, as reviews of various productions have

suggested.6 Other reviews have also indicated, as we have

seen, that 0rCaseyrs stage directions are either not being

followed or, at any rate, are not achieving the desired

effect.? And 0'Casey's stage directions nust be followed,

for they contain the key to what the statue neanst

Dympna is carrying a statue of the Blessed Virgin'
more thãn two feet trigh, in her arrns. The figure was
once a glory of purest white, sparkling blue' and
lusciouð eildinei but the colours have faded' t!t9 silt
is gone, ðave fõr a spot or two of dull gold still
linÈierins on the cro$n. She is wearins a cro'¡m that 'insiead óf beine dorned, i= c""Iç]¿at"9 like 4_cilv's
@ õi Dublin¡ and the pale_face of
Tñã-firgln ÏssãõIy-sõlled by the grine of the house.

(p. 137)

Here OrCasey links the statue of the Virgin, with its

"castel1ated" crownr to the eity of Dublin in a way which--

to the reader at least -- cannot possibly be overlooked.S

Yet Maureen Malone, writing in &g Pl-avs of Sean g:qêgqy'

is the first critic to begin to realize the inplications of

this association¡ "The bedraggled figure' the I T,ady of

6see above p. 5 r where the reviewer comments on the
" abrupt" transition- from realism to s¡rmbolisrn after the
"straight Dublin realism" of the first two acts.

see also Eric Bentley, ì{hat Is Theatre?, pp, 266-61 .

"Utterly charrning is the tale of the Protestant who steals
the Viräin's statue with the result that a miracle is
oroctairied bv his Catholic neighbours when he returns hert
i¡ashed and sirining, to her niche." Not only does Bentley
niss the expressiõnism and the syrnbolism, but also the
hurnour of tñe scene. The idea of giving "the Blessed Virgin
ã-EiT-ot a wash" (p. l-3?) is surely meant to be funny.

?cf. rbo.r", pD.8-9 and footnote 9r Þ?. 32-33.
BCertainly it would not be overlooked by tÌlose who

are aware iñat "ei¡lana" is an ancient nane for Dublin'
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Eblana's poor' r is ln fact Dublin herselfr before the

transfonnation which takes place during the vision of the

second [i.e., trrird] act."9 Moreover,

the men and women who venerated the statue are as pale
and inanimate as the statue itself, their mask-Iike faces
stilI wearing a frozen look of resignation.- Their.
qualities a1õo have to be devel-oped, like 

- 
the 

- 
beauty. -of

trrà statue. Yet no such easy tránsforrnation is possible
for Eblana's poor as has come by kindly- subterfuge- to
their lady¡ tñe great transformation which forms the
peak of tirá pfay-has to be-fought and died for before it
ðan take plaðe,-a miracle is wrougþ|' not by trickery
¡ui ¡v huiran ei'fort and endurance:ro

The credibility of Mrs. Malone's interpretation is

borne out by a passage from the autobiography in which

Sean wanders through the grimy Dublin streets, his head

filled with thoughts of how the poor ¡nust rise up against

those whose respect for the Church and other institutions

of noney and power keeps the poor in bondage r

Frequently he wandered, hurt-with alCgr ! through these
canderous- streets that were incensed into resÍgned woe
Uv tne rotting houses, a desperate and dying humanity'
eärbage and sñit in the roadlvay, where all the worst
ãlèéàEe= were the onlv nobility present; where the ruddy
pictures of the Sacred Heart faded into a dead dullness
Ëv t¡e slirny darnp of the walls oozing through them¡ B¿
iäw little irotv i¡nases thev þ4., wofn, faded,^a4Ê
ãõãpõlãE-aE-Tñe-õeõpre were-- tii.emsé lYe s | -eå- .1! tpe . . .
irnãÞes shared the pg-vertl¡ eES !!9 Daln ot anep wno gro
EEmT""eI9¡ggTTaiÏõã-m1nê 1. trta4v-tlrnes' ás ne wandered
lñeielÌñe-tã-ari of rage woüld flow into his-eyes., and
thougúts of bitter astónishment made him wonder vlhy the
pooi''*ort-"aten souls there wouldn't rise in furious
àctivlty, aç$ tear the guts out of those who kept then as
they were . ¡'

9M"lon"r The !þyg., p. to?. lottia., pp. to?-108.

11o'c"""y' Irrishfglreg Fare Thee weIl, Mirror in !y
Housq, Vol. II' P, 2L9.
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Clearly, then, the pathetic condition of the statue

in Act I is intended to represent, not only the city of Dubljn

herse lf--c olourless , and with all her past glories faded--but

also the poor people of the Dublin tenenents. 0f course, the

problem, for the producer, is to find a way of suggesting

this connection to his audience, nost of whom will not have

read (or remembered) the stage directlons or the autobiogra-

phy. And the solution O'Casey provides, if the producer will
follow it, is a visual one: the men and women who acconpany

the statue are dressed in drab browns and chill greys with

"each suit or dress having a patch of facled blue, red, green

or pur?le somewhere about them" (p. 137). Moreover, the

faded colours of the patches, like the faded colours of the

statue, a?e mêant to convey more than just physical povertyr

taken in conjunction with the pale and apathetic faces, they

eonvey a strong sense of spiritual poverty as well.
Here, again, the stage directions provide the key to

0'Casey's rneaning, for whenever the statue appears on stage,

ít is borne in what anounts to a ritualistic procession.

The three Catholie women who eoncern themselves with the

statue, â]though they have names and speak, at times, as

characters on the realistic pl-ane of action, are also used

by O'Casey as chorus characters and, as such, function

syrnbolically. The three men who are purposely not individ-
ualized by nanes reinforce, and should draw attention to,
the symbolism and expressionism of the scenes in which they

appea r t
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The three wonen come a little way into the roon¡ the nen
stay around the door. All their faces are stiff and
mask-lilçe, holding tight an expression of dumb resi¡r-
nationi and are traversed with seams of poverty and a
hard l-ife. The face of Eeada is that of an old woman,
that of Dlrnpna, one coming up to middle a€çe, and that
of Finoola, one of a young girl. Each shows the
difference of age by more or less furrows, but each has
th€ same expressionless stare out on life.

(p. 136)

The hard life which the women have endured makes

thern old before their time r there is no joy even in the

young woman's face, and this, to OrCasey, is the nost

ehilling indictment of the life these people are forced to
lead. The only child in the play is little ilrsula, and

she is rnost unchildlike and joyless in her obsessión to

save her pennies to pay for the regilding and repainting

of the statue. The very iovlessness. of the procession,

then, is what should strike the reader or the theatre

audience most strongly, a joylessness which should eal1

attention to the fact that the statue of the Blessed Virgin
(first and forernost a religious symbol, after all), though

intimately connected with the lives of the people--she is

"0ur Lady of Eblanars poort'-- is totally ineffective as the

source of help and solace which she is meant to be.

Thus there is a certain amount of dramatie irony

inherent in O'Casey's use of the statue of the Virgin, as

there is in his use of religious icons in other of his pl-ays.

Erro1 Durbach, writing in the May, lJl2, issue of Modern

Dram"rlz points out how, in Juno and the Pavcock, the symbol

]zDurbach, "Peacocks and Mothers"' Mode-rn D¡Ang,pp. l-t-20.
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of the Virgin as a source of confort is used ironically.
Johnny, in terror for his life, cries out despairingly to

the "l4other o' cod," turns despairingly again and again to

the picture of the Virgin before which he keeps a votive

light burning, but the only nother who answers his cry, who

tries as best she can to bring sone cornfort, is Juno.

Sirnilarly, ln Red Roses for Ug, it is even rnore ironic that
while the Catholic wornen tend to the washing and caring of

the statue, the Protestant Mrs. Breydon braves the wind and

the rain to care for and cornfort a dying Catholic neighbour.

Moreover, not only does the statue of Our Lady of

Eblana, as a symbol of reÌigious faith, fail to give either
comfort or joy to the people, but its loss brings a terrible
sense of fear and nemesis descendingr "Anr dear knows what

woetll faIl on our poor house now" (p. 154). Suspicion of

the Protestants in the house is voiced, much to Brennan's

disgust, and, although the intensive search which fol-lows is
ostensibly occasioned by the love the people feel for their
"sweet L,ady of Eb1ana" (p. 151+), there is also a strong

sense of fear and dismay motivating the searchers.

Stranger still is the reaction of the people in
Act II when the statue is found, freshly giÌded and painted,

her coronation robes like new, returned nysteriously to her

niche in the hall ¡

A murrnur of song has been heard whiLe Ayamonn was
speaking, and now lìeada, Dynpna, Finnoo1a, and the Men
appear at the door--now wide open--half backing into
the room singlng part of a hymn softly, their pale faces
still wearing the frozen look of resiqnationi staring at
the Image shining bright and 4or¡¡eous as tsrennan
has nacle it for them, standing in a niche in the wall,
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directly opposite the door.

(P. r?6)

Again, what is most noticeable is the "frozen look of

resignation," the joylessness which is the strange accompani-

nent to what should be an occasion for celebration.13 The

song which is evoked is neither a hymn of joy nor a hynn of

praise, but is a mournful appeal to the Virgin "To show

through the darkness, descendinS, /A cheerier way to die"

(p. I??), a plea which will form its own ironic commentary

in the context of the play as a whote.l4

the description of the "miraculous" return of the

transfigured statue, which the audience knows to have been

wrought by "trickery" but which the Catholic poor hâve apparently

accepted as a true miracle can be seen, then, as yet another

typically O'Caseyan juxtaposition of pathos and irony¡

EEADA (coning forward a littIe). She came back to
Her poor again' in rairnent rich. She cane back¡ of
Her olvn accord. She came to abide with Her people.

l3typi".1 of the casual and superficial reading this
part of the' ilay usually receives is Jules Koslow's comrnent,
i'The shinv statue, anonymousJy returned to its orvners, !ê&99
them verv happv[itatics nineJ. The word goes around that a
ñTiãcTõ-laê-napfenea." The õreen and the Red: S9?!-0'Casgv
. . . the l¡lan ãña his Plays (New York: Golden Griffin Eooks'
]-950), p. 100.

l4The effect of the nusie should be sad ' even dirge-
1ike, thus reinforcing the nood of despair. Another somewhat
siniiar example of o'Caseyrs use of dirgelike music to convey
despair is tñe chant of the Down-and-Outs in Within the Gates.

fn "o'Casey's Dramatic Symbolism," (oîCãsãv, -ãq.Ayfing), Katherine-Worth notes, "in some plays two-kinds.of
müsic-are set in opposition to one another, symbolising the
conflict in the play between the forces of life and death"
(pp. 1BB-B!). In Red Roses for Ile, however, the nusic of
tñè titte song mingles the sad with the joyous to suggest
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DYMPNA. From her window, litt1e Ursu1a looked, and
saw Her corne in; in th' noonlight, along the street She
came, stateJ-y. Blinded be the coloured light that shone
around about Her, the child fell back, in a swoon she
fel] fu1I on the fl-oor beneath her.

1ST MAN. I!'ly eyes caught a glimpse of Her too,
glidin' back to where She came from. Rega1 anr proud
She was, anr wondrous, so that me eyes failed¡.me knees
thrembled an' bent low, an' me heart whispered a silent
prayer to itself as thr vision passed rne by, an' I fan-
cied f saw a srnile on Her holy face.

(p. 17?)

Though these reports are self-dec eptions , at best, and lies,
at worst, they show the great need the people have for
something in which thêy can believe, a need which, if not

met, will feed on superstition and ignorance. But a "vision"
whicb results in "blindness," a trembling of the knees and

a swooning away of the spirit, rather than in an ecstatic

uplifting of the heart and soul, is not likeIy to transform

the lives of the Dublin poor in any very meaningful way.

Thus the dramatic irony inherent in 0'Casey's use of

the statue as a religious symbol can be seen to give a new

dirnension to the symbolism which Mrs. Malone has pointed

out. The transformation of the statue does prefigure the

transformation of Dublin herself which takes place in
Act TTI, but what is even more significant is the ironic
contrast between the "vision" which the poor people

experience in Act II in response to the false "mirac1e"

wrought by "trickery" and the vision which they experience

the inextricable minglÍng of the forces of darkness and
light in every hunan life. 0n the other hand, the quicker
tempo of the Fenian song at the end of Act I and the song
Brennan sings in Act III nakes them more "live1yr" and thus
they.suggest an attempt to disavoh, the darker side cf t¡¡ran Ïfe.
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in Act III in response to the "true" niracle which occurs as

the setting sun transfigures the city.
And it is only when these ironic inplications are

explored that the complexity of the dramatic s¡nnbol,

functioning as it does on both the realistic and expression-

istic planes of the play, becones apparent. The statue of
the Virgin in her role (for she is "playacting" as wel1)15

of Our T,ady of Eblana ís seen by O'Casey as the symbol, not
just of Dublin, but of Ireland herself, not just of Ïreland,
but of an Ireland priest-ridden and impoverished by a church

which provides neither comfort nor joy, which feeds the fears

of the people, and which is life-destroying rather than life-
gÍving.

Viewed in this context Hogan's dismissal of the

statue of Our Lady of Eblana as part of "a sma1l excrescent

sub-plot, having no connection with the nain action"16 is
quite unjustified. It is true, as Hogan points out,17 ¡¡"a
the events surrounding the statue serve, on the level of

external action, to heighten the exciternent, to bring the first

act to an end on a note of curiosity and nystery--and this is
good ntheatre"--but its "dramatic" function, which is a part

of the play's expressionisn, can only be understood as a part

of a much rnore complex symbolic structure and one which is
definitety linked to the main action of the play.

l5sir,"" the writing of the play, our T-,ady of Eblana
has been given her own theatre¡ "The tsblana Theatre" on
Store Street on the edge of the Dublin slums.

16Hog.rr, Experiments, Þ. 89. 1?ruid.
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Moreover, what is so very strange about the use of

the statue, even if one wishes to perslst in viewing ít on

the realistic level alone, is something that has not

bothered the critics at all¡ that is, the apparent total

disappearance of the statue from the struc ture of the ptay

at the end of the second act. Even if the statue is to be

considered as part of a sub-p1ot, .the I sub-plot must have

some eontinuity and must cone to some conclusion. Since

this is not the case we nust look rnore closely to see whatt

ín fact, does happen to the statue as dramatic symbol and

what happens to the structure of the play in the contro-

versial and expressionistic Act III.
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CHAPTER ]V

THE BRIDGE OF VISION

In the first hal-f of the pJ-ay, despite 0'Casòy.s use

of expressionism to call attention to the symbolic struc-
ture, the significance of the rol-e played by the poor people

of Dublin and by Our Lady of Eblana has been almost totally
overlooked. Reviews of the various productions, as we have

seen, indicate that the so-called "realism" of 0rCasey's

"early manner" has been allowed to predominate in Acts I and

II and, ultirnately, to distort the st¡ucture of the play as

a whole. 0n the other hand, in Act III, the expressionisn

has been so over-emphasized by both critics and producers

allke that the stylistic and thematic unity of the play

appears to be broken, while the ironic and dranatic qualities
of the act go virtually unnoticed.

The effectiveness of the act, far from depending

upon mere "stage magic,"l far from being nerely a cornposite

of the set designer's art plus the right lighting effects,
depends upon a series of striking confrontations which both

elarify and intensify the basic issues which have already

been presented in the first two acts of the p1ay. The

weariness and despair of the poor people of Dublin (for whom

lHogrn, Exoerinents , Þ. 94.

?0
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Ayarnonn will give up his life), prevlously only glimpsed at

through the open doorvray of the Breydon home, now occupy

the forefront of the stage. The cause of despair, the

grinding poverty together with the failure of either

Church or State to do anything about it, is, at this point'

exanined clearly and dranatically. l,{oreover ' the gradual

awakening of the consciousness of the people is given a

psychological rcality which helps to validate the rnoment of

vision that forms the climax of the play and prevents it

from violating our sense of what is "reaf'."

In Act III the stage setting ís, for the first time

in the pIay, out-of-doors, yet there is no accompanying sense

of relief from the clilapidated and overcrowded interior of

the tenements. Though the scene takes place besidle a river--

usuatly suggestive of a source of life, but here deseribed

as "black an' bitther" (p. 191) waters--and at the bridge

which Ayanonn had earlier referred to as "the bridge of

vision" (p. 153) , all is darlmess and gloora. It'loreover, the

gloomy immediacy of the scene is further heightened by the

contrasting perspective of the bright and limitless horizon¡

In the distanee, where the street, leading fron the
bridge, ends in'a point of space' to the right' soars-
inã iaiering silvei spire of-a churcht and to the left'
Nãlsonis Piilar, a dei:p red pierces the sky' with
Nelson, a deep liIack, on its top, looking over every-
thins that soõs on aiound him. A gloomy grey sky is
ovõr"al-l, sõ ttrat the colours of the scene are made up
of the dárk houses, the brown parapets of the bridge'
the grey sky, the silver spire r the red pillar' and
Nelson's bl-ack f igure .

1p. rB5)

A few of the nameless nen from the previous two acts
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(recognizably the same who had been accompanying the seni-
ritualistic procession carrying the statue of Our Lady of
Eb1ana) sít and lounge about in the vicinity in various

attitudes of weariness and despair. 0bviously their plea to
the newly regí1ded statue of the Virgin to "l,ift up th' poor

heads ever bending" (p, L77) has not yet been answered, for
"their expressionless faces [are] hidden by being bent down

towards their breasts" (p. 185). the three women, Eeada,

Dympna andl'iinoola, no longer preoccupied with caring for
Our Lady of Eblana, have less idealistic pursuits in nindr

the busíness of exchanging a few cakes, apples antl rather
drooping violets for enough pennies to buy some tea. They

are "dressed so in black that they appear to be enveloped

in the blackness of a dark night" (pp. 185-86), and even

thelr pathetic wares appear drab and llfeless. Ironically,
the setting sun, which fal-ls on nelther the people, nor the

bridge, nor the houses of Dublin, lights in the background

only the silver spire of the church and the black figure

of Nelson atop the red pillar, the one (as we shall see) a

symbol of the power and domination of the Church (both

Catholic and Protestant), the other, a symbol of the power

and domination of the State.2

2The most extrerne attitude of the Irish Catholic
towards the Nel-son monurnent is evidenced by the fact that it
no longer exists. 0n March B, L966, it was dernolished by
the f .R.A. Here, however, O'Casey us¡es the statue to suggest
rnore than just the armed might which, in the past, had
brou¡¡ht the Irish under English dominatlon. In the more
universal context which the play assurnes (see pp. 35-54 above)¡
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The conversation of the women reflects the ¡nood that
has already been set vlsualty by the scene and defines, as

well, the dialectic between bitter reality and equalty bitter
(because illusory) ideals, ideals which, though rneant to
sustain and encourage the people, fall to do so:

EEADA- (drowsily). This spongy leaden sky.s DublÍn; those
tonby houses is Dub1in too--Dub1in,s sðurvv bodvi an'
werre Dublin's silver soul. (She spits vilorouéiyinto the street.) An' thatrs what Eeada tñints oi th'city's soul anr body!

DYMPNA. Yourre more than right, Eeada, but I woul_dn.t
be too harsh. (Ca1ling out in a slng-song way)
Violets, here, on'y tuppence a bunchi tuppencé a bunch,th' fresh violets !

EEADA (catling out ln a slng-song voice).
cakes, on'y tuppence a head here for thl
apples a penny apiece !

DYMPNA. Thr sun is always at a distance, an' th. chill_
grey is always here .

FINNOOLA. Half-mournin' skies for ever over us, frownin !
out any- chance of merriment that cane staggerin, to usfor a Iittle support.

EEADA. That's Dublin, Finnooila an. th' sky over it.
Sorrowrs a slush under our feet, up to our ankles, anrth' deep drip. of it constant overhèad.

DYI{PNA. - 4 eravevard where th' dead are al1 above th.ground.

EEADA. Without a blessed blink of rest to give them hope.
Ani she cockinr herseÌf up that she stands arnong othei
cities as a queen o' counsel, laden with lanowledge, afirewith th' sonq of great nen, enough to overawe all livÍn'
bey-ond th'^ salty sea, undher another sun be day, an'
undher a different ¡noon be night.

(pp. 186-8Z)

Here, in the colour imagery, the ,,silver spire,, of

the monument represents the frightening power of the
"Authorities" (p. 183), a concept which is Kafkaesque inits lrnplícations of terror.

Apples an'
cakes ¡ ripe
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the church is Linked with Dublín's "sllver soulr" and quite

unconsciously, Eeada's denonic "visl-on" of Dublin irnplies a

rejectlon of the Church and a recognition of the fact that
whatever ideals it has to offer are meaningless in the

bitter context of their lives. Far from having been inspired

by the "miraculous" transformation of the statue of the

Virgin in Act II, a transformation which itself suggested a

distancing and a remoteness ("Regal and proud She was,"

p, L77), Eeada, though she does not know why, ls sunk rnore

in gloom than ever. Similarly, any ideal- of Dublin as a
great clty is rejected, and Eeadars sarcastic reference to

"great men" is rneant to bring to nind the black figure of

Nelson atop its red pil1ar.
On the expressionistic plane, the three wonen appear

like a chorus of the fhree Fates in Greek tragedy, and their
drowsiness suggests the dream-like or trance-like state of

the oracle. When they speak they evoke a vision of hellr
a Ðublin which is a place of spiritual despaír, a place of

llving death. Structurally and quÍte dramatical-ly, this
vision stands in stark opposition to the vision evoked

towards the end of Act III, the vision of Dublin as a New

Jerusalem.

At the same time, however, the expressionism of the

play is rooted firmly in reality, and O'Casey makes it quite

plain that the women are not merely in a trance-like state.

Their drowsiness and weariness also come sirnply from too much

hard work and too ti.ttle to eat. Their attitude to life is
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practical, as evidenced by their attenpts to earn a few

desperately needed shÍIlings, and in this sense, they are

being depicted qulte realistically. Eeada's vigorous spit
on to the street also shows in no uncertain terrns what she

thinks of her life and the life of the city around her. And

this bit of realism, together with the vigorous ând outspoken

way in whlch she at tines speaks, is quite delitrerately

Juxtaposed with the trance-like state out of whlch she

awakens and into which she falls.
Perhaps there is no better example of the way in

which 0'Casey both blends and Juxtaposes the techniques of

realism and expressionisrn to create a form whlch is itself
a drarnatlc statement of hÍs meaning¡ the two apparently

conflicting forns struggle on stage even as that most basic

concern of hurnan life--the bitter stnrggle between the real

and the ideal--engages the rninds and hearts of the characters

thenselves. The expressionistic technique is uniquely

suited to convey those glirnpses of heaven or hell which seem

to arise spontaneously in the external world when it is
viewed by a consciousness struggling with the possibility or

irnpossibility of achieving an ideal.

With the same kind of technical ingenulty, but in a

more comic rnood, the spiritual dimensions of the scene are

further developed in the conversation of the men which

fol-lows. Though as weary as the women with the harshness of

their lives, the rnen yet cling to illuslon to sustain then.

These two "stage lrishmen" cl-aim to be "thrue prophet[.s]" in

thelr abillty to predict whether Golden Gander or Copper
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Goose wiLl win the West's Awake Steeplechase Championship

(p. 18?), but here the foolishness of the horses' names

suggests the foolishness of the dream itself. A ticket on

the winnlng horse would bring, not Just a shilling, but five
hundred guineas--a reality that would be very palatable

indeed, though it could only materialize for one or two out

of the thousands of Dublin poor.

The unive¡sal fasclnation of such a dream held out

by the siren Lady Luck is corroborated by the parallel scene

fron 0'Casey's autobiography where two DubLin workingmen

hope to win the new competition in the Irish Journal 4nswers,

offering hope to all in the fonn of "a thousand pounds down,

or two pounds a week for 1ífe."3 Even the priests carry
Answers in the pockets of their soutanes, an irony which does

not escape Johnny Casside and which is echoecl humorously in
Ðympna's cryptic conment, "Îhr prophets we once had are well
hidden behind God be now, anr no wondher, for we put srnall

pass on them" (p. 18f). An awareness of what Irish
Catholicism has lost is suggested by Dympna's words, but

0'Casey Írakes lt plain, as he does in Juno.s heartfelt cry,

"Ah, what can God do agen the stupidity or nen!"4 that the

blame rests squarely on mants shoulders and not on Godis.

An awareness, too, of ì{hât glories Dublin has lost

lL
_ 'O'qqsey, Juno and the Pavcock, Collected plavs¡

Vol. I, p. 86.
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begins to enter }ibrnoola's consciousness as she struggles to

awaken frorn the "nightnare" of Irish historyr "A gold-

speckled candle, white aÊ snow' was Dublin once¡ yellowish

now, leanin' sideways an' guttherin' down to a last shalçy

glirnrner in th' wind o' life" (p. tB7). The imagery is

striking because, in the context of Irish Catholícism, it
cannot but evoke a sense of religious ritual¡ the lighting
of candles before the figure of the Virgin and the prayers

for the dead or dying. Moreover, it should evoke on a

subllrninal 1evel, the inage of the statue of our Lady of

Eblana, "once a glory of purest white r" but whose past

glories, too, had faded "save for a spot or two of dulL gold

stil1 lingering on the crowÍr" (p. 13?). In other words,

though the plaster Madonna is no longer present on stage r it

is hinted at, barely whisperecl about, in the imagery of the

dialogue, and in a context whieh reca1ls, ir.onically' not

its new "false" glory, but its fa11 from the original glory

it once had.

Thus, in preparation for the awakening of the people

to a heavenly vision towards the end of Aet III, the movernent

of the first part of the act is upward: from the nightmarish

vision of a ghost city of living dead to the barest stirrings

of an awakened consciousness which recallsr though faintly'
the glories of Ireland's past and holds' but faintly, a sense

of the need for a prophet who can truly restore to the people

a vision of that past glory. In the meantime' only the

ironic remnants of such a vision renain¡
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EEADA. well, we've got Guinness's Brewery still , givÍn'
us a needy glinpse of a betther life an hour or so on
a Saturday night, though I hold ne hand at praisin'
th' puttin' of Brian Boru's golden harp on every black
porther bottl-e, destined to give outsiders a fal-se
inpressÍon of our pride in th' tendher anr dauntless
rnemories of the past.

(pp. 187-88)

Brian Boru was one of the nightiest of Irelandrs kings,

one who gave his life in battle, almost a thousand years ago,

to free freland from the donination of the Danes. Yet Eeada

herseÌf is uncornfortably aware of the strange context in which

the synbol of his sacrifice has been placed. The kind of

"vision" provided on a Saturday night by the "spirit" of the

past ernbodied in a bottle of Guinness's porter is likeIy to be

illusory at best, as illusory as the gl-ittering, goJ-den world

of the racetraek with its attendant hopes and disappointments.

Andt the incongrr.rity between the two worlds--the golden world

of Ïrish kings and heroes and the golden world of the race

track about which the two sleepy tragi-cornics "prophesy" (1hejr

lethargy contrasting humorously with the lightning speed they

claim for their favourite s ) --points to the fact that past

ideals have not been incorporated into the present in any very

meaningful way. In other words, the bridge of vision linking

past, present and future has been broken, and the poor of

Dublin exist either in a world of darkness or a world in which

only the feeblest rays of light struggle to suggest a strange '
i lJ.usory hope .

This struggle of light with darlcress is presented ttrough

a seri-es of dranatic confrontations¡ confrontations between

the poor people of Dublin who are irnpoverished spiritually as well
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as physically, and those others in the play who embody so

imperfectly in the present those past ideals which had once

been so vital. The two ideals which have so far been seen

to doninate the lives of the Dublin poor, and which have been

represented s¡rmbolically by the soaring silver spire,of the

church and by the even more towering black figure of Nelson

atop its red pilIar, have clearl-y lost their power to sus-

tain and enrich the Lives of the people. This fact has been

made apparent, not only by the physical distancing of the

spire and pillar, but also by the expressionless and r¡ask-

like faces of the people thenselves. The spíre and pillar,
in this sense, are like the plaster Madonna of the first two

aets! apparently symbolic of a source of comfort and strength,

yet, in aetuality, s¡rrnbols of oppression. The only "vision"
which they have inspired is a demonic one and one somewhat

analagous to that ironic "vision" inspired by the statue of

our T,ady of Eblana. ï¡ith the entrance of the Rector and

Inspector Finglas the reasons for the failuie of Church and

State are made quite plain.

Sígrrificantly, Rector Clinton and his êhurchwarden,

Tnspector Finglas, "appear at the farther end of the bridge,

and come over it towards where the men and women are"

(p. 188). Here, then, are the nodern incarnations of Church

and State appearing in the distance, as if frorn out of the

past, as if having just stepped down from the lofty
erninence of spire and pillar to mingle with the people. The

splendour of their clothing is accounted for reaListically
by the fact that they have cone from a wedding of obviously

il;i::l.. :-1:.-r.1>!!:.:.,¡
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upper-class Dublin society, but the colours of their dress

serve, syrnbollcally, to link them to the silver spire and

the red pillar. Again, as with the statue of the Virgin,

the synbolisrn is both conplex and extrernely ironic.
The "immaculate black" of the Reetor's dress, is

appropriate to his calting, but it serves also to associate

him with the black figure of Nelson atop the red pillar.

The Rector has a political role to play in the affairs of

State insofar as his sympathy with the plight of the Catholic

poor nakes him encourage Ayanonn to lead the strikers.

Ironicalty, however, the colour black is al-so the symbol of

deathr and suggests the struggle--which the Rector will
support-.agBtnst tbe powers of darlcness. Cantrasted with hfs þ1ack

dress is a green scarf, a colour which is picked up later in
the act in the vivid green slashing the bronze statues and

whicír serves as a vísua1 notif for "the clash of life ffrom

which] new life is born" 1p. 209). creen, to Otcaseyr is
always the s¡rmbol of 1ife,6 b,.., t here it also suggests the

coloui of the Irish sharnrock and the national identity of

Ireland, an identity which is transfigured in the broad

hurnanitarianisrn of the Rector so that it unites both Catholic

and Protestant.

0n the other handr Inspector Finglas' who is both

the Rector's Churchwarden and a mernber of the lUounted Police,

5Katherine Worth, "O'Caseyrs Dramatic Symbolisrn,"
Sean OrCasey, ed. Ronald Ayling, p. 186.

6roiu.¡ cf. Iüa1one, The Plays, pp. 101-104.
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ls clearly a representatÍve of the Protestant ehurch in its
most nilitant aspect as well as an instrunent of the nilitant
arm of the State. His lack of sympathy for the poor and for
the striking Catholic workers provides an obvious contrast

to the Rector's humane attitude. The Inspectorrs predomi-

nantl-y blue uniforn serves to link him visually with the

Cathotic Church, an ironie association inrnediately clarified
by his words as he recalls his ancestry. His great-great

grandfather also wore blue--a uniforn with sky-blue facings--

but he served under Grattan, a Protestant who helpedr rather

than hinderecl , the cause of Catholic emancipation. The irony

is further intensified by the fact that it is only as an

oppressive agent of the State that the fnspector does not

discriminate betweén Catholie and Protestant¡ in Act ]]e
tel-ls Brennan, "my nen don't wait to ask the way you worship

when they raise their arns to strike" (p, 226). The silver
accents on the Inspector's costume, h5"s silver sword' the

silver crown and, above all, the long silver spike on his

helrnet are neant to suggest the silver spire of the Church

and to reinforce the association between the oppressive

might of Church and State. In addition, the erinson plune

recalls the red pillar and anticipates the red blood of

sacrifice which will be shed.7

The splendour of their dress (the Rector has a glossy

TMu.lorl", the PIavs, p, 106. Mrs. Mafone sees the
red roses as a åyn61-õT*Ëáciirice. cf . worth, "0rcaseyrs
Dramatic Symboliirn," sean 9'!4ggy, ed. Ayling, p. 1B6t
"Red is the colour of the . . . Life Force."
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tal} hat and a waLking stick) serves also to set the two

figures apart from the crowd of Dublin poorr even as their
positioning on the bridge above the heads of the people

indicates a certain rernoteness. IronicaLly, it is the

Inspector who recafls Swift as well as Grattan¡ two past

representatives of Church and State who had been abLe to

help and inspire the poor of Dublln. The Inspector's

unc omprehending attitude to such two great humanitarians

unclerlj-es his own inhumanity. He sees the poor, not as

people, but as things--"flotsan and jetsam" (p. 1p0)--and

hls encounter with the reality of their world in the forn
of an acciclental spit on his shiny boot provokes an out-

burst of fury which is out of a1f proportion to the event¡

INSPECÎOR (springing back with an angry excÌamation).
Itrhat th' hell are you after doing, you rotten lizard!
L,ooka what you've done, you mangy rat!

(He takes hold of the lounger and shakes hirn
sharplY. )

zND MAN (sleepily resentful). Eh, there: Whar th' heII?

INSPECÎ0R (furiously). You spat on my boots, you
tousletl toad--my boots, bootsr boots!

2ND MAN (frightened and bewildered). Boots, sir? Is it
me, sir? Not ne, sir. Musta been someone else, sir.

INSPECTOR (shaking him furiously). You, you, you!

2ND IJIAN. Me, sir? Never spit in public in me life, sir.
Makin' a mistake, sir. Musta been someone else.

RECTOR. Inspector Finglas ! Remember you v'rear the Kingrs
uniform! Quiet, quiet, man!

(P. 190)

By contrast, the Rector's confrontatlon with the

people is sympathetic. But the impossibility of communi-

cation is underlined by the fact that he does not even
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recognlze the peopì-e though he passed anong them as he left
Ayarnonnrs house at the end of Act II. The distance between

the Rector and the women is further indicated by the extent

of their confusion as they try to sell him their apples and

violets. Again, the cornedy has its serious and ironic
undertones, particularly in the supposedLy inappropriate

reference to "our radiant Lady o. Fair Dealin,. (another

rol-e the Madonna figure plays) ¡

EEADA (whining towards them). On'y a penny eachr thl
rosy apples, love1y for th. chise lurs--Jasus ! what amf sayin'? Lovely for th' Iittle masters an' little
misthresses, stately, ln their chandeliered an.
carpeted dwe llin' -houses i or a cake--on.y tuppenee apiece--daintily spiced, an' tastin. spleñaid.-

DYMPNA (whining towards then). Tuppence, here, th,
bunch o' violets, fit for to go with thr whíte anr
gpotless cashmere gown of our radiant l,ady o. Fair
Dealint.

EEADA ( deprecatingly) . What are you sayÍn,, woman?
Thatrs a Protestan' ministher, indeed, gentlenan,
Dympna!

DYIÍPNA. Me mind slipped for a poor minute ¡ but it'spity he'll have on us, an' regul-ate our lives with
what'll bring a sudden cup o' tea within fair reach
of our hands.

1n. tB9)

Though the Rector tries to help the wonen, it is
lronie that he does not buy their wares and save their self-
respect, but, instead, flings them a shilling, "two tiny
s ixpences --fourpence a heâd" (p. 191), an amount which is
simply not enough. The total ineffectiveness of even this
rnost enlightened representative of the Church is further
brought out as the Rector and Inspector Finglas leave.

There is much pathos, as well as irony, in the fear and
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sadness the Rector feels as he is conscious of turning away

fron "these sad things" who nay yet have within them "the
Kingdom of Heaven" (p. 191). Here the Rector's insight ls
based on Scriptural authorÍty, "Blessed are the poor in
spiritr for theirs is the kingdom of heaven,"8 and looks

forward to the awakening of that inner kingdom ln the

vision they will have of Dublin as a heavenly city.
In the meantime, though the intrusion of the Rector

and Inspector Finglas has again left the Dublin poor sunk

in gloom ("4h, what is it all to us but a deep-written

testament o' gloon," p. 191), there are further hints of a

possible awakening. Despite Eeada's mournful viewing of the

whole course of her life, her thoughts miraculously turrß to

¡nemories of the brief joys of youth, menories which convey

a sense of the glanour and richness of the past atternpting

to break through into the presentr

EEADA (mournfully). We've dhrifted down to where there's
nothin'. Younger I was when every quiet-elad evenin'
carried a jaunty jewel in her boson. Torrnented with
Joy I was then as to whether I'd parade th' thronged
sthreets on thr arm of a t6th Lancer, his black-

. breasted crimson coat a sight to see, an'a black
plune droopin' from his haughty helmet¡ or 1ay claim
to a red-breasted Prince o' Wales's Own, th' red plume
in his hat a flame over his head.

DYMPNA. Tt was a L'th King's own Hussar for me, Eeada,
with his rich blue coat an' its fairyland o' yellow
b¡aid, two yellow sthripes down his trousers, an' a
red bag an' plurne dancin' on his busby.

EEADA. Lancers for me, Dympna.

DYMPNA. Hussars for ne, Eeada.

EEADA. An' what for you, Finnoola?

FINNO0LA. What would a ¡¡irì-, born in a wild Cork valley,
among the nountains, brought up to sing the songs of

---TîiãTll-ã:3.
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her fathers, what would she choose but the patched
coat. shaky shoes, an' white hungry face of th' Irish
rebel? But theír shabbiness was threaded with th'
colours from the gaments of Finn Mâc Cool of the
golden hair, GoIJ- Mac Morna of th' big blows 

' -Caoilteóf th' flyin' feet, an' oscar of th' invincible spear.

EEADA (nudging Dympna). That was 6ome time ago, if y'
ask me.

(PP. r9l-gz)

On stage the scene should rnornentarily spring to life

as the three black-shawled wonen relive in their imagination

the joy and excitement of the past. Ironically, however,

the brilliant colours of the uniforrns that the wo¡nen

des<¡rlbe sr4gest, not only the life and vitality of the past,

but also lts remoteness in relationship to the drab and

colourless lives of the poor people thenselves. Moreover'

the striking contras! realized in the colour imagery between

the dazzling uniforms worn by the Britísh troops and the

,'patched coat" of the trish rebel should recall the more

im¡ned iate contrast, which has just been realizecl on stage,

between the splendour of the Inspectorts uniforn and patched

clothlng worn by the poor rnen of Dub1in. the idealized past'

wlth its romance and joy and colour, is capable of nour-

ishing the present, but' at the same time, there is a strong

suggestion that it is an inseparable part of a conflict

which cannot be entirely forgotten.

With Brennan's entrance, the dream of the past

vanishes, and the mood changes agaln to one of bitterness.

Resentful at being recalled to the present, the poor see

Brennan, not as a kindly old man who has on occasion helped
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them, but as an "oulr miser creepin' after coppers, ant sone

bank bulgin' with what he has in it already" (p. I92). Their

hostility is sumned up by the spit sent fì-ying in his path,

but Brennan ignores this unsympathetic reception, unslings

his melodeon and begins to play. Though his song is. about

young love in the springtime, the very thing the women have

just been drearning about, they insist on interpreting his
worcls indecently, for they cannot recognize the rornantical-Iy

idealized world of the song where love flourlshes in a

garden-like atnostphere of vÍolets and poppies. Nor can

they accept the transfiguration of the lovers who are

anirnated by love's joyous exertions to that visionary point

wh ere

The heathery hiIIs were all dancinr around us,
False things in th' world turn'd out to be thrue.

(p. 193)

Like Nora Clitheroe's song of "happier transports to be"9

there is a curious naivetá about the song which makes it
seem unreal. Moreover, in the "visionary" context which

the song suggests we recall Brennan's earlier, and equally

unsuccessful, atternpt to bring happiness to the Dublin poor.
' fhat O'Casey intends Brennan to be a modern-day

saint--or, as a worker of fal-se rniracles, the parody of one--

is further su6rgested by his "Long white beard v¡hich gives

him a far-away likeness to St. Jerorne" (p. 144). An alnost

90'C.""y, The Pfough and the Stars, Coll-ected Plavs,
Vol. I, F. 1B?.
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a1wâys conpassionate nature, hidden beneath a sometirnes

gruff exterior, and his concern for the poor of Dublin,

also nark Brennan as a kind of spiritual father to Ayarnonn.

The rnelodeon is a constant reminder of Brennanrs musical

abilities and the fact that he set Ayarnonn's song to. music.

Unlike Ayarnonn, however, Brennan is unable to awaken the

people, for with the best of intentions, he tries to make

then believe in a world of dreanns and illusions. In this
sense he uses his art--the painting of the statue, the

singing of songs--to lu1l the people into a false sense of

well-being, rather than to awaken then to the possibitity of

a world which has in ít a real and exciting potential for
change .

The very fierceness with which the men and wonen

reject hirn springs fron the intensity of their need and from

their recognition of the fact that what Brennan has to offer
ls a drean which ia even less real than their own dreans

of golden horses, youthful Hussars and rebel warriors:

lST illAN (waking up wrathfully). Get to hel1 outa that,
with yoursootherini songs o' gaudy idleness!

(p. r94)

And so Brennan is driven fron the bridge of vision, a

pathetic as wel-I as a cornic figure.
While Brennan has been singing, the scene has grown

darker as the sun sets, but the darkness also suggests the

increasing gloon into which the peopl"e, once more, are

sinking. Until now, the movement of the act, which has

been struggling upward out of an abyss of despair, has,
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paradoxica11y,beengivenrnomenturnbyaseriesofconfronta-

tions which have suggested a source of hope only to have it
proven false. As the people reacted with anger, their
spirits rose, and quite spontaneously, their thoughts turned

to whatever joyous and consoling memories of the past they 
::

may have had or to whatever illusory hopes they may have

been nourishing for the future. Their hopes for a better
life have seemed so remote and illusory, Vet they focused

i
instinctively on the valorous deeds of those Celtic heroes 

:

of the past in whose lives history and legend mingle. 
;

Though the people are only dím1y aware of it,
another moment has arrived in which they ean play a clecislve

role in events which rnay ehange their lives. "Tíme is
precious. here" (pp. I95 - 96) is a phrase which echoes like.
a strange prophecy on the líps of the men, since, to the

}ethargicr¡üorkers'thepassageoftimeseemsmeaning1ess.

However, its refevance to Ayamonn and to the dranatic action

of the play witl become increasingly apparent.

. In the meantime, what -bhe people need is courage, and 
ì

what holds them back is fearr fear which was first expressed ì.

bytheirsenseofnernesisdescendingwhentheyreatizedtheir
Lady of Eblana had been stolen, and fear which is expressed

now,quiteopen1y,asRoory,,,thezea1ousrrishIre1ander'''
ï.confronts the¡n bluntly with the challenge to battle like the Ë:

heroesofo1d.Thesongshewou].dhaveBrennansingaresongs
neant to inspire courage

Pearl of thr White Breasts, now, or Battle SonÊ o'
Munster that would pour into yous Connr s battle-f ire 

.ã::.
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of thi hundhred fights. Watchman or Tara he was, his ann
reachin' over deep rívers an' high hilIs, to dhrag out
a host o' sthrong enernies shiverin' in shelthers.
Leadher of Magh Femon's Host he was, Guardian of Moinmoy,
anr Vetheran of our river Liffey, flowinr through a city
whose dhrinkin' goblets once were rnade of go1d, ere wise
nen carried it with frankincense an' myrrh to star-Iit
Bethlehem.

(p, L95' OrCaseyrs ltaLics)
Here, the invocation of the spirit of the fighting nen of the

pagan past is strangely ningled with the invocation of the

spirit enbodied in the birth of the "Prince of Peace." Yet

the people reject Roory more in sadness than in anger, for
they are unable to see thernselves as part of the brave world

he envlsions.

At this point in the act the ¡novement dov¡nward

threatens to overwhelrn everything in darknesg and the denonic

vision of Dublin with which the act began floods with renewed

intensity onto the stage. As the poor of Dublin seen deter-

mined to sink once again into a gloorny l-ethargyr content to

"crave out a crust in the grey kingdom of quietness"

(p. 195) .rather than struggling to realize that inner

Kingdom whieh is rightfully theirs, Ayamonn interrupts their
dark reverie in words which at first seem preposterously

idealistic, "Rouse yourselves, we hold a city in our hands!'

(p. 196). Nor is he daunted by their bitter choral-like

response (which is part of the expressionisn of the play and

should be chanted). Instea<l , he breaks through their
ritualizing of pain, in words which are vigorous and

reali stic ¡

EEADA (in a very low, but bitter voice). It's â bitther
c itY.
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DYMPNA (murrnuring the same way). It.s a bleak, bLack anrbitther city.
lST MAN. Like a batthered, tatthered whore, buJ"lied by

too long a life.
zND MAN. An' her three gates are castles of poverty,

penance, an' pain.

AYAMONN. Shers what our hands have nade her. We prav
toe ¡ttttcb ênd qol¡ too little. Meanness, spit- ãnil
õõñnõã'laTlñ'eïñË-aliwõîõñ-ïrric k througú air irér grory ;but her glory's there for open eyes to see.

(p. 196)

Here, Ayanonn's words should recall the context of
the first half of the play in which the poor of Dub1in

appear carrying, in a sonbre, ritual-like procession, the

statue of our Lady of Eblana. Moreover, in Act III , the

idleness and depression of the striking vork@ as thry lor:nge abart

the parapetè of the bridge and lean against the houses is
further dramatic evidence of the t¡uth of Ayamonn's words.

By contrast, Ayamonnr s eourage ln addressing the

people at this juncture seerns little short of miraculous.

Ile has just witnessed Brennan and his song being rudely
dismissed and has gently re¡nonstrated, "he sang a merry song

well and should have got a fairer greeting" (p. 195), and he

has seen, as we1l, the fervently nationalistic Roory, with

all his evocation of the valour and spirit of the Celtic
warriors of the past, being rejected just as emphatically.

Since these friends both speak in terms which are rneaningful

to Ayamonn and enbody, however imperfectl_y, ideals which

Ayamonn believes in, lt is quite a dranatic instance of his
courage that he speaks out now in opposition to the despair

and fear whlch the men and women are allowing to overcome them.
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Because he opposes them so courageously, Ayarnonn's

words affect the people strongly. In himr they see a per-

son who is not afraid to face whatever dangers the present

rnay hold, and so his words awaken then to the two most

significant realities of their present situation¡ the fear

of the strike and the danger Ayamonn is putting himself into

in opposing the powerful agents of Chureh and State. 0n the

other hand, what they also recognize in Ayamonn is a person

whose vision they can tnrst, one who "knows things hid from

us,' (p. 1p6). Significantly, too¡ they remernber Mrs. Breydon

and her rnany kindnesses, and in lhlnæIa's description of her

the irnagery works to link l,frs. Breydon and Our Lady of Eblana

so that the "glory" which Ayanonn claims can be discerned

anong the "common pattherns" irnurediately becomes a realityt

For all her ti¡ed look an' wrinkled faLce. a Þure white
candle she ls, blessed this rninute by lt: Colmkille of
Ïñî-!-entle manner, or be Aidant steeped in the lore o'
Heavãn, or be Lausereena of th' glfgg voice an' snowv
vest¡nents--th' blue cloak o' Brigid be a banner over
her head for ever:

(p. 197)

l{ithout being fully aware of the irnport of their words' the

Catholic wonen speak of the Protestant Mrs. Breydon as an

incarnation of the help and succour they needed but did not

find from the newly regilded, but quite lifeless' statue of

Our Lady of Eblana.

In Mrs. Breydon, then, the Madonna figure and the
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figure of Kathleen nl Houlihanlo r""g" to suggest an lreland
whlch can be both true and beautiful. That such an lre land

can be found within the hearts of the poor people of Dublin
thenselves is an idea which Roory cannot grasp, and,

Íronically, his concept of changing Ïreland does not include

them.

ROORY (hotly). An. d'ye think talkin, to these
tatthered second-hand €lhosts'11 bring back Heaven's
grace an' Heavenrs beauty to Kaithleen ni Houlihan?

AYAMONN. Roory, Roory, your Kaithl_een ni Houlihan has. thr bent back of an ouI, woma¡ as well as thr walk ofa queen. Ve love th' ideal Kaithleen ni Houlihan,not because she is false, but because she is beautiful¡
we hate tht real Kaithleen ni Houlihan, not because
she is true, but because she is ugty.

R00RY (disgusted). Ard, for Godrs sake, man!

(p. 197)

Clearly, the impatient and zealous Roory cannot

understand, and as he hurries off angrily from the bridge of
visíon, it becomes apparent that 0,Casey is dismissing the

I0S"" pp 47-48 aborne. See al-so Willían A. Arrns trong,
"Sean O'Casey, W.B. Yeats and the Dance of life,,, Sean
0r0asev, ed. Ronald Ayling, p. 134, for a discussiõnif
"O'Casey's quest for an embodiment of Ireland, for the
Cathleen ni Houlihan rnost characteristic of his time."
Annstrong does not mention Mrs. Breydon, but the passage
fron the autobiography, Drums Under the Vlindows, which he
quotes has a clear relevance to the candle imagery in Red
loses for I{e. The passa€ie describes one enbodiment of-
Kathleen, Mild Millie (a drunken wonan of the Dublin
streets) r "'The pure t?11 candle that nay have stood before
the Holy Rood, was sadly huddled now, and rnelting d owñ-ifrõ
the mire of the street, beneath the British lion and unicorn'
[Armstrong's italics]." Unlike ¡/iild Mi11ie, however,
Mrs. Breydon's spirit, like that of 0rCasey's own nother,
1s pretty weIl unvanquishable.
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kind of rabid, "single-vislon" type of nationalistic fervor
which Roory represents. He is definitely not the "savÍour"
the lrish people need, but as a foil to Ayamonn, he helps to

define (as did Brennan) the qualities which are necessary to

save Ireland. And it is Ayarnonn who possesses these quali-
ties in abundance, for Ayamonn, as wel-l as being truly
courageous, also recognizes the power of a word to awaken

the spirit of man, whether it is the word of God--"it was

dark when the spirit of cod first rnoved on th' face of the

waters"lI (p. 19?)--or whether it is the word of Shakespeare--

"he's part of the kingdorn of heaven in the nature of every-

nan" (p. 131)--or t/vhether it is the word of the political
orator qr of the ninstrel. fiere the parallel between

Ayamonn and O'Casey himself is at its strongest, for the

play is, among other things, a striking testament to the

power of the word as wielded by the creative imagination.12

The success of Ayamonn's words in awakening the poor

of Dublin from their despair and-instilling in then the

courage they so desperately need is itself a part of the

llFor the identification of the spirit of God with
the Word, see St. John 1¡1, "In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the Word was God."

t2tn 
!b.g. f¡egínatiq¡ a! an ¡rçu{rg-ction (New Yorkr

0 xf ord unive rêîTy-Þr*e s-sT t9 6Z)l w i rTI am r rwïn Thomp s on
points out "the Irish revolutionaries lived as if they were
in a work of art." Nor can history overlook the fact that
"three of the executed sixteen nen fi"n the Easter Risinpl
happened to be poets." Red Roses for Me makes clear that
0rCasey recognizes the visionary quality of such men, though
he frequently could not agree with the specific ways in which
they tried to realize their visions.
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"true" niracLe which occurs in Act III, and lt is nade

completely believabl-e within the drarnatic context of the

play. Avamonn speaks, not in terms of a far-off past or a

far-off future, but in terrns which make both past and future

a part of the immediate presentr he tells the people to

forget Roory "an' remember ourselves' and think of what we

can do to pull down th' banner from dusty bygones, an' fix
it up in th' needs anr desires of today" (pp. 197-98).

0ddly, hovrever, Ayamonn's words have not been accompanied by

any brightening of the stage: the growing darkness which is

the visual netaphor for the gloom and despair which is
stifling Dublin and her poor intensifies until the rays of

the setting sun, which had been illuninating only the silver
spire and the crirnson pillar, now also cateh and illuminate

Ayarnonn's head, "looking like the severed head of Dunn-Bo

speaking out of the darkness" (p. 198).

The relevance of what William A. Armstrong describes

as this "curiously literary stage -direc tion" is pointed out

in his article, "Sean O'Casey, w.B. Yeats and the Dance of
1â

Life."'r Arrnstrong thinks 0'Casey may have read about

Dunn-Bo or Donn-bá in Eleanor Hull's Pagan Ireland:

She describes Donn-bó as a handsome youth who was famous
as singer and story-teller. On the eve of a battle the
warriors asked him to sing for them, but he refused 'saying he would do so twenty-four hours later. In the
battle he fought by the s-ide of the King of Erin and
both were ki1Ied, Donn-bó being decapitated. That
evenins a warrior found Donn-bó's severed head singing

l3Armstrong, "sean 0'Casey, \l/.B. Yeats and the
Dance of Life," Seán 0'Casey, ed. Aylin6¡, p. 140.
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because it had been commanded by rthe King of the Plains
of Heaven' to nake music for the King of Ilrin. the head
promised to sing for the hosts of Leinster rwhen my
minstrelsy here is done' and the warrior subsequentJ-y
carried the head to their feasline-place, where it was
set on a pillar, 'Then Donn-bó', the story goes,
'turned his face to the wa1l, that the darkness night be
around him', and sang so sad a song that 'a11 the host
sat weeping at the sound of it.' There are at least two
parallels to tLe action of Red Roses here. The minstrelsy
rnade by Donn-bó for the King of Erin corresponds to
Ayamonn's song and dance in honour of Dublin whgn she,
Iike the King, is in 'the grip of God'. Donn-bó's
participation in the battle and his death correspond to
Ayamonn's joining the str+hers and dying in their
struggle with the poJ-ice. ¿*

The foreshadowing of Ayamonn's death which is irnplicit
here does not, of course, depend upon the audience being able

to recall the legend of Dunn-8o,15 ¡ut merely upon the stage

technician's ability to realize the effect of a "severed head,"

itsetf án irnage of sacrifice. Moreover, insofar as the head

is speaking after death, the scene should nonentarily enhance

Ayamonn's stature and give the effect of a prophet-like

utterance to his words. At the same time, however, the words

themselves create a curious and unexpected effect'for they

cannot escape the hollow and rhetorical ring of the enthu-

slastic, but inexperieneed young orator who declaims them¡

Friend, we would that you should live a greater life ¡ we
will that all of us shall live a greater life. Our

14r¡ìa.
1(rJsee p. ? above, where the reviewer comments,

"Makins matters more obscure are the frequent references to
names and events which presuppose a familiarity with lrish
history and fo1klore." Actually all we need to be aware of
is that the references are to a past rnade golden by the
heroism and sacrifice of Ce]tic warriors.
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sthrlke is yours. A step ahead for us today¡ another one
for you tomorrow. I'le who have known, and know, the
enptiness of life sha1l know its fullness. All rnen and
women quick with life are fain to venture forward. (fo
Eeada) The apple grows for you to eat. (To OWpna)
The violet grows for you to wear. (to Finnoola) Young
maiden, another world is in your womb.

(p. 198)

Such a strange míngling of effects nust approach a

kind of comic grotesqueness which, nonetheless, speaks

rnovingly of mants heroic endeavours, endeavours which seen

all the more heroic because they defy our sense of the

absurd. Once rnore, then, 0r0asey is employing an expression-

istic technique in a way which we might describe as playful.
And it is this quality about his work which links hin at
least as closely to the Theat"e of the Absurd as to

Expressionist drama. 16

îhe synbolic elevation of Ayarnonn to the level of
sifver spire and crimson pillar serves also to suggest his
new position of authority in the lives of the people,

authority which is based, not on ideals grown meaningless,

but on a sense of the rightful heritage belonging to the

poor of Dublin, which Ayamonn, as "saviourr" will try to

restore. Though at first the women reject his words because

they stil1 fear the viofence of the struggle which must cone,

16tt i= interesting to compare the expressionistic
effects achieved here with those achieved in Act II of The
Pfough where the rhetorical words of the "ghostLy speakãF
(De Baun, "Road to Expressionism," l,lodern Drana, IV,
p, 257), his black shadow alternately appearing and dis-
appearing outside the window of the pub, stir a patriotic
fervour in Brennan, Langon, and Clitheroe.
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Ayarnonn, who has within himself the visionary power of the

prophets of o1d, is finally able to sweep away their fears

and dispel the darkness. As the setting sun, like a dying

god, floods the scene with golden, bronze and coloured

J.ights, Ayamonnr s words grow luminous with the natural- beauty

of the scene before him¡

AYAMONN. Don't ffinch in thr first flare of a fight.
(He looks away frorn them and gazes neditatively down
the river. ) Take heart of grace from your cityrs hidden
splendour. (He points with an outstretched hand. ) 0h,
look! I-,ook there! Th' ËkI has thrown A gleaming green
¡n44t !e or¿e¡ hes bare shoulders, bordhered with crinson,
õîEtf c hõõã
head--lookl

(Îhe scene has brightened, and bright and lovely
colours are being brought to then by the caress
of the setting sun. The houses on the far side of
the river now bow to the visible worId, decked in
mauve and burnished bronze i and th€ men that have
been lounging against them now s tand stalwart,
looking like fine bronze statues, slashed with
sc arfe t .

AYAMoNN. Look! Th' vans anr lorries rattling down thr
quays, turned to bronze anr purple by th' sun, Iook
like chariots forging forward to th' battle-front.

(Eeada, rising into the light, now shorvs a frêsh
and virile face, and she is garbed in a dark-
green robe, with a silvery rnantle over her shoufders.

EEADA (gazing intently before her). Shv an: lovely, as
well as battle-minded !

( Oympna rises now to look where Ayamonn is pointing.
She is dressed like Eeada, and her face is aglow.
The men have slid fron the parapets of the bridge,
turning, too, to look where Ayanonn is pointing.
Their faces are aglow, like the wornenrs, and they
look like bronze statues, slashed with a vivid
green. Finnoola rises, J-ast, and stands a little
behind the others, to look at the city showing her
melody of colours. Finnoola is dressed in a skirt
of a brighter green than the other two women, â
white bodice slashed with b1ack, and a flowing
silvery scarf is round her waist.

FINNOOLA. Shers ESlorrrin' like a song sung be Osheen
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hirnself , wlth th' golden melody of his own harp helpin'!
IST MAN (puzzled). Something funny nusta happened, for,

'clare to God, I never notÍced her shinin' that way
before.

zND MAN. Looka the loungers opposite have changed to
sturdy rnen of bronze, and th' houses themselves are gay
in purple an' silver !

(pp. 1!B-200)

Here, thenr is the true miracle¡ the beauty of the

natural world iltuminating, and made luminous by' the heart

and the mind of rnan. As Ayamonn points out the hidden

beauty, which the poor Dubliners rnust have looked at nany

tines before but without conprehending' he enables them to

see in the common patterns of the naturaf world the glory

which--all along--has been there "for open eyes to see"

(p. 196). Coloured by what seems to be a divinely inspired

nature and shaped by the human imaginationr a gentle Madonna

f orm appears, a truly Irish Madonna with

a gleaming green nantle over her bare shoulders,
boidhered with crimson an' with a hood of gentle
magenta over her handsone head.

She is not the plaster lady of Eblana, nor the false Kathleen

ni Houlihan, but the Kathleen of Ayamonn's song who, in order

to be both true and beautiful, must also be courageous. Eeada

sees her reflected in the transfigured city and exe).airns,

"Shy and lovely, as well as battle-rninded , " for the transfor-

mation $/hich has taken place has restored both city and people

to a glory which can only be won by courage.

Ayamonn's words, like those spoken at the dawn of

creation, have evoked another genesis, but one which ironi-
cally antlcipates frorn its very beglnning the sacrifice which
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is its very life. The rays of the dying sun, struggling to

break through a dark sky densely covered with ctouds, touch

at first only the houses and people "on the far side of the

river." then the light sweeps acroËs the bridge on to the

forefront of the stage so that the immediacy of the trans-
fornation, not only of the city, but of the poor people

thernselves, is breathtakingly realized. Suddenly the stage

itself has been transforrned and the actors transfigured as

the imagery of the spoken words are caught up and reialized

in the visual inagery of lighting and costuning. No l-onger

do we have the bleak, expressionless faces of the nen and

women carrying, in joyless procession, the lifeless statue

of Our l,ady of Eblana. Instead, the stage is filled with

"sturdy rnen of bronze"--living "statuesrr suggestive¡ not of
a lifeless and dead ideal , but of a people in whose hearts

has been emblazoned the image of a true Kathleen, the only

f,ady of Eblana who could ever awaken the spirit of Celtíc
warriors whose bronze "chariots forgfe] forward to the

battle-front. "

At the height of the transfiguration scene, however,

just at the point at which O'Casey hinself is caught up in
the power of his vision, there is yet something which holds

him back. And that ís the mernory of the sacrifices which,

since tine began, have inexplicably been denanded as the

price of manrs redemption, Though he loves Ayanonn and

adnrires his idealism and courage, O'Casey was too great a
l-over of life to acquiesce who1ly in the need mankind has

for martyrs, and this Ínternal conflict finds its expression
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in the Juxtapositíon here of romantlc idealisn with a grim

and ironic reality. At the same time that 0'Casey recognizes

the need for Ayamonn's sacrifice and admires the true nobil-

ity of his death, he yet deplores the "stupidity or nen"1?

which it seems can only be enlightenedr and then just

partially, by the exarnple of such a saerifice. Illoreover,

viewed in this light, O'Casey's attitude in Red Roses for Me

is not so completely antithetlca] to the pacifist views so

strongly expressed in his first three plays ' views which had

culminated, finally, in the demonic vision of war and the

victins of war which we see in lthe Silver Tassie.

The "stage magic"18 which Hogan mild1y deplores is,
on one leveI, frankly admitted by 0rCasey to be illusion
( "Soûrething funny musta happened") ' but it is an illusion
which is necessary to man's survival, for without a strong

sense of the possibility of realizing his ideals he would

never have the courage to strive towards them' Ïrrhenever the

ronantic idealism of the act is overplayed, as apparently

has happened in sone productions (and is in danger of

happening in all productions), there is a resistance on the

part of the audience which is best surnrned up by the words of

one outraged reviewer ¡

But the second half goes overboard in a wallow of choric
invocation by the Liffey and tear-jerking rhetoric on the
steps of a cñurch. Every note is false, the syntax drip-
pinâ with phony grandeurr the sentimentality ugly as a

170'casey, Juno and the Pavcock, Coll-ected Plavsr
Vol. l, Þ. 86.

l8see above, p. ?0.
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plaster Madonna.19

What is needed to prevent this sort of distortion of

O'Casey's meaning is an awareness, on the one hand, of the

"truth" of the vision and, on the other hand, of the extent

to which that truth is validated by the ironic context in
which it is placed. The men and women of the Dublin slu¡ns

are not the only people who oppose the vision, for their
opposition is rneant to express the audience's opposition as

wel-I. At the same time, the awakening of their consciousness

is meant by O'Casey to stir a sirnilar awakening on the part

of the audience. If this does not occur, if the vision
appears false, then it must be because the dramatic irony of

the act, the conflict which ultimately gives the vision its
reality, has not been realized.

This conflict is naintained, for the audience, even

at the mornent of transfiguration, by the gentle irony implicit
ln the realization that the heroic spirit of the past symbol-

ized by the living "statues" will ultimately dernand a new

sacrifice.20 Th" colours "slashing" the statues are also

s¡nnbolic of conflict¡ the scarlet of life, but of life that

must be lost¡ and the green of life (both of a people and

lô
( s 
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20rrroå" r"rú""" of the audience famlliar with the
bronze statue erected in the General Post 0ffice in Dublin
to comrne¡norate the heroes of the Easter Rising nay perhaps
catch a glimpse here of a resurrected Cuchulain. that such
a correspondence nay have been in O'Caseyrs nind is sugges-
ted by the several curious parallels and contrasts between
Yeats's play lhe Death of Cuchulain and parts of Red Roses
for Me.
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of a nation) that will draw new strength from the blood that
wlll be shed. Yet the emphasis of the scene as a whole is
away fron this dark elenent of sacri.f ice and towards a cel_e-

bration of new power and strength.

As the wornen rise upward into the tight, a sense of j
jubilation sweeps irresistably over the stage to find its
expressioninthewilddanceof1ifethatgripsFinnoo1aand
Ayamonn.Eachofthewomen,1ikethe,.Kath1eenofthe

i
Sorross,"2l ha" "a sober black shawl hide her body entirely,. :
(p.r50)'until'transforrnedbyhervision,theshaw1s1ips
away revealing hues of dark or lighter green ningled with '
siLver. The ecstatic dance proelains a tine when the

Kathleens of Trelãnd are no longer ,'of the Sorrowsr'. and for
the nonent at least, the proclanation is believed.

The extremely complex way in which 0,Casey uses

costumes for symbotic effect now becornes even nore apparent.

In the first half of the p1a¡ costurnes put on over everyday

elothing s¡rmbolize a false nobility, a transfiguration which

is imposed fron without (1ike the gitding on the statue of 
,

Our Lady of Eblana) ¡22 whereas, now, the true transfiguration f
':

of the people co¡nes from within, as the shedding of the black .

shaw1storevea1thesi1verandgreen(suggestiveofanew
and better life) nakes plain.

.

Thus, the stage lighting and costumin¡¡, the music i!,,

zlK"tu"", O'Casey¡ The Man and his work, p. 168.
22see 

"bov", 
pp. 4?-48.
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and dance, in fact, all those ele¡nents that make up the

expression5-srn of the third act, can be seen to be a necessary

part of the dranatic structure of the play. And to those

critics who have said that such a transformation, realized in
this way, is a sham, O'Casey might have replied that what his
Dubliners see is the ever-present possibility of a world

being transfigured fron pain and darlmess to joy ancl 1ight.
Tt is the kind of possibility that he, hinself, witnessed and

recorded Ín the pâraIlel scene in pictures in the Hal1wav,

the autobiographical work published in the same year as the
play.

In the autobiography Johnny Casside deliberately
turns his steps honeward along the banks of the river liffey
so that he can líft up his spirits by the sight of the sun

setting over Dublin. He ís pushing a broken handcart fillecl
wlth bundles of cheap magazines that he is delivering for
Harmsworth ts Agency and brooding over ,,rotten Dublin¡ 1ousy

Dublin Poverty and pain and penance. They were its
three castles."tj His rnood is bitter and his vision of
Dublin a gloony one because of an incident which has Just
¡ecently threatened the part-time job he holds at Harrnsworth,s¡

his refusal to pay lip-service to the King and hís willingness
to argue the rnerits of Republicanism. Reading The Life of
Theobald Wolfe Tone marked Johnny, in the eyes of his employ-

ers, as a rebellious spirit and one who perhaps quite soon

t^
_ 'rO'Casey, Pictures in the Hallwav, Mirror in My House.Vol. r, p, 333,
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would find hlmself without noney for "the rentrthe liver,
and the spuds,"24 much less for books or plays. Sirnilarly,

in the play, Ayamonn recognizes the very real connection

between econornic bondage and spiritual bondage, for he has

been threatened with both, and he sees both vividly reflected

in the lives of the people before hirn.

Then, as the sun sets over the River Liffey bathing

the city in gold and coloured lights, Johnnyr s dark nood

tifts and he feels "a rippling thrÍll of e¡notional ecstasy"25

at the sight of "Dublin in the grip of cod."26 His response,

like Ayamonn's, is to break into song, and his resolve is

"to be strong¡ to stand out among many; to quit hinself like
a manJ2? Suctdenly a dance tune fills the air¡ it is the

rnusíc of a hurdy-gurdy, played by a man "robed with the sun

as if for a religious festival,"z8 and a young wonan spon-

taneously begins to dance, beckoning Johnny to join herr

The young woman caught Johnny's hand in her own, ancl the
two of thern whirled round in the bonny nadness of a sun-
dance, separating them so that she whirled into a violet
shadow, while he danced into a golden pool, danc ing there
for a Iittle, then chan6ring places, he to be garbed in
the hue of a purple shadow, and she to be robed in a
golden 1ight.

--Grandchildren of kings! he shouted, in the midst of
the dancing¡ sons and dauehters of pri¡çSg ' t{e are one
with the race of Milesius!

z&rblo. 
,

26roid. 
,

28rbid.,

p.

p.

p.

25ruiu. , p. 336.
Z?taia,, p. 33?,
291¡i¿., italics rnine.

---:--fña-¡fr*"f-ppf.r"=-e;q has in His keepins are round
us nov{ she Þanted. ,õ

--Th' sword of lieht is shinins!'7

329.

335.

339,
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The light begins to fade and the dance gradually

co¡nes to a halt, as it does ín the p1ay, but the sense of
jubilation rernains. In the autobiography it is Johnny who

feels praise of God "for His brightness and the wilt towards

.jov in the breasts of ¡nen, the swiftness of lqg and foot in
jhe heart of a dance, for the gift of song and laughter, for
the sense of victory, and the dream that God's risht hand

heta firm."30 But, in the p1ay, variations of these itali-
cized llnes are given to Eeada, Finnoola, and to the lst and

znat Men.

. The final strlking correspondenee between autobí-
ography and play is the leave-taking in which Ayannonn, s words

of parting to FÍnnoola echo those of Johnny to the young

woman:

--You're lovely staying still , he said, and brimrning
over with a wifder beauty in the sprightly dance; rnay you
marry well, and bring up children fair as Emer was, and
fine as Oscar's son¡ and nay they be young when Ïreland's
free, when Spanish a1e foams high on eygry table, and wÍne
from the royal Popers a comnon dhrinklJ1

lfere, expressed most succinctly in both play and autobiogra-

phy, is 0'Caseyrs wish for lreland, a wish that realizes the

need for both economic and spiritual freedom if Ireland is
ever to be a place, not of fear and darkness, but of joy and

light. The fusion of imagery drawn from the Ce1tic past and

the Catholic present suggests the fusion of what is best in
both worlds¡ the beauty, joy and bravery of an ancient, free
and pagan freland being transformed by the true spiritual

3otuia., p. 340, italics rnine. 31r¡id., p. 340.
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nourishment which could be derlved from the Catholic church

lf the cornmunlon wine becane a "common dhrink. "

In the autobiography, as Johnny leaves the scene of

his vision of an ideal Ireland, he passes by nany churches

with floods of people pouring into them, all seeking salva-

tion, all terrified of the fire and brinstone that would be

the lot of the eteinally damned. all squeezing out their
last penny or sixpence to buy the right to admission. Two

ironically juxtaposed "visions" flood before Johnny's eyes:

the first, a vision of himself "fixed in, and frozen fast in
at

fi-re eternal."" the horror of which evokes a fervent

prayer on Johnny's lips that he be delivered from "the

bitter pains of eternal death¡"33 the second, a vision
glinpsed through the open doorway of the glory and mystery

of the crucifixion and the c ornrnunion, the beauty of which

evokes the reverent thought that "a holy city's our city of

Dublin . . . $or€ ancient than Athensi more sãcred than

Rome¡ as holy as zion,"34 Here, the two opposing visions

which the church is capable of evoking parallel those which

inf orn Red Roses f or ['le.

The sinilarities and contrasts in attitude and belief
between the Johnny of the autobiography and the Ayamonn of

Red Roses for lvle show the extent to which Red Roses is an

autob iographical p1ay, and also the extent to which Pictures

in the Haffwav is autobiography in the usuâ1 sense of the

32r¡i¿., p. 34r. 33r¡ia. 34r¡ia. , þ, 342,
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word. Johnny is nuch nearer to being a realistic depiction

of O'Casey's youthful self than is Ayamonn, for Johnny is

capable of sustaining himself with an ironic ' detached, and

quite Joycean vision of the world when the glory of the

sunset has vanished and the music of song and dance has died

awây. In Ayamonn ' O'Casey explores the youthfulr romantic

and idealistic part of himself that might have given his

life for a cause in whieh he tratty believed, that might have

become engaged in a course of events which would have led

him inexorabty, but without his being fully aware of it, to

his death. Ayarnonn is the 0'Casey who found hirnself being

lined up against a stone wall for execution by an irnpromptu

firing squad, the 0rCasey who died during the Easter Week

Rising. 8ut precisely because that particular young man

lived sorne time ago, o'Casey is able to look back upon himo

not only sentirnentally, as Harold Clurnan suggests,35 vut

also objectively, with an air of ironic detachment. In

fact, the irony which ptays about the figure of Ayamonn,

even during his most glorious moments, is not unlike the

irony with which Joyce engages Stephen Dedalus' for Ayamonn

is OrCasey's "portrait of the artist as a young nan.rr

Yet the Johnny of the autobiography is capabfe, not

only of ironic detachment, but of strong sentiment, as weIl,

and the sense of renewed faith and determination which the

sunset lnsp5.res in him is expressed in a song which stresses

S5clrrrrrn, "Red Roses LoJ &," Lìes like Truth,
pp, L22-zJ.
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the lmportance of work well done as a means of praising God.

Sinilarly, in the ptay what Ayamonn realizes is that man has

a creative role to fitl in the transfiguration of the world

around hlm: it is not enough to leave it up to the sunset,

though the vision the sunset provides is an essential source

of inspiration. The dramatic purpose of the I'labour" song

which springs spontaneously to Ayamonn's lips and which iè
caught up and sung by the people is to show that Ayarnonn has

truly inspired the people by opening their eyes to a beauty

which they had alnost forgotten ever existed. And once they

have seen the vision of their city transfigured, they are

deterníned to work and, íf necessary, to fight for its
reâli zation.

Parts of the song, Iike all patriotic or nationalis-

tic songs, like the songs of Joe Hill in the labour battles

fought in Arnerica, are oddly simple and sentinentâl,
particularly the stanzas whieh the people sing, the last of

which is repeated at the end of the act. But simply because

it is a song typical of a labour novement, there is a quality

of reafísm about both song and singers which cannot be over-

looked. The nost joyous and truly visionary stanza of the

song is suns by Ayamonn r

Fair city, I teII thee that children's white laughter,
An' all thr red joy of grave youth goin' eay,
Sha1l make of thy streets a wild harp ever sounding,
Toueh'd by th' swift finE¡ers of young ones at play!

(p.200)

Here, the city of Dublin which Ayanonn addresses springs

jubilantly into llfe at the promise the t/ùorkers have given
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to Join together and build in reality the golden city which

they have just glinpsed.

During the song and the dance of life which follows,

the act rises to a crescendo of joy about which David Krause

conrnents, "It is a rnornent of visionary glory, not unlike that

ecstatíc rnoment. in Beethoven's Ninth Symphony when the ehoral

voices finally burst into song . . . . It is 0'Casey's oàe

to Joy in honour of the people of Dublin, his first and only

Iove."Jo The visionary joy of the people seerns to transcend

reality as, in a sense, al1 vísions must, yet held within the

choraL and orchestral music, which perhaps Krause is right in
imagining, the note of reality sounds again and again.

' And it is a grim note which intrudes itself once

nore to the forefront of the stage as Ayamonn leaves and the

act ends. The colours fade away as darkness falls, and the

women feel dazed as if they had been dreaming. Yet, para-

doxically, they are aware that the "dhream" had them feeling

nore alive, more wide-awake, more "real" than they are not^l

in reality. In fact, now that reality has retu¡ned a strong

sense of physical weariness sweeps over them again as they

go back to the dreary task of peddling their wares, and the

sound of narchins feet is heard offstage:

LST MAN (gloonil-y, but with a note of defiance in
voice). Th' thramp of marchin' soldiers out to

his
prevent

our meetin' an' to stop our sthrike.
2ND IviAN ( in a burst of resolution) . We' 11 have both, in

J6K".r"u, OrCasevr The Man and his work, p. l-?I.
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spite of them:

(p. zò:)
this newly awakened determination of the men to

fight for the ideal of a truly liberated freland is the
final striking testimony to the fact that the ideal is more

than illusion: it is backed by living rnen of flesh and bIood.
The bronze statues, s¡rmbolic of the fighting spirit of
Ireland's heroic past, have sprung to life--they are a bit
dazed perhaps frorn their long sleep, but they are ready to
answer the chal-lenge to battle. The act ends with a quiet
repetition of the last stanza of Ayarnonn's song of economic

liberation,37 wtrich is counterpointed by the ,,threatening

sound" (p. 203) of soldiers' trarnpÌing feet. Together, both
the song and its counterpoint, becone a dramatic restatement
of the central action of the p1ay, holding in a moment of
vibrant tensíon the main conflict which the play embodies:

We swear to release thee from hunger and hardship,
From things that are ugly and conñon and rnean¡
!!V peopfe together shatl build a great city,
The finest and fairest that ever was seen.

(p. 204)

3?Eacin act ends with a song--first a Fenian song, nexta CathoLic hymn, then a ',labour" sòng of both economiò ã"¿ 
-

spiritual emancipation, and f inaì-ly ;a song all men ãá"-Ëi"g ,,(p. t69). what this progression.=ügsã=i""is-;-s;;äu;îiy"-'"
awakening eonsciousness, a consciousñess ttrat Uãgins-wiinnarrow and fragmented views and ends wj.th a visiõn th;i].ncludes everj¡man.



CHAPTER V

RED ROSES FOR ME

The mysterious disappearaance of the statue of Our

lady of Eblana from the structure of the play at the end of
Act II is resolved, in Act TII, by her miracufous reappearance

in a variety of transfigured "inages. " These images speak of
ideals which do not have to be external and life1ess, remote

and illusory, but which, as they are âwakened within the

hurnan heart and within the human consciousness, are capable

of being transl-ated into the world around us.

The part the creative irnagination fuIfi11s in sueh an

awakening demands, for its spokesman, a visionary person who

is also practical, a craftsman who can shape life as a
drarnatist.shapes his p1ay. This kind of role, as Ayarnonn

discovers, has nothing to do with ivory towers--or with
tenenent doors fast shut--but has to do with the lives of
ordinary people everywhere. In struggling to realize the

ideal world of his song, Ayamonn has found hinself eaught up

in the l-ives of the peopl-e around him and in the inevitable
conflict which is an inescapable part of the "real" world.

Since the opening curtain this conflict has been

moving inexorably towards its concl-usion, and in Act IV, the

stage is carefully and "realistically" set for what wil-l
becone a symbolic portrayal of the resolution of this conflict.

tl_1
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The resolution does not occur "offstage r"l as Robert Hogan

conplains, though it is true that we see nothing of the

actual clash between the strikers and the forces of Law and

Order which oppose them. Instead, we have to rely on such

graphic, eye-witness accounts as Eeada'sr "You should ha' seen

then sthrikin' at men, wornen, an' childher. Anr me own friend,
Dympna, in hospital gettin' her face laced with stitches, th'
way you'd lace a shoe!" (p, 220). But with Finnoola's dra-

ratic entrance, pal-e and faint from the injury she has received,

the suffering which has been caused is realized on stage

plainly enough to prepare for the one death which is the

clinax of the p1ay. That death isr inevitably, Ayanonn's '
though the Inspector, in his attempt to blunt the effect of

Ayamonn's loss and so win over Sheila, tries to nake hinself

appear blarneless, and the death, an unfoftunate accident¡

Believe me, I did rny best. f thought the charge would
send them flying, but they wouldn't budger wouldn't
budge, tifl thg soldiers fired, and he was hit. Believe
rne, I did my best. I tried to force my horse between
then and hin,

(p,225)

At first Sheila believes what the Inspector is saying,

but something within her, something which Ayanonn had

struggled to teach her, finally rebels against this senseless

viewing of his death. To rob the tragic ending of Ayanonn's

life of aII meaning is the final theft that is about to be

perpetrated on the defenceless Dublin poor. To rob them of

lRobert Hogan, Experiments'. P. 95.
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their "saviour" is the final villainous act that the Inspector.;

as representatlve of the nilitant arrn of both Church and

State, may very well co¡nmit. that, and the stealing away of

the love which Sheila feels for the nemory of Ayamonn.

the usually cold and precise language of the

Inspector beeomes oddly sentimental and poetie as he atternpts

at once to win her love before the very eyes of the men and

wornen who had followed Ayamonn into battle. 0'Casey's stage

directions make clear that, though they are pretendÍng not to
notice, the focus of their attention is the interaction
between the Inspector and Sheila. Ironicalì-y, as the

Inspector tríes to shape Sheila's viewíng of what has

occurred in a way which would enable her to forget Ayamonn,

all that happens instead is that she is reninded of Ayamonn, s

vision of her as the black-shawled Kathleen of the red roses.

And, ín the bitter context of the lover's quarrel- which

tÌivided them, she recalls Ayarnonn's final ehallenge, "fie said

that roses red were never rneant for ne" (p, 226).

Earlier, however, the crimson roses which Sheila

carries to place on Ayamonn's bier are an unspoken acknowledge-

ment of her wish to play that role which she had previously

rejected. At the sane time, her sorrowing words, "Ayamonn,

Ayarnonn, ny ov¡n poor Ayamonnl " (p. 224), are an implicit
recognition of the sacrifice which has been made in order for
that vision of the ideal to become a reålity. Here, Sheila's

threefold repetition of the na¡ne "Aya¡nonn" is itself the

eloquent cry of a humânity whose nature ls inextricably linked

to suffering, but whose godhead is also undeniably affirmed
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in rrthr echo of [its] own shout" (p, L?9),2

Sheila's violent renunciation of the Inspector--"0h'

you dusky-mincled killer of more worthy menl" (p' 226)'-ís'

at once, an emphatic rejection of the unconsciously dark

and savage viewing of the world which characterizes the

Inspector ancl a clear affirnation of her belief in the truth

of Ayanonnr s vision. As Sheila so loyally resists the

ternptation to forget Ayamonn and accept the Inspector, his

true role as a kind of diabolic artisan is revealed' He

defines this role and condemns hinself by his own angry

words as he Lashes out at the poor people he so obviously

despises:

What are ye doing here? Get horrle ! Ho¡ne with 
- 
you 

'- 
you

iäã" rãt"i to yoür holes and hauntsl. P:{." J!-i$-tl:like o' yóu alóne are decked with th' dark honour o1

trouble?
(p. 226)

The irnagery makes plain that the lnspectorrs way of looking

at the world divests it of a]1 hurnanity and, ultirnate}y' of

all divinitY.

i;ri.i;-::ii: J;.:ïì::.'

, * . **,.T1{ ; 3 
"! 

3 i î " iqäåî, T*#"*d 
"5"!t:uårå#" "( 

li 
*J' rl'

ãitå"t i" the streei;" (p, 9z). tvhe+ asked by those in-
äü;ü;"iïv-ì;*nåt kind òi a-súout God could be," Michael
;;;ïí;;,""rt tigitt be a shout for freedom' like thr shout
åi"ãi*J' B""iõ;' uiíi¡*=ñåïiii i¡; peopré ror. bread.ll th'
ãiräãï",--"ã-ltt tit' ¡'réncrr Revolution¡ or for thr world's
ownership by th' p.opiã, 

-"= in th' Soviet Revolution¡ or it
,iiäi,t-j"åt î,e a aiunftãrr'r.rr, unsteadily meandherins his way

horne. shouting out vü"äi; " . . ' 'oh, ie-on-or-a"'- (p' 
-gz) '

ö;ö;å";ï;-,iãüi to Jovãe is obvious, and in.rhe ?ruT,s of
rather" Ned. at ttty rät", OrCasey Probably -intends 

the
titioä"vãílusion"to be recognized' cf ' James Joyc.e'
ui ;ä"(Ñ;;-i;;k, iit" wIo¿"rñ Librarv, 193&)' p' )5'
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Throughout the play O'Casey has been carefuL to do :

more than caricature the Inspector as the "vi11ain" of the

piece, for to rnerely caricature hlm would allow us to

underestimate the very real povter such a person is able to

wield. Unlike Foster and Dowzardr the Inspector manages to 
.l

appear quite hunan at tirnes. thus, earlier, he had been able

tornanipu1atetheRectorandShei1a,and,throughthem,had
very nearly been able to nanipulate Ayarnonn. At thi-s point 

l:

inthep1ay,however'theInspector.sharshdismissa1of
the Dublin poor recalls his generally unsynpathetic attitude 

:'

both to the poor and to Ayarnonnr in Act III he tells the 
l

Rector, as he indicates the Dublin poor, "There you are, and :'

as Irve said so often, Breydonr s but a neat slab of a similar

slime" (p. 191). fhe Rector had rejected this false viewlng

of Ayamonn then' much as Sheila does here, but in words which

recall specifically the retigious s¡rmbolisn of the playr

"Ayamonn Breydon has within him the Kingdom of Heaven"
.(p. 191)

ff ïnspector Finglas's rea11y satanic role of the 1.,

guileful tenpter--first of Ayamonn, then of Sheila--is ,

misinterpreted, and if his sometimes apparently sympathetic :

wordsaretakentobekincl1yandwe11-intentionedadvice
(ashe,himse1f,thinkstheyare),thenthefina1act1oses

i:

much of its strength.3 The dramatic relevance of Sheila's iì'

vacillating ¡ehaviour, for example, also becomes unclear--

3see above , p, 5, v¡here the reviewer complains' "the
fourth act fafls short. "
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Jules Kostow thinks of her quite wrongly as "srnall and mean

against the grandeur of Ayanonn's ideals and sacrifi"""4--
and the significance of her decision to look at Ayamonnr s

death, not as the Inspector would have her view it, but as

Ayamorur himself would see it, is Iost. In fãct, the two

diametrically opposed ways of seeing the worlcl are surnrned up

in the conflicting views of the Inspeetor and Sheila:

INSPECT0R (frorn where he is near the tree). It wasn't
a very noble thing to die for a single shilling.

SHEILA. Maybe he saw the shilling in th' shape of a new
worl-d .

(p, zzil,
fhe symbolic role of the Inspector, then, must be

recognized since, without a sense of the "worth" of the

antagonist, the dynarnic nature of Ayamonn's struggle--which

continues even after his death--is dininished. The very

ambiguity surrounding the character of the Inspector is a

part of that darkness which is Ayamonn's grand. adversary.

Thus we suspect the Inspector's presence even in the

ambiguity that shrouds the circumstances of Ayamonn's death.

We do not know whethex â soldier was ordered to aim deliber-

ately at Ayarnonn, or whether a random volley of shots was

fired, one of which, by chance, struck Ayarnonn down. The

Iatter view is, of course, the one the fnspector would have

us belÌeve i-n as, blindly, he plays the rol"e of devil's
advocate. A cosmos ruled by chance, an accidental cosmos,

lt*Jules Koslow,
colden Griffin Books,

The Green and tþq Red (New Yorkr
rØõ), p.-98; - 

-
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ls one in which chaos is come again, but even chaos is
preferable to another martyrdom which cannot be countenanced

by the Authorities. Eeada's despair as she cries out against

"that mad, fool Breydon" (p. 22O) proclains a loss of faith
in everything that Ayanonn had stood for. But, at the sarne

time, the shouted name-- " Breydon" --echoe s strangely to the

ear.unti1, faintly and far-off, comes the sound of a foolish
braying. And is it real1y just by chance that we imagine, in
the echo of al1 answering shout, the voice of that little don-

key which, once upon a tine, long ago, carríed soneone . . .

somewhere . . . in triumph?

OrCasey does not force the inagination, but, like
Joyce, teases it into play. Ayamonn's death occurs off-
stage, not nerely because it is difficult to bring real
horses and real" bul-l-ets and "real" death on to the stage, but

because 0rCasey does not wish to block the lmagination with
concrete facts whieh, in the final analysis, rnay prove

irrelevant anlrway. The kind of truth which OtCasey wishes

to portray cannot be circumscribed by fact, though it ean

be illuminated, at least partially, by the irnagination.

Therefore OiCasey gives us a symbolic and imaginative

portrayal of Ayanonnr s death, a portrayal which allows us to
see elearly the rel"evance of what has happened.

The stage setting, as in the first half of the pIay,

is realistic, though everywhere there are signs of that

imaginative shaping of reality which inbues the scene with

slrmbolic overtones. As a young nan, o'Casey attended the
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Protestant Church of St. Barnapas, but here, âs l\¡laureen l

IIaIone points out, the name is ,'ironicalì.y arìapted to
St. Burnupus in reference to the Christian doctrine of
damnation. "5 The autobiograph ic al el-ernents speak of the

"reaI" world, yet it is a world shaped both by irony and by 
.,

the sense of tragedy evoked by the s¡rmbolic Easter settin€r.
Theco1oursofEasterareref1ected,noton1yinthe
flowers, but in the ,'yel1ow robe of St. peter and the purple 

irobe of St. Paul" (p, 222), saints whose nartyrdoms are i
recâlled in the stained glass window of the church.6 th" 

i

colours of the transfonnation scene in Act IïI are picked up 
:':

here in the green grounds of the churchyard with their
"green and golden hedge, " the white flowers of the rowan 

,tree, "the gay yellow of the laburnurn and the royal purple ,

of the lilacs," all of which provide a bright and colourful
eontrast to the darkness of the ,,poor and smoky district,,

i(p, zTil in the background

As the scene opens, the hl¡mn which the Rector is
singing associates the niracle of the Resurrection with the

no l-ess rníraculous bravery of every man who defies death in 
,.

ordertoopposeafoo1ishanddishonestauthorityl
4s Thou didst rise from Thy grim grave,
So may we rise and stand tò õrave
Thr power bestow'd on fool çrr knave;
We beseech Thee !

ri
(pp,2oJ-206)

5},1.1-o.,u, The $ayq, Þ. 103

6This window, 'if 0'Casey's stage directions are followed, .will replace the window of Acts I and II at which the cross l
formed by the top of the railway signal. is clearly visible , '
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The relevance of these words to the action of the play is
underl-ined by the Rector's comment, ',we must have that as our
opening hpn" (p. 2O6), as wel-l as by the farcical scene which

follows. The Ver€;er, who is as long-winded as polonius,

deæribes tbe actions of Dowzard and Foster, two members of the
select vestry of the church who soon prove thenselves both fools

and knaves when they atìernpt to act with authority. They

object to the cross of daffodils rnade by Ayamonn since their
single-vision sees it only as a ,,popish Emblen', (p. 2OB).

Opposing this rabicl view, however, is the Rectorrs funa.ginative

and enlightened one, a reflection of Ayanonn,s own understanding r

The daffodils? But they sirnply signify the new life thatSpring gives;. and we connect-tñem ln a-synbolic wáv. qüite
innocently, with our Blessed Lordrs Risiåg, ana a Ëéaüii-ful symboÌ they are3 daffodils that come Ëéfore theswallow dares, and take the winds of llarch with beauty.
Shakespeare, San.

(p.208)
Obviously, the charge of "popery', brought against the Rector

is unjustified, but what it indicates is that the divisiveness
which exists between men on religious grounds is actually
symptornatic of a much more basic split between the dark and

destructive side of human nature represented by the two

"Select Vestrylen" and that more enLightened and creative side
of nan's nature which the Rector embodies.

Through this farcical charge of popery, then, 0,Casey

reveals the "sham" which is the parody of the icteat Christian-
Catholic comrnuni by, a community where the true spirit of
brotherhood and cornrnunion anong al1 nen would prevail. And,

as Mrs. Breydon points out in the followin€Ì scene, "shams are
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powerful things, mustherinr at their broad backs guns that
shoot, big jaifs that hide their foes, and high gallows to

choke th' young cryin' out against then when th' stones are

silent" (pp, 20!-10). Thus, as t'{rs. Breydon and Sheil-a ptead

with the Rector to stop Ayamonn, they express a realistic
appraisal of the danger which faces him, and the fear they

have for his safety. Yet Mrs. Breydon is able, finally, to

overcoine her fear and to send Ayamonn off with her blessing.

What has enabled her to act so courageously is the righteous

anger which the Inspector arouses in her as he reveals him-

self to be a part of that shan world which Ayarnonn hates¡

Look at th' round worId, man, ani all its wondhers, God
made, flaming in it, anr what are you among them,
standing here, or on a charging horse, but just a
braided an' a tasselled dot!

(p. zLz)

Mrs. Breydon's words recal-l the transfigurecl world of

Act TII , a worfd in which she is, instinctively, a partici-
pant, and by comparison with which the apparent splendour

suggested by the Inspector's colourful uniforn pales to

insignificance.
That the Inspectorrs threats exceed the rightful

extent of his authority has been suggested by his angry

words ! "Remember, aIll lVhen swords are d rawn and horses

charge, the kindly T,aw, so fat with hesitation, swoons away,

and sees not, hears not, cares not what ¡nay happen" (p. 212).

It is this basicalÌy foolish and unjust use of power--to a

large extent countenanced by the Church and representing,

therefore, the cornbined rnight of both Church and State--
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which will be thrown agaínst Ayamonn and the poor men and

women who claim hirn as their spokesman.?

The tableau scene which follows, where the rnen and

women in chorus clairn Ayanonn as their own agaínst all those

forces which would hold him back, is a return to the

expressionism of the play. Again, the stage directions
make clear O t0asey's rneaning:

The rnen and women spread along the path outside, and stavstil-l watching those in the grounds fron over the hedgã.
They hold therÂselves erect, norv; their faces are sli1i
Þ41-e,-bu! @ rêsolútlãñl- E*b-îã-
wearing in the boson a Cg¡qsn:ratèA sun.

(p.210)
The symbolic sun is intended to recalI the transfiguration
scene of Act III and to suggest that the strength needed to
effect that transfiguration resides in the breasts of the

men and women before us. Again we are reninded that these

are the living "statues" whose very stillness and pallor link
them--not without irony--to that eternal and ideal world

?Cf . S" 
"t't 

O'Casey, lfuns Under the Windows, Mirror in
IVly Houss, VoI. I, þp. 290-304, vrhere Seanrs account õf-ñã"
violence in OrConnel-l Street is fol-lowed by an irnaginary scene
on top of Nelsonrs Pillar in which Bishop Eblananus and-
St. Pãtrick (representing the viewpoint òf tfre Church) and
Admiral Nelson (representing the viewpoint of the State)
cårry on a fantastic dialogue. though St. Patrick thinks
the disturbanee is disgraceful and takes his Bishop to task
f9r n9t keeping his flock in better order, the dialogue ends
with St. Patrick lashing out at Nelson for the way iñ which
the police have acted: ".Control- yourself!, shoutèd patrick
up at him. 'If you could, you wouldnrt send your nurdherouspolis out to naim an' desthroy poor rnen lookiñ, for no nore
than a decent livin'. Gah! If me crozier coul-d only reach
up to you, I'd knock your other eye out! r,, This passage
also confirms O'Casey's use of the Nelson Piltar às a syrnbolof the oppressive might of the State. See above, p. ?2-.
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where all corporal struggle is transcended, yet who, in a

short while, must struggle courageously against those who

would nake death the only passport into that pronised land.

For the moment the conflict is a mental one¡ the

will of the poor Dubliners pitted against the will of the

Inspector. The poor are detennined to realize in their orvn

lives something of the beauty and glory of the world v¡hich

has just been revealed to then. But the Inspector is equally

determined to harness then with the bontis of fear and drive
then back to their gloomy "holes and haunts"--a habitation
which is, not only a literal reality, but also a netaphor for
the dark and gloolny state from which Ayarnonn had awakened

then. Ayamonn has rejected the Inspectorrs víew of the

materialistic nature of their dernands--a view foolishly
echoed by Brennanrs "moneyrs the root of a1l evil" (p. 211)--

in words which link the struggle for ashilling to the real
strrrggle for spiritual enlightenment embodied in the enbLern

of the golden-rayed sun as a religious symbol:

A shillingrs J;i..tt1e to you, and less to manyr to us it is
our Shechinah 

'tÕJ 
show'ng us Godrs light is nèar¡ showing

the way in which our feet must go¡ a sun-ray on our face i
the first step taken in the march of a thousand miles.

(p. 211)

As Ayamonn leaves with the rnen and women there is a

B"shechinah" is a Hebrew word used to express the vis-
ible syrnbol of God's glory. "In Jewish art the Shekinah is
represented by rays of light coming down from heaven."
E. Royston Pike, Encyclopaedia of Religiqn 4nd Reì-igions
(5th äd. ¡ cleveiañã-i-Iiõrîdj.an Bookl;-1t6.4-L p. 349.-
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strong sense of his having answered the call of a suffering
and oppressed hurnanity, of his having allowed himself to
become an instrument of a will higher than his own. As in
Act III at the beginning of the transfornation scene, there

is a sense of Ayanonn's elevation to an almost god-like

roì.e, though, at the same time, the curious effect of this
juxtaposition of realism and expressionisn is to rningle the

serious with the absurd. It is by this means that O'Casey

confronts our inability to suspend disbelief and attempts,

as it were, to defuse it cornpletely. The expressionisn here

is as far fron the realistic technique as it was in the

Dunn-Bo scene, and the effect, which O'Casey ains at quite

eonsciouslyo is to heighten our awareness of the universal,
rnorality-type figures who mascluerade beneath the modern dress

of apparently realistic characters in a drarna which is
already a modern rniracle play and which is about to become--

whêthe? we like it or.not--a rnodern Passion Ptay.

The structure of action in Act ]Lollows the

patterrr of Acts I and lI, where, against the broad

perspective afforded us by Ayamonn's hu¡nanj.ty, clash the

splintered and fragnented opinions of those whose divided

hunanity would not together nake up a "whole man. "9 Here,

the cross of daffodils--the Ìiving cross which is a s¡rmbol,

not only of the crucifixion, but also of the resurrection--
is a constant reminder of Ayarnonn's role and the

struggle in which he is engaged. The focus of much

90'C"""y, The Plough and lhe Stars, p. I??,
Fluther Good is the "whoLe nan."



of the conflict which occurs on stage is this cross whlch

Ayarnonn has made, but which, as it turns out, even the

Verger and Brennan can see only as a slrmbol of "Popery, be

cod" (p. 214).

The other conflicts which occur arise' similarly,
out of this same faifure of insight which continually

prevents man from realizing and maintaining his own essential

hurnanity and the hunanity of those around him. The battLe

between the strikers and the two "Se1ect Vestr¡rmen" --who are

also " scabs" --re sults , like the earlier eruption of violence

ín Act Iï, in three arrant cowards desperately seeking

shelter from a stone-throwing mob. (The parallelism here

points to a use of character which Ís expressionistie, antl

expla5.ns why Roory and lviulc anny do not appear in Act IV--
their remaining dramatic and symbolic function has been taken

over by Foster and Dowzard.) In both acts, the violence

itself occurs offstage, though in the earliest published

version of the play the initial skirrnish wíth the stri.kers

was vividly portrayed.l0 H"t" ' however' the scene has been

shortened so that the focus is not on the struggle itself,
but on the kind of bigoted attitudes and opinions which lead

to the battle that follows.

Among the participants in this battle are the poor

nen and women from the previous scenes! Eeada, Finnoola, Dymçra'

:r :: -::nr:ì.i!.i:;r:!i::jli5ì-i.;
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10Cf. sn"n O'Casey, Red Roses for $e (Iondonr
Macmillan, 1942), pp, I)2-37, In general , o'Casey's
rewriting of Act IV gets rid of a lot of extraneous detail
that adds nothing to the pIaY.
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the Railwa¡nnen, and the Lurchers. fhough the red flag which
their leader carries is usually interpreted as the flag of
communlsm, 'lhe song which is sung draws its inspiration rnore

from a sense that the strikers are the instrurnents of a kind
of 01d lestanent vengeance. "îhf scabrs curs.d. be the
workers, bookrcandle an' bell!" 1p. 2I5). Sinilarly, Foster
and Dowzard, in the comic interchange which fol1ows, see the
initiat skirmish which has occurred as part of a bigger
battle which rnarks the dawn of another st. Bartholomewr s Day.

ïn other words, the spiritual basis of the apparent economic

struggle is implicitly recognized, though it is ironicalJ_y
misínterpreted, as it has always been, as the same eenturies_
old struggle of 'rl.,oyola boyos', versus '.King Bully" (p. 218) 

"

The fact that the Rector and Ayarnonn support the Catholic

st¡ikers is taken, not as evidence that religious differences

can be overcome in order that the battle for economic and

spiritual ernanc ipation rnay be fought, but merely as evidence

of their "Popish" syrnpathies. The scenes are cornic, but what

they point to is tragic ! nanrs inability to see who the real
enemy is in a land so long divided--as it sti1l is today--by

religious and political conflict.
The trampling of the cross of claffodil-s (which has a

"Keltic" shape to suggest its link, not with Rome, but with
freland) is, of course, the s¡rrnbolic death of Ayamonn.

0'Casey rewrote this scene to introduce offstage sound

effects--"a bugle cal-1 sounding the charge,u "the sound of
gallopin¡ç horses, foltowed by several volleys of rifLe-fire,,
(p. 21!)--a11 carefully timed to suggest that Ayamonnr s death

!
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by a soldierrs bullet has coincided tvith. Foster's and

Dowzard's gleeful destruction of the beautiful cross of
daffodils that Ayanonn had nade.lo The near hysteria of the
two Select Vestrymen is absurdly conic, but the irony is
intense when one realizes that they are, like the Dutch

¡nerchants described by Swift, tramplíng on the crucifix__a
symbol which should be sacred to any Christian, Catholic and

Protestant alike.
Thus, Ayarnonn's l_ife, led among the poor and among

"thieves," and his working of .'miracl_es', has suggested a

paralle1 with Christ, s life which is confirmed here by the
slrnbolic setting of a sacrificíal death. And, even as

Christ was crucified anong thieves, so does Ayamonn. s

sacrifice occur in just such an ironic context. Those,

like Eeada, who have had their faith stolen away by fear,
are ready to deny "that nad, fool Breydon,', and the
ïnspector, as we have seen, is atl too anxious to rob
Ayamonn's death of any meaning. But Finnoola, the young

wonan who danced with Ayamonn at the bridge of vision,
retains her belief long enough to record faithfully Ayamonn. s

last words I

He said this day.s but a rlay's work done, an. itr11 be
begun again tomorrow. Yourre to keep an eye on th, oul'wonan. He wants to lie in th' chureh tonight, sir.

(p, z2L)

Ayamonn has no illusions about what he has

logg. 1bid., Þp. 139-,+1.
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aceomplished, but neither does he despair. His wish to 1ie

in the church is an honest expression of what he feels his
own 1ife, and death, to have meant. He is, as the Rector

has pointed out, "a Tnember of Christ" (p. 218), and, with
the entry of his lifel-ess body, "a core or darkness,,

(p. 225), into the dim church, there is a sense, finally,
of the Church having entered once more into a neaningful role
in the lives of the people. The Rector has maintained this
role in defiance of all those who would deny Ayamonn's service

both to the Church and to his fellowrnan. No longer is the

Church a far-off silver spire as it was in Act fII, no

longer is its presence synbolized by a plaster Madonna

unable to inspire and cheer those who look to it for
confort. Instead, life has flowed into the Church and

around it; it has sheltered both Catholics and Protestants
who have come to it in feart and, finally, its spirit has

been renewed by the act of f aith to 'a'hich Ayarnonn' s death

now bears mute testimony.

That Ayamonnr s death, like the death of every saint
or martyr, has given new life to the Church is represented

symbolically by the lights which are left on in the Church--

a light which has finally prevailed over darkness. And the

song Brennan sin¿¡s is Ayamonn's song which te]Is so novingly
of all that has occurred. It is Ayamonn, s voice singing
fron beyond the grave, the voice of the warrior-minstrel_
Dunn-Bo, the pronrise of yet another death and resurrection
fulfi lled .

::r



CHAPTER VI

THE I,AI',IPLIGHTER

Red Roses for Me is a visionary p1ay, not only in
the sense in which all great art is "visionary," but also
in a special sense. lvithin the ptay itself, there are

eertain characters who experience a brief mornent of
ecstatic joy as they realize in their own lives the

breathtaking loveliness of a worl-d which is capable of
being transforrnecl fron ugliness and squalor to ineredible
beauty and nobility. The experience of a beautiful sunset

is one which most of us have shared. The heightened aware-

ness which comes, however, when we are participants in a

drama of the grandeur and magnitude of the transforrnation

scene, is an awareness which can onJ"y be described by the

word "religious. "

To prevent this kind of experience from becorning

rnawkish and sentimental, frorn degenerating into
a piece of near-expressionist symbolisrn, with a chorus of
paupers crouched by a bridge bewailing their ilÌs and
Ayamonn coming to bring them a nessage of hope in a patch
of supernatuçal- light descending fron the sky like a
benedic tion, r

the third act demands an especially convincing presentation

on stage. But 0'Câsey is careful to provide a context which

lJohn Ru=""I1 TavLor. "Red Roses for IYIe (luermaid).',
Plays and Players, X (Noi¡embér, lge7T,-6e:m,-
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nakes such an experience possible, and that context--the

only one possible for our age--is an ironic one. Bamber

Gascoigne was rightr heroics are out of fashÍon at the

mornent,2 and so, for that matter, are religion and romance

and rhetoric--the real- trick is to make thern "fashionable"
again. And any production which takes the play too

"seriously," which tries to see Ayamonn's story, in the

way Brooks Atkinson does, as "in large part . . . O'Casey's
'own story in terrns of rornantic tragedy,"3 is not very Iikely
to succeed. The evidence of the autobiography suggests

that 0'Casey would never have viewed his own life for very
long in sueh inflâted terrns, nor does he view Ayamonn's

life soleIy frorn the viewpoint of romantic tragedy.

Indeed, part of what nakes the play so exciting is.

the deliberate juxtaposition, not only of comedy and

tragedy, but also of irony and romance. Polonius' catalogue

of the different kinds of drama includes what would, in
fact, be a good deseription of Red Roses for Me3 ',tragical-
c onic a1-historical--pastoral ," and the long-winded old nan

would likely have added " ironical-romantical ," as we11.

Such a variety of juxtapositions in nood and rnanner is, more

than anything else, O'Casey's hallnark as a dranatist.
A great deal of the excitement in Red Roses comes

also frorn 0tCasey's use of language, a use which creates

a
'See above , p. 10.

JBrooks Atkinson (ed.), The sean 0'Casev Reader
(New Yorka St. Martin's Press, 1t66'), p. xvi]-

a
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lrnaginative patterns where we see nan both juxtaposed

against, and linked witho his universe. A passage which is
often taken to disparage the play, and 0'Casey as dranatist,
is actually the best example of the kind of ,,rne taphysical', --
rather than sinply rhe torical--- struc ture s that O'Casey quite
eonsciously builds. Ayamonn is addressing his rnother (after
she has saved lilulcanny from the rioters) as if she were (and

is she not?) a person of great nobility, ,'co an' Iie down,

lady; you're worn out. !-ins's a perjured jê!g, an' ever he

noans a rnan must die" (p. 1/p). The mistake in gender is
too obvious to be anything but deliberate on 0rCasey's part,
yet what it shows are the very human linitations of the

" rornantic hero" at the exact rnoment when he is, all unknow-

ingly, deelaimíng his own tragic destiny. That the destiny
even of an ordinary nan can rise above the absurdity of
circumstance and be a noble and heroic one is made plain
by the simple eloquence with which Ayamonn then goes on to
te11 of every man's aspirations:

Who through every inch of life weaves a patthern of
vigour anr elation can never tastÞ death, but goes to
sleep among th' stars, his withered arms outstretched togreet th' echo of his own shout. It will be for thenleft behind to sigh for an hour, an' then to sing their
own odd songs, anr do their ov¡n odd dances, to give a
lone1y God a little company, til1 they, too, pass by ontheir bare way out. ÏJhen a true rnan dies, he- is buíÍed
in th' birth of a thousand worl-ds.

(P. L?9)

Here, juxtaposed in the very same passage with the absurd

rhetoric of "lime's a perjured jader,, O'Casey,s imagery

speaks movingly and eloquently of crucifixion and resurrectioní

Ê

i
i:
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of despair transfigured to joy; of death, to victory--and of

those who remain.

The method by which 0'Casey's creative imagination

works is suggested by a passage from the last. volume of the

autobio¡çraphy, Sunset and Evening Star. In this passage

0'Casey recalls the elder tree which grew in a corner of his
garden in Totnes, Devonshiie, the locale in which he wrote

Red Roses for lvle. His irnagination plays with the fact that
the l,atin name for the tree which gave the wood to make a

cross for Christ is
Genus Sambucus, meaning, we are told, a musical instru-
ment. How odd: lVood that can make a musical instrument
can make a cross, too. Fifing was going on round the
cross today, with prelates conducting--one two thfee, one
two threei one two three four. Happy thing that the tree
was so widespread, for nuch wood had been needed for the
nartyrdom of man. Every exploitation by one man, or by
a bunch of nen, of other men Ì\'as a crucifixion. It was
still being done; to the sound of fife and dr"um when 'good dividends were declared. A nan exploitÌng hirnself
for the good, for the charm, for the safety of others
was a noble thing¡ a rnan exploiting nan for the grin of
gaj.n, was an evil thing. But the people are ending the
evi1. . . . In the uprising of the peoples, the Spirit,
of cod is once rnore rnðving õver the iuõð ói'ti,ä-*;i;;;.4

The thought here has obvious affinities with the

informing imagery of Bgg Roses for lüe. Moreover, the kind of

ironic context which is provided by the idea of nusical

instrunents being used as instmments of oppression is also

found in the earliest published version of the play. In a

passage which he cut from the final ve¡sion of Act IV, O,Casey

has two of the strikers appear on stage after an initial

Mirror in Mv-856f ,n.-?,4.House,
4Sean O'Casey, Sunset and Eveninfl Star,

Vot. II (trtew iorxr tire lrtacmîilãn-õompañy,
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skirmish with the mounted police. One has a huge brass tuba

hammered down over his head, whiJ_e the other is wedged

tightly into a drum. And the scene which occurs between

these two "crucified" members of hunanity and the Rector,
who is trying to extricate thern, is a sc.ene which cornes

close to belonging in the Theatre of the Absurd.

. 0r0asey's inagination at its most extravagant
places him, as John Gassner rightty discerns, in the main-

stream of dramatic tradition. Gassner sees O.Casey as

a baroque dramatic poet in a largely trivial and
constricted theatre given over to neat construction and
srnall-beer feeling. He is as baroque, as lavish andprodigal, as were Marlowe, Shakespeare, Jonson, and
John Webster, He belongs to the spacious days of thetheatre. And since he will not make himself- s¡nall_er for
anything as inconsequential to him as material success,the theatre will- simply have to.be made larger if 0,Caéeyis to have his rightful place.',)

In the neantirne, although the theatre has been made

large enough to accommodate Beckett and other dramatists of
the Absurd, O'Casey has still not been given the place which

should rightfuì-Iy be his. Thus the public is too often denied

an entertainer who pJ-ays joyously with words and images, with
symbols and techniques, who makes them perform tricks as

d.azzlíng as any circus rnaster: "Hello, what kind of a circus
is it's goin' on here?" (p. 1l+9). ',Is this a home-sweet-

away-frorn-hone hippodhrome, or what?" (p. 151). Actually
what is t'goin' on here" is the song "Red Roses for l,4e,', and

it is the play, and the roses are not just ',Communist',

5John c"""r,er, "The Prodigality of Sean O,Casey,,.
Sean O'Cas('.v, ed. Ronald Ayling, p. 115.
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0"Casey's red roses, nor are they just Ayarnonn's roseg, or
Sheila's, but, as the title makes plain, they are roses for
each of us who will carry them, or give them, or take them.

And as for what we are to make of the roses, O'Casey tips us

off about that as wel}r

BRENNAN r f used the teffi only as an allegory, ¡nan.

ROORY¡ Allegory man, or allegory wonan, there.s goin' to
be_no royal inthn¡sions where the Sword or ligñt isshinin' .

AYAMONN I Aw, for Christ.s sake, Roory, let.s hear the
song !

(P. 150)

Perhaps 0'Casey denands more of "the willing suspension of
disbelief" than do some other playwrights, but there is no

other playwright who provides such wings of laughter to help
his audience along.

The two roles in whi.ch David Krause sees O'Casey--

the playwright as entertainer and the pla¡rwright as prophet--

fuse completely in Red Roses for Me. But the role of prophet

coul-d never be fillect by O'Casey in other than a nock-serious
guise. Thus, in Red Roses, the symbolie role in which we

see OrCasey is that of lamplighter. The curtain which, in
Act IV, has fall-en to rnark the end of Ayamonnrs perfornance

on the stage of life, rises on a scene which is almost dark

until it is illuminate<i by the "little flower of light,,
(p, 222) that the lamplighter carries. He is a simple figure,
full of curiosity about what has happened and full of a

simple wonder at the events which have taken pJ.ace: ,,Looka

that,now! An' they.re all accouthered in their best to
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weleome hirn hone, wha'? Aw, welI, thr world's got to keep

movinr, so I must be off¡ so 1ong3 " (p. ZZ3). The curiosity
about life, the wonder of it, and, at last, the simple,

homespun philosophy are part and parcel of a man who is, as

an artist and a drarnatic craftsrnan, able to illuninate scene

after scene in ptay after play until, miraculously, in the

process, he ilLuninates both the heart and the nind of man.
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